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Dyspepsia,

Nervous Affec-

tions, General Debility, Fever and
Ague, Paralysis, Chronic Diarrhoea,
Boils, Dropsy, Humors, Female Com-

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
Fever, and all diseases originating
in

a

bad State of the Blood,
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System.

or a

or

low

State of the
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they do not stop at E. T. Merrill’s
New Shoe Store and examine for
themselves the great bargains now
being offered there.
To make room for faU and winter gvods, his large overstock of
summer shoes mast and will he
sold at prices hazardous to the
trade. Come early ! Seek the first,
choices! Don’t forget the place.
m
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be
misunderstood. As long as the President’s
pulse is in the neighborhood of 100, or even
as high as 95, there is still serious trouble.
He cannot expect to gain until it goes down
to 90 or 85, nor can he be said to be convalescent until it has been there a week.

factory

_

called upon to make payment to
MARY IF. WAITE. Administratrix.

Portland, August 22d, 1881.
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were, tell a story not to

It is not yet known when the Star Route

will be presented to the grand jury.
It is understood it is the desire of the prosecuting officer to have the jury relieved of as
much other business as possible in order
cases

that the Star Route

cases

may occupy the

uninterrupted attention of the jury after
they are taken up. The consideration of
some of the cases may be begun next week
Lieut. D. A. Lyle has eaten grasshoppers
West, and he lately read a paper before
Springfield science association praising

out
a

mein

iuuu.

as

au-uuu^u

tucjr

udiumuj

have a disagreeable smell, he says that when
cooked they become pleasant to both smell

non-importation agreements
American colonis's or with the epi-

main with the

of the
grammatic counsel of Dean Swift—“to burn
everything that came from England, except
her coals.”
The Charleston News and Courier obthat in the cotton field at least, the
the fact that in
negro is king, and points to
1879 the total production of cotton in South
Carolina wa3 522,548 bales, at least twoserves

thirds of which was produced by negro labor, as a proof of its assertion. The large
increase in the cotton production of the
State under the present conditions of labor
aud systems of culture, as compared with
the cotton production before the war, when
all the movements of the field hands were

Ix his address

!

I

1

Kg
Hfl

before the New England

Commissioner Loring presented some noteworthy statistics with regard to the increase
of agricultural wealth in the United States.
Ten years ago the amount of Indian corn
raised in the country was 760,944,549 bushels. The census of 1880 shows a growth in
1879 of 1,754,449,435 bushels. Of wheat, in
1870 there

were

raised

287,745,626 bushels;

in 1S79, 459,067,043 bushels. Of oats in
1870 there were raised 282,107,157 bushels;
in 1879, 407,859,009 bushes. Of barley in
were raised 29,761,305 bushels;
1879, 44,113,495 bushels. Of rye, in 1870
there were raised 16,918,795 bushels; in
1879. 19,831,021 bushels. The'tobacco crop,
which, in 1870 amounted to 262,235,341
pounds, in 1SS0 was estimated to be 473,107,573 pounds. Exports* of domestic mer-

1870 there

the most
A
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etructionin

chandise have increased since 1879 from
$635,042,078, to $883,915,941, and the

proportion of agricultural products, $724,489,413, or 81.96 of the whole amount
entering into that sum, is maintained in
the vastly increased exports of 1880. Our
cattle exports rose from $13,000,000 to $14,000,000; wheat from $167,698,000 to $190to
from
flour
$35,000,000
546,000;
from
$209,852,000
$45,000,000; cotton
from
$7,000,to
$245,534,339; beef
$28,008,000 to $12,000,000; lard from
000 to $35,226,000; cheese from $12,000,000
to $16,000,000; and pork from $5,000,000 to
From these figures it is
to $8,000,000.
shown that in the last decade our production of important cereals has increased nearly 100 per cent. The cotton crop has inin
cent.
per
creased
forty
fully
the same period, and the production of live
stock shows a constant and steady development.
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An Arctic Summer.
in San Flancisco Bulletin.]
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The 1th of Juno was the most beautiful of
days wo spent in the Arctic ocean. The

~ITIISS
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seplOdlw

MB. JOHN O NEIJLJL,
Teacher of Eaglhh and Italian Singing
nn<l Phywioiogyof the Voice,
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Boston, Sept. lGth, 1881.
Everybody and everybody’s relations seemed
to be going to tho fair to-day. So your corres
pondent,

as

an

item of

the

population, went

along. In some mysterious way he succeeded
in getting aboard a borse-car, which was already yainly striving to accommodate a hundred people. After a ride of twenty minutes

•

Garfield.

uuder very compact circumstances, the conductor called out, “Institute Fair—end of tire
route.” The living freight poured out of the
car, and was soon merged in tho stream of
people steadily llowing through the gates of
the New England Manufacturers’ and Mechanics’ Institute. Once within tho walls of the

The President's Doctors.

LElbarou Corr. Troy Times.]
departure of Beyburn, Woodward
and Barnes, Secretary Brown has taken up
his quarters in the doctor’s cottage, having a
large reception room on the ground floor and a
Since the

great building, there was no more danger of
crowding. A regiment of the inhabitants of a
towusnip might bo lost in tbe spacious halls
and galleries. Over 100,000 people, it is said,

bedroom off it.

respondents

locomote and inspect the exhibits without
inconvenience. 2,000,000 bricks, 2,C30,0C0 feet
of lumber, and 40,000 square feet of glass went
into the structure. It i3 without doubt the
largest permanent exhibition building in this
country. The plan of construction is exceedingly simple. There is a front hall and an
can

enormous

main hall, with galleries above the
round about the latter. The ex-

former and
hibits are

oci/biuu,

auu

octiu,
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gray

sky

smooth, reflecting
spots of pure

with

zenith, and

a

a

tranquil pearl-

the
belt of white aronnd the horizon
azure near

that shone with a bright, satiny lustre, trying
Some seven
to the eyes like clear sunshine.
whale ships were in sight, becalmed;with their
canvas spread. Tchuohi hunters in pursuit of

then three of them have gone, and Dr. Bliss

medical circle has been broken up. When the
six of them were at 'meals together the sight
I
was enough to strike terror to any patient.
could not help observing that Dr. Agnew d'Sskill
orthan
jointed his chicken with more
dinary mortals, and enjoyed the congenial
work of dissecting anything—even a fowl.
The funny stories which Dr. Bliss related to
the company Were the subject! of much laughter, and were probably professional anecdotes
pf a nature to make a sick man shudder or a
well man lose his appetite—for which reason I
did not try to catch the drift of the stories, one
of the funniest being so far as I learned from
which turned
a word or two, about an abcess
black. The signatures of the different surwere
the
the
on
subject of much
register
geons
comment. Dr. Bliss signs in a big scrawling
hand; Dr. Hamilton in a small, scratchy, indistinct writing, and Dr. Agnew writes his name
like a writing master. The characters of the
men correspond somewhat to their signatures.

iumc,

THE MAN WHO TALKS.

tion that the wards o' the nation must be pro-

Bliss is a bluff, stout man with short iron
gray side whiskers; he is always ready to talk.
I complimented him the o-her day upon his
receive newspaper
invariable readiness to
men.
“Well,” he said, “sometimes in Washhave to scold. I
felt
if
I
should
I
as
ington
would tell the story of the day to a score or
so of reporters at the White House, then go
home to find a dozen or more on the steps of
my house, and then find five or six more waff
ing in my reception room disguised as patients.
It was hard work to keep my temper. The
correspondents are not so bad here, though
three of them followed mo into the water this
morning when I took my bath, and plied me
with medical questions be 1 ween every broakvg.'j-

The noble work that these institutions have
done for tho intellectual and indnstrial development of the Indian and negro is well illustrated by the exhibit.
Striking and suggestive contrasts are continually forcing themselves upon the attention of
For examplo:
observant visitors at tho fair.
in this Hampton exhibit si's a somewhat taciturn but very industrious Apache, not more
than ten weeks from his native wilds.
With
ordinary shoemaker's tools, but in a rnothod
peculiar to himself, he puts together a pair of
rough shoes iu the course of two days. Almost
~ot~fhe*Fro'i. fflMflb
'wg Ibeifsa
ancient cobbler, who consumes the samo
amount of time with much tho samo result.
Hound about the latter, aud reaching the ears
of tho Indian ns he bends oyer his work, comes
the incessant whirl and buzz of the numerous
intricate machines of the model shoe-factory,
where the leather may he cut, a dozen processes gone through, aud a finely-finished pair of
boots placed upon the feet, in precisely eight
minutes. There is something pitiable in this
contrast. It crakes the uncivilized look almost
helpless, and the ways aud contrivances of tho
past almost ludicrous in the light of the present.
The shoemaking exhibit is the largest in tho
fair, and is arranged to give the visitor as
comprehensive an idea of the manufacture a3
could be obtained by spending a day or two in
the numerous departments of a large factory.
In the latter a novice is apt to be confused by
the roar of machinery, and the swarms of
workmen, while here a logical insight may bo
obtained in trail the processes, from tho uncut
'eather to the finished boot. The factory is
run full time, does regular work, and employs
a large number of the company’s best men.
It may he of interest to note that on one day
’ately, fifty one cares of boots were turned out
and shipped by order to Cuba and sixteen different States.
To attempt to make further mention of particular e :hibits would intrude too much upon
your space. Suffice it to say, that the opportu lities at the New England Manufacturers’
aud Mechanics’ Institute Fair, for instruction
and amusement, for hearing excellent music
and enjoying one’s solf iu a general way. are
such that no visitor » Boston should fail to
take advantage of. The admission fee is tint
a quarter—the management placing it at this
modest figure that the fair might be more of a
popular educator. According fo the turnstile
count, r early 200,000 people have already
passed through the gates. The other attractions in the city, the grand fair of the Mechanics’ Charitable As: xuation, the Art Museum,
the Natural History rooms, and the magnificent churches of the Back Bay—all of which
minutes of tho Institute
are within fifteen
Fair—render it particularly desirable to be in
Bos.on at this season. Arrangements have
been made lor excursion trains on ail the principle lines of railway, and those who avail
themselves of the opportunity thus afforded
***
will not be likely to regret it.

kin

seals were gliding about in light skin-covered
canoes, and gulls, auks, eider ducks, and other
water birds in countless multitudes skimmed
the glassy level, while in the background of
this Arctic picture the Siberian coast, white as
snow could make it, was soon [sweeping back
in flue, fluent, undulating lines to a chain of
mountains, the tops of which were veiled in
the shining sky. A few snow crystals were
shaken down from a black cloud toward midnight, but most of the day was ne of deep
peace, in which God’s love was manifest as in
a countenance. The average temperature for

n’nnvn

nnnn
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imilit
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night recently, the chief points of his argument in favor of talking being that the bulletins have to be interpreted by some one, and
bio can do it better than he? The majority of

one

people

won'd rather bo told upon

ity that “the President is worse”

good

authorread

taau to

a column of statistics as to pulse, temperature,
etc., and it mast be said that without Bliss the
lot of the newspaper correspondent would be
Ha is good for half a
far from a happy one.
column of matter for whoever catches him.
One of the most reliable of the Washington
correspondents admits Bliss's good nature and
his skill as a surgeon, but contends that no
According to this
_aith can be put in him.
gentleman, Dr. Bliss has no hesitation in telto
one
story
newspaper men and another
ling
He is said to be a little afraid of
to doctors.
Blaine, and usually speaks more frankly to him
than to anybody, which may perhaps account
for tho pessimist character of Blaine’s diswas
patches to London. When the President that
very low three weeks ago, it was reported
were
bowels
his
that
Dr. Hamilton discovered
in a frightful condition and were the real
cause of the alarming symptons, and without
consulting with Dr. Bliss ran to the nearest
drug store and got gome charcoal, with which
This was contrary
the patient was relieved.
to the laws of medical etiquette, for it was Dr.
to Dr. Bliss,
his
views
Hamilton’s part to give
The f act
who would then do as he saw lit.
that any such incident took place was denied
point blank by Dr. Bliss, and yet it occurred as
related without any doubt. This is only one
of many similar incidents

THE MAN WHO WILL NOT TALK.

Hamilton is a slight old man, with round
shoulders. Ho is well past 60 years, and his
No man connected
be-rd is nearly white.
with the case knows more about the President’s condition, but no man will say less. He
is modest and retiring, and courtesy itself to
newspaper men, but he will not talk.

_H.

H. H.

[Pall Mall Gazette.1

Bismarck and tlie Jews.
The latest reports from Germany seem to
show that there is a turn in the tide of opinion
in high quarters with regard to the Judenhetze. The Emperor, however little he may
like the Jews, has too much of the monarch in (
him to look on complacently either at the
or
open maltreatment of some of his subjects
His strong
at the riotous excesses of others.
of the late disgraceful events in

[Providence Journal.!
The Physicians’ Bulletins and the
Pacts.
The question of ail-ahsorbins interest to the
country for the past ten weeks has been the

disapproval

produced an effect not only uptho bearing of the representatives of Government in those regions hut on the tone of
the Conservative pre33. For some time tho
Government organs seemed to regard the
reign of lawlessness at New Stettin and its

Pomerania has

condition of the President. It is not too much
to say that it has been as though a member of
each individual household were lying upon a
sick bed, and the desire to he fully informed

on

of the facts has been that of the family and
friends in the ante-chamber of an invalid perilously balanced between life and death. Tbo

_•

1.1_V_1

+

Kna.lln .locavtriniv

comment, much leas censure. Now, however,
the Post, the organ of the "Free” (Moderate)
Conservatives, is willing to admit that the
Jews have a right to expect impartiality from

though

hopes and
soothed with sympathetic generalities, which
belie the absolute knowledge and cause a more
distressing revulsion, when they are not supported by the results. We havo already spoken
it needed to be sustained with false

Prince Bismarck "in hia official capacity.”
The Jews may, perhaps, be satisfied with this
assurance. They ought by this time to be
inclined to be thankful for small mercies. But
there is a drop of bitterness even in this tiny

of the disappointment which has coaie from
the general language of the medical bulletins,
that the President was “improving,” “holding
his own,” aud “doing well.” which were given
.forth day after day, until the country would

surprised to hear that the President was walking about his room than that ho
had been reduced to the last stage of emaciation, and was so infected with blood-poisoning
aud malarial fever that he had to bo removed

have beeu less

the desperate chance of saving his life.
The same false tone to the medical bulletins
is being continued now. We are informed
that the ballet has encysted, when the high
fever and the symptoms of active blood poisoning give emphatic contradiction to the statement, and significant admissions are made by
the surgeons about the change in the location

of the bail, and tho possibility of extracting it
under the pressure of necessity. We are informed that there is little danger from a purulent abscess in so vital an organ as tho lungs,
and no alarm is given from the condition of
the blood, which created it, and which, as is
woil Known in surgical practice, is in imminent danger of affecting the liver, tho kidneys
and other vital organs in the same way. We
are assured
that the President lias recovered
his appetite and is taking solid food, when it is
afterward admitted that a reed bird or a woodcock would make, him four meals, and tlio
stimulants have hail to be renewed. The lanbulletins appears to bo
guage of tho medical
ingeniously contrived to give as falsely favoras
possible without boing
able an impression
absolutely mutrue in facts, aud it is only upon
the admissions wrung oat by the persistent inquiries of tho newspaper correspondents that
tho country has been able to obtain from tho
physicians a true understanding of the case.

*

having been joined by his wife, the pleasant

tec-ed, and made into law-abiding citizens, and
a period put to the generations of dishonor.”

view as

and every

Talking of doctors, I had all six ol them at
tho table next to mine in the Elberon diningroom
Tuesday and Wednesday last. Since

gentlemen, is the solution—the only solution—
of the Indian problem. It is through educa-

country has been treated in this

or more cor-

mark about the President with, “Now, I tell
you this on condition that it will not be used in
print.” Of all the surgeons connected with
the case Dr. Hamilton is the shyest of having
his name in the papers, and any remarks that
you may see in his name, have beon built, you
may be sure, out of very slender materials—a
nod or a “yes” or a “no.”

cunning metallic

that weave our clothing—the machines
that turn out our boots and shoes with marvelous facility, the
wood aud iron working machines that supply all sorts of necessities and
luxuries of life,—all varieties of these, and the
engines that furnish the motive power, may be
seen in practical operation in the main hall.
The galleries are devoted to another class of
exhibits, ranging, however, from furniture
and pianos, heliotypes and chromes, to crock•
ery aud canned goods.
But your correspondent didn’t attempt to investigate and comprehend all these things on
the first visit. With supremo indifference to
the sage injunctions of that terrible race of
people, the me.hodical sight-seers, he sauntered
about the acres of machinery, up and down tho
spacious aisles, into the unique aud artistic
seciionsof the galleries, anywhere aud everywhere, at his own sweet will. He did not hold
himself above partaking of the chocolate, maleberry coffee aud griddle-cakes, that are dispensed fiee of charge in the rear gallery. Nor
u(jis he proof against the glass-blowers, nor
even the card mania, which, judging from the
miscellaneous collections the ladies carry out of
the bu'lding, has taken a new lease of life.
Among the exhibits of peculiar and practical interest, is that of the Hampton and Carlisle insti.ntes. A day or two ago a prominent
Bcitonian, standing on the lie >r of the main
tu tuts

fifty

Branch is much fa

room

fingers

uaiif puuvou

LoDg

evening. Dr. Hamilton has a
right off Mr. Brown’s, and sits and chats
in the reception room for a few minutes every
night before going to bed, prefacing every reing

thoroughly systematized, so that
even without the comprehensive catalogue,
which has been issued, any particular one can
be found'with ease.
The textile machinery—the

The work of

now at

cilitated by the kindness of Mr. Brown, whose
door is always open, and who consents to tell
the nows without showing fatigue, to countloss applicants. His room has become a sort of
rendezvous for people who want to know the
latest, for there may be met Col. Bockwell and
Gen. Swairn, when they are off duty, and Dr.
Bliss spends an hour or two there every morn-

on

B 'ranches

WILL
'ak sts.
Cumberland Street, between Casco and
This school is for pupils of both sexes. For particulars enquire of E. M. Freeman, 106 Groen street.

The Institute Fair.

in

Notice

are

they

as

directed by white overseers, is the best possible evidence that the negro understands
his work as a farmer.

B tlie kind

i room;*. No. 140 Trcmont street, over Arthur
! Schmidt’s Music store._
is hereby given, that the
The term opens on the 12th of September, hut putaken
subscriber has been duly appointed and
upon herself the trust cf Administratrix of the es | pils may enter at anytime.__
tate of
ITIrs. OWU1LL will also be prepared to receive
EDWARD WAITE, late of Portland,
pifpils in private instruction at the above rooms on
after Sept. 5th.
and
scpl6d3m
and
in the County of Cumberland, deceased,
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are requirIVN. FRESHMAN & BKOS.
ed to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to
said estate

one re-

unsatis-

The effort. to revive Irish manufactures
will be watched with keen interest, as even
-l~i—winnini, mi; Imi) tr\ yarg farreaching results in this direction. The clitficulties in the way are obvious as well as
So Customers roving from store weighty. Ireland cannot protect herself by
to store, fail of the fairest oppor- means of a tariff; consequently the tactics
tunities in BOOTS and SHOES if of the home traders must conform in the

ortlandflysinessfloltege
jJ
Eg

nov29

IMPORTED

circulars giving particulars,
148 Spring streot.

For

Principals, No.

Cures

210 Federal. Street.

1881.

ceived.

FOR SALE BV ALL DRUGGISTS.

“In

bulletins, brief and

easily distinguished from beef broth. Fried
they have a nutty flavor.

warts

The school includes Kindergarten, Preparatory
and Advanced departments.
Special attention will be given to instruction in
the Modern Languages and Drawing.
A limited number of boarding pupils will be re-

N. A. QUINCY, Boot? IS, 8 riateiV
Exchange No, 18 9 Exchange Street.

blood. A Book sent free. Dr.
Sanford, 162 Broadway, N. Y.

111 ■■

spect the official

in their own oil

aug3ueod3m

Congress

SEPTEMBER 7ih,

regulatesthe bowels, purifies the

BROTHERS,
j! UNDERTAKERS

The Providence Press says:

and taste, no disguise being required.
They
can be eaten after boiling two hours, with
and salt, and thus prepared are not

DIRLC'i <) K Y

dice, Biliousness, Malaria, Costiveness, Headache. Itassists digestion, strengthens the system,

ilSLEV

Y

POYEN,

PROF. iU. SAUFI1ER,
PIANIST, and Teacher of Pianoforte.

Bools Binders.

Only Vegetable Compound that
acts directly upon the Liver, and
cures Liver Complaints, Jaun-

Rronlfhn

of

English studies. Residence 782 Congress Sireet.
eodtf
sept!

aeeufed

RETAIL

at

OEO«C. CODMAN, Office No. 184 Middle
Street. Portlnxd.

already

Af> XTaLIo Sit

M,W&Fly

Accountant and Notary Public.

busi-

ness man

1

__

MISS H. 2.

rooms,

in Portland and in every city (not
Manufacturing
taken). A few hundred dollars necessary

WANTED

TirrAo

will be given to French.

Principal.

raiHE copartnership heretofore cxistiug under the
8 lirin name and Ftyle of McKENNA & DOUGHElt, Undertakers, is hereby dissolved by mutual
consent. All persons holding claims against the

» U Si N h,S8

concern wants

tt

30 FREE STREET.

Farmington, Maine.

will please rail upon pj id
McKenna and settle, who will continue at the old
CHARLES L. McKENNA,
stand.
J' FIN DOUGHER.
Portland, Aug. 30, 1881.
eepl d3w

WANTED.

fi

a

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOLS Little Blue,

personsowing said firm

the first year, and large'y iccrea-e it the second.
W. J HOLGive age, experience, and send this.
seplGeodlw
LAND, Springfield. Mass.

r>,.~

IJaclielier hs lettres.
University of France, will receive pupil*
iu the. French lnna*u»are privately cr iu
auoldltn
cinwM**.
4ddr«'>*:*, 12‘( B.*orh !#t.

of J. C. PROCTOR,
Np. 83 Exchange St.

Music Store.

BRANCITES

stage. One package generally suffices.
Delivered by Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
46 Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
$6.00. Treatiso and remarkable statements by tbe
cured, mailed tree.
The afflicted can refer to:
S. Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
H. A. Choate, Revera House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Gekaghty, 61 White St., Lawrence.;
Mrs. A. J. Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leiohtocn, New Market, N. H.;
Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mbs. Geo. Webster, 69 Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. George Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Prma Donna;
Paul Botton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I

"2? 3S2 DEi. 3M[

RENE DE

DISSOLUTION OP UO-PARTNEfiSHIP.

WANTED.

Unquestionably tbe most important
A remedy
discovery since vaccination.
which assimilates with the mucous membrane and
forms not only a local, but a constitutional

Academy

particulars apply

aug*29dtf

if sold immediately,
from the * lty.

COPARTNERSHIP.

H. KOTZSCHMAR,

uyuvua-

Mn. Chamberlain, who holds most of the
Minnesota State railway bonds, has renewed
his proposition to take half the debt iu full
settlement of the whole in new 30-year
bonds, at 5 per cent, interest, on condition
that the governor should immediately call
an extra session of the legislature, and that

OlTItE.

medical

September 5th, 1881.

No. 137 Cumberland street, will

BARGAIN
be sold at
HOUSE
is about to
the
a

LAW,

tJi/aic

1U1X x/cmuiiiAUv;

Agricultural society at Worcester, Monday,

TITHE School affords every facility for acquiring
solid and finished education.
jL

For
and lot

FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,

liO *v

suspended from
Purdue University, Indiana, £>r not complying with a new regulation requiring all students to pledge themselves not to be members of “Greek letter” societies during their
college course, have brought suit in the
courts to test the authority of the faculty to
make such a regulation.

Re-open for tbe

PAJjL

D. W. FESSENDEN, ESQ.,
31 Li Exchange St., Portland, Me*

FOR SALE.

LAW,

i'j

tion to be held iu Albany, Tuesday, October IX, one week less one day after the Republican convention in the city of New
York, will be composed of three hundred
and eighty-four delegates, three from each
assembly district.

*

UATED in Cape Elizabeth,

Li

the necessary legislation be had.

NEAKLY

mail a. r. morgana
8UE2GOJL. for I01JNG LAD1R8 and
GIRLS, Portsmouth, N. H.
Reopens September 28, 1881. During vacation apply lor circulars and information to Mrs. J. H. Fosjun22d2awW&S2m. ts22
ter, Box 285.

a

S

THOMAS & BIRD,
AT

Pnysics Natural History, etc. Students are also
admitted to partial or special courses. School of
Mechanic Arts for instruction in English, Drawing,
Mathematics and shopwork. Next school year begins Sep. 20, 1881. Entrance examinations Sep.
21 and 22, at 9 A. M.
ROBERT’ H. RICHARDS, Secretary.
WILLIAM B. ROGERS, President.

railroads,
go^d tillage,

Inquire

BY

—. —-..

X

“A ROLLING STONE GATHERS

Institute of Technology,
Boston.
Regular tour year courses in Civil, Mechanical
and Mining Engineering, Architecture. Chemistry,

191 Middle St.

a

cod&wlm37

sepl4

free from debt.

pepper

pri vate pupils by the subscriber.

Mercy.

first class Life Insurance Company, tie services of a mao of good standing «nd extended
The right man will rea qualatance in Portland.
ceive 'ineral compenration.
A dress INSURANCE, Press Office.

urm

circular

Iffass.

near

LOCATED

.-.—-

WANTED.

A

H. F. EATON, Principal-

mHE Sixth Year begins MONDAY, SEPT. 5th.
1 Instruction thorough. Light and ventilation
excellent. Sessions from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.
{KgP'Private Lessons at reasonable rates.
For further information address C. B. VARNEY,
augll-codtf
M., Stevens’ Plains, Me.

markets and school,
abundance of wood,
250 acres,
and ell, 2 large
house
two
storied
large orchard,
barns. Cuts 40 tons of hay, can be easi ly increased
to 100 tons. Price $3000, on easy terms.
W. FT. W vLDRON, Real Estate Agent,
180 Middle street.
sep9eod2w*

Street

GAGE & 3TROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LaW,
31 ya Exchange

COUNSELLORS

WANTS.

75 II.

aug27eodlm*

1

f

to

working

61% Exchange St

11

and Hollers
Engines
also,

FROM
ing, Hangers, Pulleys, BeTtiDg,
Wood
tools.

and

For

GKCUSIl&CLASMi AL SCHOOL
485 1-3 CONGRESS ST.
Prepare* for llii.iiM'.,, High School or

FOR SALE.

40 Steam

Sept. 6.

143 Pearl Street.
jan34_iltt

eodtf

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

16.

To Let.

LAW.

100

SSTROUT,

or

the balance'in the treasury on the 1st of October will be $561,000. The State is entirely

,i.'w~cDTixnnjrJ -HO MOSS.”—

Farm For Sale.

COUNSELLORS AT

w
—

I.irn
«

Refreshment Room, Coat ami Package Rooms,
Press Item, Telegraph Office, Daily Newspaper,
and all'theoouveuienees of a Periecr Exhibition.

ootll

ical Studies,
Given to

\Tn

aug31

dyer,

THOMAS B. REED,

n

T

sepl4

T

UVUAU

_dtf
Instruction in English and Class-

173Stn«nSt; now opni'nied
AJ by Geu. George Thom. Possession given
Oct. 1st 1881.
Apply to L. D. M. Sweat.

3

LAW.

AT

119% Exchange St.

P

Tor Sale
TTVinollinff TTnna/i

P. MATTOCKS,

jlylO

A lot of lapd belonging to the estate of the late
Dr. Lucien Ingalls of Falmouth, containing about
sixteen acres, being a part of the A a Field Farm,
lying on the County Road to Yarmouth. Also an
undivided two thirds pan of the larm
cuid £ald.
For term»^»e. appl^to J. K.MERK1LL,
septGeodSw*
Colleys Corner, Falmouth.

Office Building.

Post

Wm. Gill’s Musical Comedy,

Sile of s’ata

LAW,

Miss

Minnie Palmer &R. E. Graham

nn

IX JL

Sjatatc.liffiil3.oc3L 1833.

FOE SALE.

LAW,

Middle, Cor. Exchange Street.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
51% Exchange Street.

I

L

THEATRE

PORTLAND

NEW

COUUSELLORS AT

176

Listemakn, Conductor.

ANNIE LOUISE

All

NORRIDGEWOCK, ME.,
Fall Term will

LOCKE & LOCKE,

L

—BY THE—

..n

1

Sam’l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
A real care of Catarrh for $1,001

EATON FAMILY SCHOOL,

FOR SALE

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street.

DRAWING,

also

Gcrtuau suitl Italian.

Price.' reaeonablo (usd satiefaeiiOE guaranteed.
Je2
dly

J. J. LYNCH,

L

r

317 Congress Street, Portland, Mgiue.
Opposite frye’n Drug Store.
d3w*
sepl4

l i Haiku

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
199 Middle

Always

etc.

P. J. LARRABEE,

I

MARSH,

JOST <Sc MORTON,

Exchange Street.

253£.mS&&

Sale.
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry Repaired Cheap and
Warranted.

LAW,

1U0

N.
F

SETH L. LARRABEE,

I

CARTCONCERT!

GRAND

....

Street.

LAW,
399Ys Congress Street.

21st.

Wednesday Evening, Sept.

f

J.

Watch Maker, at home again.
Watches, Clocks, Plated Silver ware, Eye Glasses

COUNSELLOR AT

L

LASELL SEMINARY,

Home School for Young Women. Only one teach
household arts, cooking, dress-cutting, &c.; literfull. Vacancies
ary work of high grade.
filled in order of application. Send for catalogue.
Mention this paper. 0. C. BRAGDON, Principal.

log

Middle Street.

pud references, apply to

CITY

Flank

AT

93

I

SYLVAHXJS PORTER,
Supt. Horse Dept.

ecplO-dtd

LAW,
199

j
L

$atd ffitMideb,

No. 37 Plum Street.

COUNSELLOR AT

nexier

4 8150—for Free-for-all Horses.
H B. Shawns.,.bro s Tom Patcben
V. C. Hall ns.bli s Black Arthur
C. B. Trask ns.b g Dandy J

.....

euro at any

Careful instruction will be given in English Studies,
Latin, Greek, French and German. Boarding places provided for pupils from out of town.
For circulars, or admission. Apply to the Principal, 78 Winter St.
jy23-eodtf

BERRY,

and

J'f’lp

Street.

15, 1881.

fifth year begin* Sept.

Th«

Street.

J. H. FOGG,

r
I

NO. 3

NO.

MILITARY AND COLONIAL MUSEUM.
_....

-them

There is now a surplus in the treasury of
Georgia of §332,000, and it is expected that

A THOUSAND ATTRACTIVE NOVELTIES
ALL THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCES.
A FULL MACHINERY HALL.
ASUPERB ART GALLERY.

Wei Be Meyer’s

507 1-2 Congress Street.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.'
42 Ya Exchange

T

C. G Crosby ns .s m Julia
Clias Records ns.b g Roger 1)
.binMsieD
Geo. Rosens
John E Noves us.br in Little Kell
Wni Irish us.br m Maud C
J C Benson ns.blk g Dexter
C F & II M Moulton ns.b m Gentle Annie
E T Turner ns.blk m Lady Despatch

ami West
street,--opposite the Coliseum Grounds.

Huntington Avenue

But for the clear ami common sense dispatches
of Secretary Blaine, which the country has
come to look to as the real statement of the
President’s condition, it would have no official
information on which to base its judgment or
justify its hopes, when they have any justification.
This is wrong. The country is entitled to
know the exact truth. It is not an hysterical
woman or a feeble child to need to be deceived.
Tt can bear to know the worst. And in any
case, the revulsion of feeling from disappointment in an unfavorable crisis, after a succession of favorable Bulletins, is more injurious
than if it had been inaccurately informed, and
would lead the country to absolute despair
were it not for the strength of its fervent
wishes and the knowledge of the abnormal
strength in body and mind of the President.
Even now it takes much more confidence from
the report that the Cabinet contemplate a trip
to the White Mountains than from tbo roseate
bulletins and assertions of Dr. Bliss; that no
critical danger is to be feared from an abscess
in the lungs, and that the bn' et, which keeps
up an active blood poisoning, is safely encysted
and the wound healthily healing. The fact
that the President has survived thus far gives
more confidence in his ultimate recovery than
the bulletins of his physicians, which are contradicted by the absolute knowledge of the
conditions of bis case. There is ground for
hope, hut it cannot be based on tho official
bulletins of the Attending physicians, and the
critical conditions of the patient remain in
spite of their ingeniously worded attempts to
conceal them from the public knowledge. We
cannot believe that they have treated the
country with proper confidence.

A Stroll In and About the Building.

Focn students who were

School,

JWiss Sewall’s

H. FOGG,

J

I

Claiw-^Did not fill.
SlOO-for
extended 10 Sept. 20th, at 10 o’clock.

d. V. Benson

LAW,

AT

com

Newton

EDUCATIONAL

BUSINESS CARDS.

vc

pres

Bismarck is growing fat. In 1874 lie
weighed 207 pounds; 1870, 219; 1877, 230; in
1878, 243; in 1870, 245, in 1880, 247, and now

cure

AN IMMENSE CAM ERA-0 BSCURA.
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL
MUSIC.

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

C

2 SlOO-f.r 3.00 Clara.

Exchange Street.

93

or

OPEN SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER.

horaticTstapl.es,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
31 Ya Exchange Street

172 Middle Street

2.40

Na.

Street

COBB,

COUNSELLOR

Day, Sept. 21st,

First

Wo cannot undertake to return
are not used.

munlcatioiis that

equal suffrage, to get municipal
or school suffrage if they can, in States
whero the legislatures can grant them.

tAIaRil'

SHJilMlOU ABU SiiUi 11BU, ULCAUHbU ABU UBBLbAtll HU.
Or.e limited lot yard wide Bleached Cotton Remnants, 6 cents.
One lot Remnant', yard wide. Unbleached Cotton Remnants, fi cents.
One giant pile Great Falls AA., 39 inch Unbleached Cotton Remnants, 7 cents.
(We have always sold this grade at 8 cents.)
These are
One great lot Great Falls L. Unbleached Cotton Remnants, 7 ceHts.
extra stout.
One limit- d lot White Cotton and Wool Flannel Remnants Cheap.
In connection with Ibis R mnaut Sale we shall offer for a few- days, the finest lot
of Oriental, Diinuel.and other make of Priuts at, 5 cents a yard,that it has ever been
our fortune to possess.

Journal.

our

“Old Mechanics’ Fair”

Remnants

Manufacturers’

represent

Lucvr Stone advises women, while seeking constitutional amendments that will se-

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

r

TROTTING ENTRIES.

NO. I
Time

LAW,
30 Exchange Street

22nd.

and

21st

Street

COUNSELLORS AT

CJOHN

CUMBERLAND FARMERS CLUB D

SEPT.

Exchange

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,

CARDON

PAIR,

LAW,

34

deodtf

Spl7

Exchange St,

48

First—COMEDIANS—Class

□CLASS

Street.

to

most of tho month commencing May 20 hat
been but little above the freezing point, the
maximum about 45°. To-day the temperature
in the shade at noon is Go°, the highest since
leaving San Francisco. The temperature ol
the water in Behring sea and strait, and as fat
as we have gone in the Arctci, has been about
from 29° to 35°. Bat as soon as we approached
within 50 miles of the mouths of the Yukon,
the temperatnre changed suddenly to 42°.
The mirage effects we have witnessed on the
cruise thus far are as striking as any I ever
saw on the hot American desert.
Islands and
headlands seem to float in the air, distorted
into the most unroal, fantastic forms imaginable, while the individual mountains of a chain
along the coast appear to dance at times up
and down with a rhythmic motion, in tho
tremulous refracting
atmosphere. On the
northeast side of Norton sound I saw two
with
a
flat, black table on top,
peaks, each
looming suddenly up and sinking again alternately, like boys playing see-saw on a plank.

he turns the scale at 251.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

ADMISSION. 25, 35 and 50 ceni*. No
For Sale at Ira
extra chatge for Reserved Seats.

Gilbert’s

huge sale of

announces a

AT

AW. B. ANTHOINK,

cenlriciticM of i Imrocler. Ac., Ac.
A Company c mposed entirely of

Stock bridge's.

J^lESiS

HORATIO

Ssd|h Rsnrci. Fanny Slot lew, Droll Ec-

C

Portland,

the Cumberland

C. ANDREWS,

page from the

one

sepl3

CflTM MffiTS! COTTOS RKIMCTS!

LAWYERS.

for presentation in the interest of the

Street.
Congress
°

518

0. JORDAN,

CIVIL ENGINEER AND LAND SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street

Maine.

claiming

We do not read anonymous letters and commnni
The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.

Charitable Mechanic
Association.

PHOTOGRAPHER.

TWO NIGIITS OIVLY.

Card

cations.

r\

KIMBALL,

a

of every person

Fourteenth Triennial Exhibition,

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

HALL,

greatest success

BEST

I

regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials

—OF THEH.

KOHAS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

the Pictorial Arts at the Maine State

on

SPECIMENS OF PHOTOGRAPHY, THE f IRST
PRIZE is awarded to C. W. HE ARY.”
‘*C. W. HE ARY or Portlnud also exhibited some superior Crayon
work executed for him by Itlr. Frank Goddard, WHICH WAS YOT
EYTERI D FOR A PREMIUM.”
The above report speaks for itself.
‘•For the

insertion.

Monday and Tuesday, Sept

Every

Massachusetts

Fair of 1881.

r

THE PRESS.

with

Photographs.
Superior
EXTRACT

EDUCATIONAL.

Rates of Advertising: one inch of space, tin
of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week; 76 cents pel
week after; three insertions or less, $1.Q0; continu
day after first week, 60 cents.
ing every other three
insertions or less, 75 cents
Half square,
one week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auctior
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; throe insertions or less. $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent
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MISCELLANEOUS

-ppn-
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-—
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Is published every Thursday Morning at $2.60 I
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.
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cup of comfort. "In his personal opinions,”
the Post continues, "the Prince owes au account of them only to his conscience.” This
sounds very well at first, hut the separation of
the Prince into two conflicting entities—the
Chancellor Bismarck, who reluctantly discountenances persecution, and the Junker
Bismarck, who writes effusive letters to the
persecutors—is a little too metaphysical for
every-day use. Prussian officials, at any rate,
have hitherto been rather slow to make cat
this dualism, uor is it quite certain iliat they
will understand it even after the explanations
of the Post.
One other remark made by the Post is worth
notice. The Jews, it says, have no right to
complain of the hostility of Prince BUmarck
while their organs continue to attack him so
do. There is a Bisfiercely as they at presentJudenehtze.
"If the
marckhetze as well asfa
state of things, let
this
Jews wish to change
the
Now,
them begin.”
Bismarckhetze, as the
Times correspondent at Berlin points out this
morning, is unquestionably a mistake,although
principles of the Poa», the Jews
upon the
would have a perfect right to say anything
they pleased of Prince Bismarck aa a man as
long as they were civil to him as an official.
But it is absurd to compare an attack which
as
it
words,
ends,
begins, in sharp
with a persecution which destroys property
the
Jewish
aud threatens life. Tho tone of
press may bel^offensive, hut at any rate theJews have had tho very graveatj provocation.
And time was when Prince Bismarck employed a portion of ttiis very press jto use far
more offensive
language about his persoual
enemies. Tho odium incurred by a few .lows
in deing dirty work at i’rinco Bismarck's requost has had a great deal to do with tho hatred of which he now suffers a whole class of
his countrymen to become the victims.

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. 19.

anxiety already existing. He has also been
slowly growing weaker, and his present condition excites the gravest apprehensions.

FAILING.
The President Has

MAINE.

a

Sympathy of the People of Ireland.
Long Branch, Sept. 18.—The following was
received to-day:

Chill Sat-

To Mrs.

Broke Jail.
Sept. 18.—A

prisoner named
Wiscasset,
George H. Merchant, awaiting trial for adultery, escaped from jail this morning. His age
is 23.
Suspected Poisoning.
Rockland, Sept. 17.—Edward P. Morse of

by

an

The Gravest

SPORTING.

Schooner Sunk with all on Board.
scnooner u. a
Chicago, III., Sept. 18.
Van Valkenburg foundered Thursday night,
between Jacksonport and
on Lake Michigan,
The captain and six of the
Whitetish Bay.
vessel struck the rocks,
The
lost.
crew were
and tbe crew took to the boat, which capsized.
The vessel left here Tuesday morning for Buffalo, with 38,000 bushels of corn. Tbe vessel
was worth 313,000, and the cargo 320,000.
—

perspired

very

night.

Dublin, Sept. 17.—In the convention, Parnell said he believed the act would not stand
the test. If it should they would be justified
in whatever stand they took, if they adopted
the watchword, “No rent,” or assumed any

%

wealthy pork packer
himself Saturday.

o'

Springfield, Mass., hanged
despondent.

Detectives have gone to Montreal in search
of ex-Secretary Stuart of the Brooklyn Board
of Education.
Ex Postmaster Brady has gone to Canada
with his family.
Steamer Erastus Corning, reported missiDg,
has arrived at New Haven al right.
Frederick Scbipple, 40 years old, who was
accidentally shot in the leg on the 11th inst.
by Andrew Weishacher, his employer, who
was using a revolver on some roughs who attacked him, died Friday in Roosevelt Hospital.
Weishacher at the same time shot and killeo
bis young daughter Frances, and was acquitted
at the inquest on the latter.
Charles P. Crosby, President of the Michigan Fire Relief Committee, had forwarded up
to Friday evening 833,300 for the relief of the
sufferers.

Subscriptions aggregating over 83,000 were
reported in New York Saturday toward the
Michigan fire relief fund. This makes the
total sum now collected there over 841,000.
P. H. Wingarder, a notorious counterfeiter’
was Bbot by bis mistress in Oakland on
Friday.
Congressman J. Hyatt Smith has resigned
the pastorate of the Lee Avenue Baptist
church in Brooklyn.
Rev. Messrs. Waterbury and Burdett, and

Mrs. and Miss B'andt Bailed from New York
to engage in missionary
work.
A Duluth despatch reports a violent hurricane which destroyed large quantities of timber, blew down coal sheds and several

Saturday for Asia

dwellings.
Forest fires are raging in the vicinity of Carthage, N. Y., and many farmers have lost their
crons and buildings.
Three men who went
into the woods have not been heard from.
Some 20 bouses in the Irish settlement are reported burned.
In bi3 speech to Congress Friday the Presi"
dent of the Mexican republic referred to the
wounding of President Garfield, “tho upright
and virtuous citizen who exercises the chief
magistracy of the United States," as a most
deplorable misfortune. He predicted the suppression of the frontier raids.
The New York Democratic State Convention
will be held in New York city, Oct. 10.
The last rail between Boston and Hudson
Vl“ New York & New
England road was
laid Satuiday night, and a train left last
night
with the ptetident and directors for the River.
Geo. Smith of Pembroke, Ma3S., while
dru k Ibursday, beat his wife so
severely that
the fb .sicians think she oannot recover Smith

etc., was unanimously adopted.
A resolution was adopted, recommending all
members of th* League to use Irish manufacthe League
tures, and empowering branches of
to adopt measures to encouraee native indusof the
Mr.
Carr,
try. During the discussion,
Newark League of New Jersey, made a violent speech against sanctioning the land act.
A resolution was unanimously adopted, urging
farmers to set aside land for the use of laborrents as
ers, charging them such proportionate
Redpath 8aid he rethey paid themselves.
that
himself
gretted Parnell had pledged
American money would not be spent in the
purchase of bullets. If the League abandoned
its original principles, the Irish in America
would not cease their contributions, but would
trausfer them from Parnell to O’Donovan
Rossa. After a congratulatory address by Parnell, the convention closed.
Johnson of Kanturk, founder and secretary
of the Irish Laborers’ League, was the best
known speaker. He said the laborers wanted
to shew the world they could best attain their
ends by joining hands with Mr. Parnell. He
had no confidence in the land act; if the gov-

......

[T.00

p. m.]
An attendant in the President’s cottage just
reported the President had another chill shortly after the evening dressing. He says it was
quite severe and lasted about ten minutes.
Doctors Bliss and Boynton are now in the cottage and thb story cannot be verified.

[8 p. m.]
MacVeagh

has just returned
Attorney Gen.
from Francklyn Cottage and says while he did
not see either of the attending surgeons he understood the President had a slight chill which
lasted about ten minutes.
Says the

_A.

Yesterday’s History of the Case.
There were great fears early this morning
!

surgeons
ordered applications of hot cloths, which
proved successful treatment. There were indications of cooling of the extremities, but the
hot applications brought an increase of temperature and the coolness gradually wore away
without producing a chill. Had a rigor occurred this morning, it is thought it would
have been a very serious one, as the patient
was extremely enfeebled. Dr. Hamilton went
home to-night and will return Tuesday. Col.
Corbin also left this evening for Washington.
With the exception of the renewed efforts employed to keep the temperature from failing
below the normal range, the day was uneventful. Notwithstanding the comparatively favorable condition of the patient noted in the
evening bulletin, however, in less than an
hour after its issuance another rigor occurred,
lasting about ten minutes. In comparison with
the one yesterday, it was light, though, as Dr.
Bliss remarked to-night, it was severe enough.
Statements of Drs. Boynton and Bliss.
Dr. Boynton to-night said: “I do not think
the low pulse and temperature of last night
and this morning favorable indications. The
low pulse and temperature, sound sleep and
freedom from cough and expectoration are
indications of a very low state of vitality and
cannot be considered favorable symptoms. If
he grows stronger, there will be a rise in pulse
and temperature, and his cough and expectoration will return.
As to the cause of the chills, it is possible
they are merely the reflex of the President’s
low state of vitality, but in all probability
they are the result of the suDpuration process
going on in some part of the body. Probably
there is an extension of the lung trouble. The
abscess in the right lung iB what we call a secIt occurs in the course of
ondary abscess.
blood poisoning, or rather as a complication.
It is one of the most frequent complications of
It begins as lobular congeschronic pyaemea
tion. Each lobule of the lung is about the
size of a pin’s head. A number of these lobules become congested, and after a time suppurate and form as many small abscesses.
By
and by this congestion extends to surrounding
in
turn, suppurate, forming
lobules, which,
If the patient lives
other small abscesses.
long enough, these minute abscesses open into
each other, forming pus sacs about the size of
a hen's egg.
That portion of the lung containing abscesses becomes consolidated, or hepatized. A portion of the President’s right
lung, reaching up to the sixth rio, is now con-
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night that the President’s case was hopeless.
I said his case was extremely critical, bat not
hopeless. My opinion to-night is the same as

last night.
For several weeks he has at time3 made satisfactory improvement, but in each instance
the Improvement has been followed by relapse,
which has left him on a lower plane of vitality than before. This feature of his case is peculiar to most cases of chronic pyaemia. The
President has a wonderful constitution,but it is
doubtful if it is sufficient to carry him on to
recovery.

Dr. Bliss said tbe chill this evening was of
about ten minutes duration, and was what
might be called quite a chill. The President is
suffering considerable from its effect. No vomiting occurred, and the patient experienced a
reaction imediately afterjthe rigor subsided by
Tbe doctor said tbe.
the appearance of fever.
rigor may have been due to local causes, but if
“I think,” he said
so, they were not manifest.
‘the recurrence due to the enfeebled condition
of the patient. The depraved condition of the
fluids, together with local sores are sufficient
10 produce chills if he is not repairing, and it
is
evident
not
he
has
repaired any
during the past 24 hours but has merely
held his own.
It is probable another chill
will occur during the night.
The duluess of
the lung has not extended. The soughing has
been very slight to-day.
It is reasouable to
expect the recurrence of rigors every twentyfour hours. It has been a fearful light and
you on the outside have no idea of it.”
Dr. Bliss admitted the situation was very
critical but said there is still a chance for his
recovery. Daring the afternoon Gen. Grant
made his daily visit to Francklyn cottage.
Deflbrlnated Beef
of
Administration
Blood.
Long Branch, Sept. 18.—Dr. Bliss yesterday explained a new treatment which had
been commenced last night, which, it appears,
has become necessary from the President's increased loss of vitality, and which, is now in
such a low condition that the food taken by
the Btomach has ceased to assimilate properly
or at least sufficiently to overcome the waste
which is going on.
Tbe new treatment is the
administration of defibrinated beef blood by
blood
The
is procured fresh every
enemata.
morning from New York abbatoirs, and
whipped until it is entirely free from the flbrine or stringy part of the fluid.
This proces
also prevents the danger of its becoming clotted.
What effect do you expect this new
treatment
to have, doctor,” was
asked.
“Well,” was the reply, “it is good nourishto
blood
a
certain
ment, and may purify the
extent.” “Will it be brought here daily?”
“Yes, we will get it fresh every day.”
Attorney General McVeagh’s Despatch.
Long Branch, Sept. 18.—The following was
cabled to-night:

To Lowell, Minister, London:
The President passed a comparatively quiet
and comfortable day, but this evening lie bad

chill, of less duratien than that of yesterday, bat safllclent to increase the very great
onother

>n1/.nnn

+
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He used abu-

language.
The convention adopted resolutions authorizing the establishment of industrial and labor
departments in a central office of the League,
and adding to the Land League’s present title
the words, “And labor and industrial union.”
Mr. Dillon Egan
moved that Parnell

(American representative)

America during the
coming winter, to place Irish affairs in their
true light, and that Mr. O’Connor accompany

Apprehensions Prevailing.
[10.26 P. M.l

At this hour the President is resting quietly,
and is more comfortable. His pulse is 122 and
temperature somewhat above normal. There
is no improvement in his general condition, and
the gravest apprehensions prevail.

—

sive

••I consider his case extremely critical. He
mHv recover, but all nrobabilitv is
against re-

covery.
The Gravest;

J: J

work would be made for them.

Probabilities are

Against Recovery.
New York, Sept. 18—Dr. Boynton telegraphed to Cleveland last night as follows:

Sept.

Mrs. Sanford Manchester, aged 23, committed suicide at Attleboro’, Mass., Saturday, by

M.)

UNOFFCXAL BULLETINS.

Dr. Boynton

v

^

taken up on Saturday.
Mr. Sexton read a telegram stating that the
Illinois branch of the Land League passed a
resolution,declaring that the land bill is a palpable travesty of the indefeasible right of tbe
Irish people to the ownership of the fields they
cultivate.
On the re-assembling of tbe National League
convention to-day, Mr. Parnell announced a
resolntiitu calling upon farmers to prove their
raising dwellsympathy with the laborers bythem
to live in
ings for them and enabling
sometiing like decency a»d comfort. This
between
conference
was the outcome of the
the League executive and |the laborers' delegates.
Mr. Parnell stated that it had been agreed
that the labor delegates should choose three
would
men, one of whom the Land League
The Land League
ulace upon its executive.
lathe
would also accept certain rules made by
borers for local branch leagues.
The resolution of Mr. Parnell, calling npon
farmers to prove their sympathy with laborers,

The President has Another Chill.

Secretary Windom and Collector Robertson Disagreeing.

8atnrday morning.

■

wmtuia™

American branches ol the League they desire
that no consideration for their position should
influence the decision of the convention. Loud
cheers followed the leading. Mr. Parnell said
the resolutions affecting the laborers would be

p. m. temperature was 98.4, pulse 102, respiration 20.
D. W. Bliss,
(Signed.)
D. Hayes Aqnew.

extortionate.

should be shot.
By the explosion of a boiler in Card & Co.’s
saw mill, near Monroe, Iowa, E. N. Garnant
was killed and M. L. Card fatally injured.
A special from Wortham, Tex., says Frank
Lucky, a negro, was taken from the city prison
on Thursday night and hung by a mob.
Internal revenue receipts Saturday, $388,316; customs, $731,359; receipts of national
bank notes, $222,000.
Lizzie Dunn, an employe in a mill in Lowell, was found drowned in the Merrimac river

P.

tue

in

communicated

The President though quite weak has jtassed
There has been no .recura very quiet day.
At
rence of the,chill nor mental disturbance.
y a. m. a slight febrile rise took place and behis
gan to subside at 11 o’clock, at which time
temperature was 100, pulse 116, respiration 20
or
of
no
increase
change
There has been
cough
in the character of the expectoration. At 5.30

Trouble In the Coal Trade
Pittsburg,
Sept,. 17.—General Secretary
Jones of tbe Goal Miners’ Association, has
given notioe to retail operators that if the price
of coal is not reduced within one week another
strike will be inaugurated by the miners for au
advance to five cents per bushel for mining.
The
operators have lately conceded the
miners’ advance from three and a half to four
cents, and at the same time raised tbe retail
price of coal to eleven cents. Secretary Jones
claims that this advance is unnecessary and

Sergeant Mason, who attempted to shoot
Gniteau, has written an address to the people,
giving the reasons why he thought Gniteau

It might very soon
other attitude. (Cheers.)
be their duty to assemble again.
Mr. Dillon Egan, an American delegate, said
the American-Irish acquiesced in the proposition that the land act should be tested, but he
The
was certain that in the test it would fail.
resolution authorizing the Land League to seLand
the
Court,
before
to
cases
test
lect
bring
provided no American money be employed
About a dozen delegates opposed
was carried.
the resolution one exclaiming, “The English
The fifth and sixth resolutions
rule still.”
Mr. Justin
were then unanimously adopted
McCarthy read a letter from Mr. Brennan to
the
that
“suspects’ in
Mr. Parnell, stating
Kilmainbam jail greet the convention, and
favors the policy
say it the will of the country

D. VY. Bliss,
D. Hayks Aqnew.

(Signed)

The Ohio Campaign.
Columbus, O., Sept. 18—Yesterday, Clark
Irving, chairman of the Democratic Siate Central Committee, addressed correspondence to
Geo. K Nash, chairman of the Republioan
State Central Committee, proposing not to
commence speech-making in the fall campaign
provided the Republican committee would
withdraw their appointments and hold off in
eonsideration of the present critical condition
The Republican executive
of the President.
committee answered, refusing to enter into
such arrangements.

hMfivd.

The Khedive Adopting American Methods

OFFICIAL BULLETINS.
[9 A. M.]
Long Branch, Sept. 18.—At the examination of the President at 8 30 this morning the
temperature was 98, pulse 102, respiration 18.
There was no perceptible febrile rise during
the night, the pulse ranging from 112 to 120
Tue cough was less troublesome than on previous nights and the expectoration much less.
He is able to take the nourishment and stimulants without gastic disturbance, nor has there
been evidence of mental aberration during the

The Glen House Highwaymen Again.
N
H., Sept. 18.—Myron
Portsmouth,
Pressey of Porstmouth while returning fro.
tibs
morning was attack
C impton at 3 o’clock
ed by highwaymen at Palmer Hill, Compton.
They fired several shots which passed through
the dasher whizzing by Pressey's ear. One of
the robbers struck at him with a dagger, cufticg a long slit iu his overcoat, dress coat and
shirt. Pressey however whipped up his horse
It is supposed to
and succeeded in escaping
be the same gang which committed the robbea
House
few
Glen
at
the
ry
days .ago. Officers
are in pursuit.

was

LAND.

freely

[6.00

MINOR TELBGRAM8.
The Carroll House block with stores underin
neath
Carrollton, Mo., was burned Friday.
The hotel was valued at $30,000.
The Jaquitli opera bouse at Marion, 111.,
valued at $15,000, was burned Friday.
McAllister’s seed store on Fulton street,
N Y., was burned Saturday. Loss, $10,000.

..

visit

Parnell, while acknowledging the compliment, sail he could not possibly leave Ireland
for such a lengthened period as was oontem-

plated.

Before the convention adjourned, Parnell
asked the convention to charge him with a
Allumessage of condolence to Mrs. Garfield.
sion to the wounded President was received
ElecT delegates.' The'closlng hours were marked
by an enthusiastic and oratorical brilliancy,
which was noticeably absent while the real
business was under consideration.
London, Sept. 17.—The Pall Mall Gazette
this evening says the significance of the fact
that the Irish National Convention has decided
to give the laud act a trial, or, to use Mr. Parnell’s expression, to “test” it, is not obscured
by the passing of a dozen resolutions in favor
of national self-government, or the delivery of
innumerable firey invectives against England.
Anarchy Still Reigning in Ireland.
Dublin, Sept. 17.—The eountrjr continues
convery unsettled. A system of intimidation
tinues in force, and serious outrages on properno betis
Thera
are
continually reported.
ty
ter feeling between the people and the police.
One of the latter was set upon and murdered
by a mob in Dublin Thursday Light, when assisting in the arrest of a drunkard.
The Cotton Trade.
London, Sept. 17.—The cotton movement
his now assumed a more important aspect than
hitherto. There was a meeting at Manchester,
north and
yesterday, of manufacturers of the
position
northeast Lancashire to consider
of the manufacturing branch of the trade,
which is represented to be in an unprofitable
state in consequence of the action of the spinThe meeting unanimously favored runners.
ning only three days weekly for a month, or
during such time as the spinners stopped, provided manufacturers to the extent of twoihirds of the looms are willing to adopt this
course. The meeting adj ourned until Tuesday. Meanwhile the Ideal secretary will obtain the views of the manufacturers of the different districts. If the suggestion thus made
is oarried out, the agitation wilt be greatly ex
tended, and matters will become much more
serious for the Liverpttol brokers.
The Ecumenical Gathering.
At the Methodist Ecumenical Conference,
Mr. Sutherland of Georgetown read an essay
suggesting the methods of reaching uuconvert
ed sections of the richer classes. A resolution
was

unanimously carried protesting against

system of State regulation of vice.
Bishop Payne of Baltimore presided at the
Conference torday. A resolution condemning
the opium traffic, with an addendum calling on
the government to (deliver the country from
the guilt of supporting it, was passed. Bishop
Peck strongly advocated both the resolution
and the addendum. Bev. J. Green of the
Southern Church read a paper on the (missionary work of Methodism abroad.
The French Determine to Occupy Tunis.
Tunis, Sept. 18 —Gen. Logerst has determined to occupy Tunis, bat the Bey refuses his
consent.
The Khedive Takes the United States as
His Model.
Cairo, Sept. 17.—The Khedive to-day, after
asking earnestly for news of President Garfield’s health, said: “Tbe height of my ambition and all I live for is the happiness amd
prosperity of all the people in Egypt, regardless oi religion or of nationality. Since my
accession I have taken as my model American
civilization, which admits of no distinctions
either of race or of religion. I have done all
f,i ...nnwer to insure that those who live here
may feel that they have a real home m Egypt.
My task is beset with difficulties winch nobody
outside this country can appreciate. With
God’s help, however, I shall succeed in overAraby Bey b3s personally
coming them.
assured me of his loyalty.
The colonels have visited Cherif Pasha and
repeated their declarations of submission to
the Khedive.
any

_

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
A collision occurred between two eastward
bound trains on the Erie railway at Elmira,
N. Y., Saturday. One despatch says six perbut the officers of the road
sons were killed,
say that there was mo Iobs of life.
T. & R. Patterson’s box factory in New York
Loss $20,000.
was burned yesterday.
Star parlor organ factory and Beatty’s organ
factory in Washington, N. J., were burned
yesterday. Loss $200,000. Four hundred men
are thrown out of employment.
The {exhibition at Moscow will open May 16,
1882, and close Sept. 15.

METEOROLOGICAL
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War Dep’t, Office Chief Sional
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
Sept. 19, 1 A.M.
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For New England,
Fair weather, winds mostly north to east,
lower barometer and nearly stationary temperature.

ers.
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2&Sl2 60

Ex Mess. .12

Plate.14 00(^14 50

expiat«..i600I1550

Fresh Beef,
Hind
OO'ftOO
Fore (Jur.... 6@8 o
bbl
00
Pork—
0 00®0
Backs.. ..24 00®24 25
Clear..
.23 00®23 25
0®0

Ornberries,
Maine

Qur...9%@12c

OaDeCod.O00@000
SogsV/..

18.

For Portion 1. cars 39 miscellaneous merchandise,
for connecting roads OBjCars miscellaneous mar
ebandise
__
drain Market.
Poet land,

Sept. 17.

following quotaliom of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
167 Commercial street:
Corn—■.—Oats.
Chicago.-Wheat-■
Nov.
Oot.
Sept. Oct. Oct.
Time. Sept.
133%
66%
130%
9.36..
_
66% 40%
130% 133% 65
9 61..127%
65
138%
66% 40
130%
10.31.. 128%
11.30.. 128% 130% 133% 65% 68% 40
12.82.. 128% 130% 133% 65% (>n% 40
130% 133% 64% 66% 39%
1*02.. 128%
November Corn 9.38 a m (h>% o; 9.51 am 67c.
12.32 p m 80%c; Gets for November, 9.51 a m at
42%c; 12.32 a m 42%c: 1.02 p m 42c.
The

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Oormnaal to G

Bv water conveyance—1000 bush
W. True A Oo.
_

Drv doods Wholesale Market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected
by Storer Bros. & Oo., Dry Goods,

daily

Woolens and F&ncv

Med.

36

Light 36
Fine

40

Calais, Sept. 14, Fraak N. Davis, formerly of
Portland and Alias Alar*- E. Curry of Calais.
Iu Brownfield, Sept. 8, by Rev. ".H. Trafton,
L. J. Patrick of Gorham and Lizzie E. Clement,
of Hiram. [Chicago papers pleasec copy.]
In South Gardiner, Sept. 1, Andrew J. Merchant
and Viola H. Potter.
In

DEATHS*

Pobtland, Sept.

Heavy 36

MARRIAtiES.

of Maine Central.

Receipts

Goods. 64 & 60 Middle stieet:

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
Fine 7-4.14@17
in.
Fine 8-4.
in.
Fine 9-4.■ ••29@26
in.
Fine 10-4... .27%@32%
in.
)
TONS.

Best 36in..liy2@13
Med. 36 in.. 8
@11
Jght 36 in.. 6 @ 7ya
@14
Fine 42 in.. 10
Fine 6-4.... 11
@17

Fine 6-4-16
@20
Fine 7-4...>,..19
@23
Fine 8-4.21
@26
Fine 9-4.2o
@30
Fine 10-4 ..27%@32%

TICKINGS,

In

this city, Sept. 16, Mrs. Catharine Ryanson,

38 years.
In this city, Sept. 16, Mrs. Harriet P., wife of
Daniel B. Osgood, aged 71 years 3 months—formerv
ly of Newcastle, Me.
In Biddeford, Sept. 17, Mr. Peleg H. Tracy, aged
68 years.

aged

Batting-Best.1J
8%@1
Good..

%

..

rrhe

ntorii Vlnrhet.
quotations of stocks

following

Saturday by Woodbury &
Boston

Stock Exchange),

Moulton

corner

were

received

(members

of the

Middle

of

x-

change street*:

8%
8ya
Co.
Copper Falls...
Flint and Pero Marquette, R. common. 31
*•
Pref’d.100%
C. 3. &Clev.7s.106
Hartford & Erie 7s. 68ya
Atch Top. and Santa Fe R...137
Boston Land.
Boston Water Power

Boston & Maine

Railroad.154%

Cm., Sandusky and Cleveland R.,

com.

Railroad.

Eastern

24
47

L. R. & Ft. Smith... 77
1%
Catalpa Mining Company.
17
Summit Branch Railroad.
Denver & Kio Grande. 89%
Northern Pacific preferred. 79%
Common... 39%
•gales at the Broker's Board,Boston, Sept. 17
Bath City 6s, 1891,R. L.100%
do 1889... .101
Portland. Saco & Po rtsmouth R. R.117%
PenDerell Manufacturing Co.1205
.600
Laconia Manufacturing Co.
Franklin Company, Lewiston.112ya
Bates Manufacturing Co.. .225%
Eastern R. K..

4yas...*^9!^
4%

Sullivan Mining Co..—•
Deer Isle Mining Company.... .b 60—

••.

86c

New York Slock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Sept. 17.—Money closed at 3@4 per
The bank statement is less favoracent, on call
ble, showiug a loss in the reserve of a little over
$500,0()0.
Sterling Exchange shows a slight advance; ws
quote bankers asking rates, 60 days bills, at 4.80%
per per £ (of $4.8665 par value), and on demand
4.84%, against 4.8o@4.83% one week ago.
Commercial bills at 4.78%@4.78% gold.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Governmen Securities:
United States new 5’s ext.101%
United States new, 4ya’s, reg. 113%
United States new, 4ya’s coup.113%
Unite

*

States new,

4’s, reg.116%

United States new, 4’s, coup.117
Panitio 8’* of 95.130
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
131%
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Alton preferred. 138
C. B. Quincy .161
44%
Erie...
Erie preferred.4.. 89%

Sardinian.Quebec.Liver|»ool

11..'ttw.y.Y.

94%
Michigan Central.
96%
New Jersey Central
Northwestern.
125%
Northwestern preferred.
137%
New York Central...».143%
Rock Island.138%
Milwaukee & St. Paul..*.119%
132
St. Paul preferred.
Union Pacific stock.121%
Western Union Tel. Co. 8Sys
..........

(California

Hinmg H&ockw.

(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco. Sept. 17—The following
closing auo tat ions of Mining stocks to-day:

are

Belcher...
Bodie.
Con. Virginia..
Gould & Carry.
Best &

Hale & Norcross.

Mexican.
Ophir..;.......
Sierra Nevada.
Onion Con.
..

—

Yellow Jacket.
Eureka
Northern

Savage

the

14

8%
2

7%
4%
12%
8%
23%
15%
5%
27

Belle..... 16
3%

—.

DsmMiic flarheti*

CBf I’alegranhJ

New York. Sept 17.—Cotton closed dull at 12c
for middling uplands and 12 %c for middling Orleans.
Flour—The market closed steady; No 2 at 3 90@
6 15;Superflne Western and State 6 25{gw 00; common to good extra Western and State 5 96@6 HO;
good to choice do at 6 7»'@8 OO; common to choice
White Wheat Western extra at 7 oO@8 (V; Fancy
do at 8 10®}8 90; common to good extra Ohio 6 35
60; common to choice extra St Louis at 6 60(2
OO: Patent Minnesota extra 7 50®8 25; choicefto
double extra at 8 30@9 2 >: City Mills extra for the
Indies at 7 35a}7 50; low grades extra o 90(gj6 45,
Southern flour steady aud firm; sales for the week
have been 140.700 bbls.
Rye Flour quiet and shade easier at 6 90@6 25
for Superfine State.
Corn-Meal—steady and moderately active; Western yellow 3 10@3 80; Brandywine at 3 90.
Wheat—market closed a shade easier; No 2 Red
Winter on spot at 1 47%@147%; September at
1 46% ® l 47%; October sales at 148%; November at 1 61%@1 6iy«; No 2 Chicago nominally at
1 38; No 2 M iwaukee at 1 38; No 1 White 1 44%
(@1 45% for October; 1 48% 1 49% November;
sales for the week have been 12,771,000 bush.
Corn—closed firm on spot but easier for futures:
No 2 on spot 72@72l/2c; September 71%@71%c;
Ocober sales at 72%c; sales for November 75%c;
sales for the week have been 6,651,000 bush.
Oats—closed quiet but firm; No 1 White at 53c;
No 2 do at 52c;No 3 White at 50%c;No 1 Mixed at
at 44c; No 2 do 43@43y20: sales for the week 1,184,000 bush.
Pork—market quiet and weaker; mess on spot at
19 7"'@2«» 00; September 19 25 bid; 19 10@19 85
for October; 19 0O@2 » 00 November: 19 65®?19 90
December sales for the week 24<'0 bbl- on spot.
Lard—closed quiet and barely steady at a decline;
prime steam on spot 12 35%12 40; 12 25(®12 40
for September: 12 37x/2@12 4
October; sales at
12 55 November; 12 55^12 65 December; sales at
12 8 for January.
Tallow—driu at 8%c.
Butter—firm for choice grades.

?7

>

Cheese steady.
Chicago. Sept. 17.- Flour market quiet and firm;
common to choice Western Spring at 4 26®6 60.
common to fancy Minn, at 5 00(27 50; Patents at
7 00® 9 00: Winter Wheats 6 5(Xg)rt 00; low grades
at 3 60@4 60. Wheat is quiet and steady No 2
Chicago Spring at 1 28% 1 29 cash; 1 28% for
33% for
September; 1 30% for October; 1
November; 1 34% for December; 1 28% all year,
voru weak at 64y2@64%c for cash; 64%c for September. 65%®65%c for October. 06% November,
67c

uecemoer;

72

%c May.

uats

lower at 40c

for

oasb, September and all year; 40 %c for Octobe ;
November; 43%c December; 47%c for
May. Rye higher at.l 07. liar ey firm at 1 08%@
1 09. Pork easier at 19 50 cash; 19 32%@19 35
for September and October; 1 9 50@19 5
for November. Lard is active and higher at 12 15 cash,
12 17% for October; 12 32%(jgl2 35 for November; 12 46@12 47 % for December.
*ulk Meats
higher; shoulder* 7 75 short ribs 10 65; short clear
41 %c for

10 85
Receipts—13,000 bbls flour, 39,000 bush wheat,
413 000 trash corn, 63.000 hush oats. 9,000 bust
rye 26,000 bush barley.
Shipu eats-12 OOO bblgflrar, 173 000 bush wheat,
470.000 bush com, 52.(KO bush oats, 5,500 bush
rve. 27,000 bush barley.

St. Louis, Aug. 17.—Flour unchanged: treble
extra at 6 40 a 7 00; choice to fancy at 7 On@7 65.
Wheat inactive; No 2 Red Fall at 1 43% for cash;
1 44% for October; 1 48% for November; 1 61%
December; 1 43% all year; No 3 do at 1 31%,No 4
do at 1 24. Corn—cash higher; options lower; 63%c
cash; 64ygc for Septeniber;653/8C for October;67%
November; 69 yac for December; 76c May. Oats
inactive at 42Vgc for cash; 41%c for September;43
October; 45c for December.
Receipts—4,CK. 0 >0i»- hour, 55 000 bush wheat,
65 OuO bush corn, 32,000 ousu oate, 4,000 busL
rye, 4/100 bush barley.
•shipmentg-9.000 bbls Hour, 11,000 bush wbeao
86.000 bush com, 6,000 bush oats, 00,000 bus
Harley 0<M»0bush rve

i>BTtorr,Sept. 17.—Wheat steadyjNo 1 White for
September at 1 39% ; uctooer at 1 4('%:
November l 43%; December at 1 46%; all year
1 39% ; January 1 49; No 2 White 1 37; No 2 Red

cash and

1 43.

Receipts 14,000 bush; shipments 12,000 bush.
Havana

Market.

(By Telegraph.)

HAVANA.Scpt. 17.—Sugar market continues quiet
hrm; buyers at close were better disposed to accept demands of holders, but quotations must be
considered nominal;molasses
Sugar, regular to good
polarization, 7@7% reals gold per arrobe; Muscovado c >inmon to fair at 8as% reals; Centrifugal
Sugar, 92 to 96 deg polarization in boxes and hhds
at iO%(a/l<>% reals;stock in he warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 47,0<
boxes, 46 ,00 bags and
41,500 hhds receipts of tue week iou.boxes and 50
hhus; exports .luring tins week 220 » boxes, 26u0
bags and 2156 hhds to tae United stales.
Freights dull and nominal,
Tobacdfe active; Remedies Fillers at $40@$43
gold & cwt; Portido Fillers at $45@.$60; Vuelta de
A.bajo Fillers nominal.
but

sch

MARINE

NEWS.

-—--—-i--

PORTLAND.

to

Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eas-i
port for Boston.
Sch Senator, Barstow, Deer Isle.
Sch Lucinda, Gray. Deer Isle.
Sch Eben Dale, Babbldge, Fay Fundy. with 300
bbts mackerel.
Sch Ellen Morrison. Orne. Kennebec for NYork.
Sch Mary Jane. Nichols, Keiinebec fer New York.
Sch Lewie R French. Newman, Bootbbay.

Gram.

Sch G A Sproul, Sproul, Boston—J Lu<’as.
Sch Grace Cushing, M-sher, Kennebec—W S Jordan & Go.
Sch Abby Weld, Gardner, Eastport and Pembroke,
N Blake.
Sch Good Intent, Mi-Lain. Eastport—N Blake.
Sch Pearl, Teel, St George—N Blake.
SAILED—Barques Minnie Hunter, Hannah Me
Loon, and BCh Lizzie Ileyer.
SUNDAY, Sept 18.

to J L Farmer.
Sch Golden Belt. (Br) Swain, Carribou, NS, with
canned lobster to Burnham & Morrill.
Scb Forest Beile, (Br) Syphers, Frederickton, NB,
with HR ties te E C Hersey.
Sch Active. (Br) Bishop, Moncton, NB-R R ties.
,ch Brilliant, Wheeler, St George-canned lobster
to Burnham & Morrill.
Sch Banner, Cozallis, Friendship-dry fish to E G

^Sch Sea
railway

Breeze, of Bucksport, Saco, t go
repairs.

on

the

railway

ware

Ar at Huelva prev

16th

Mlddle

sepll94
8t.

LOUIS,

6s.
6s.
7s.
and

various issues,

os.

by
H. M. PAYSON &
for sale

CO.,

32 Exchange Street.

HOUSE

BANKING
—

09

PENSACOLA—Ar 12th, barque Lepanto, Hanson,
Galveston, to load for Portland.
JACKSONVILLE-Cld 13th, sch Jos M Hayes,
McFarland. New York.
BRUNSWICK—Cld 14th, sch S G Hart, Pierson,
Providence.
CHARLESTON—Ar 16th, sch Mary E VanCleaf,
Thorndike. Rockport.
WILMINGTON, NC- Ar 14th, sch Ruth Darling,
Cbinman, New York.
Cld 14th. sch Silver Spray, Hall, Baltimore.
RICHMOND-Ar 16th, scbs AUtine, Dennison,
Windsor. NS; Hortensia. Robinson, do.
Sid 15th. sch Fleetwing. Maddox, Portsmouth.
NORFOLK—Ar 15tb. sch City of Chelsea. Goodwiu, Jacksonville for New York (under jury masts,
having been dismasted in a hurricane.)
ALEXANDRIA —Passed down 14th, brig Stacy
Clark, from Georgetown for --.
Ar 16th, scb Eagle Rock. Hammond. Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th. scb Williamauic, bcott,

18 NEW .T., KBW YORK.

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
feecurities bought and .old strictly on commission,
and carried as long as required, on favorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received.
daily balances.

Four per eent. interest
Members of the N. Y.

allowed
Stock

Municipal Bunds of ILLINOIS, MISSOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
regarding litigation and sales.

lers of

Also

buyers and sel-

same.

JOHN P. ZEBEEY & CO.,
.1., (Brexel Building,) New York.
m,w&s3in
auglC

3 Broad

WANTED.
UNITED
STATES
Coupon

Chase. Rondout for Bath.
In port, schs Richaid W Denham Meelian, Perth
Perth for Gardiner; George, Keuniston. New York
for Boston; Sar-th Louise. Hickey, Weehawkeu fo*
Haverhill; D K Arey. Snow, New York for Saco.
VINE YARD-HA VEN-Ar 15th, uarqu. Hattie G
McFarland, Alexandria for Boston; R M Hayward,
Georgetown for Portsmouth; schs Lettie Wells, fm
Port Johnson for Boston; Pacific, do for do; Nancy
J Day and Mary B Rogers, do for Dover; W fl Card,
do for Saco; Merrill C Hart, So Amboy for Portland
Nellie, Hoboken for Belfast; Tim Field. Grand Turk
for Bangor, Viola May, Hillsboro <or Newark; V R
Gates, Calais for Sandy Hook; Marcellus, Ellsworth
for New Haven; Anna Frye, Calais for Providence;
Alligator, do. to discharge.
Sid, schs Vashti R .ates, Rising Sun, Viola May,
and Marc> Uus. and others.
EDGARTOWN— Ar 15th, scbs Moses Eddy, Rockland for New York; America, and Ada A Kennedy,
New York for Boston.
In port 16th, scbs Joseph Wm Fish, Watts, from
Philadelphia for Boston; Susan Ross, Hoboken for
K- nnebuukport; E 11 Herrimau, Amboy for Portland; Susan, Baltimore for Newburyport; Ellen
Merriman, fm Port Jolinsou for Saco; Ida Hudson,
Rondout for Portsmouth: Nautilus, Amboy for Saco
Jtaska, New York for Boston; Lyra, PortJohn'On
for Portsmouth; Addie Ryer. on, from Georgetown
for Boston.

HYANNIS-Ar 16th, ech S S Kendall, Kendall,
Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, ship Swallow, Duncan. Havre;
scbs E M Sawyer, Falkii gbam, Hoboken, Silver
Spring, Hopkins, Macbias. May C^ueeu Wooster,
Sullivan; A J Whiting, uarter. Mt esert; Elizabeth, Webber. Bangor; Sadie orcy, Marshall. W interport. Mary Hawes, Merriain, Rockport, Peerless,
Orne. Southport.
(’Id 16th, brig Vlotley. Cates, New \ork; sell L H
.viacomber, Kumriil, Charleston.
Lid 17th, schs Geo e Young Marsh 11, Kennebec;
Morris W Child, Torre/, Gardiner.
SALEM—Ar 16th. sell Czar, Terhuce, Port Johnson.

T. B. DAVIS,

fall shades.

new

BUTTONS, &C.,
To match all the new shades in fall
dres. goods, f’leaseeall a»d ex
amine our new goods.

STUDLE Y,

Street,

Nearly Opp. Post Office.

*u

*pr21

eodOm

253 Middle Street.
supL2

dtf

1881

1881

FALL
HATS

The vacations are about over
and we again return to business,
and the children to school.
We inteud to
line of

keep

a

very nice
>

FALL
competition.
prices
HATS. JET'S KIP BOOTS,
defy

that

bought when they
Men’s tine
goles.

COE,
THE
HATTER

were

low.

goods double

or

single

Ladies'. Hisses' and Children's
fine and medium

goods.

A full line

has just returned from the market, with
New York,Phiiadelphla and Boston etyles
for fall. We shall keep the largest retail
stock ever shown in Portland, and prices
way down, as we buy by the case.

Boots and Shoes.

Satisfaction guaranteed in every

TRUNKS Wyer Greene & CO.,
A

\T

480 CONCRESS
*

5s of 1881.

ST.,

OFP. fbfbi.e house.

BAGS.

Highest Market Price Paid for
this Issue by

Hugo

lEUNpmiS

here and find just
Parties can come
what they want for aTrunk or Bag. as they
We also
to
75
cts.
from
§16.00,
range
make them to order.

right

—FOR—

Woodbury & Moulton
Cook County, Hi. 7s.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St, Paul
R. R. 1st Mort. 7s.
Dayton & Michigan R. R. 1st
Mort. 5s.
tio. Pacific R. R. Gen’l Mort. 6s.
Castern Car Trust Co. 6s,
desirable securities,

-FOR SALE

SWAN &

In Gold or Silver Cases, for
Ladies or Gentlemen.

HATS,

BONDS.

and other

WATCHES,

SILK

Exchange Sts.
eodtl

Cor. Middle &
Jy7

BY-

BARRETT,

CHAINS.

Silk Hat lor young

The lA’de Da

gents. N.bblest thing out.
changed for S3 00.

Hats

ex-

All the desirable patterns in
solid Gold or Boiled Plate.

GLOVES, DIAMONDS,
in all colors and kinds. Hammocks, Horse
Covers, Carriage Dusters, &c., Ac.
goods delivered free.

Bing, Drops, Lace Pins, &c.

All

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bonds cashed.
se

™

INSURANCE !
ATLANTIC
Tlutiial Insurance Co.
OF NEW

INSURE

YORK,

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

Company will take risks at their offioe, New
Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
risks binding as
open policies to merohanta, making
soon as water-borne.
rue

York,

ob

THE
HATTER
197 Middle Street.

AssircTrsL

GRAND DISPLAY

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and JJFter Feb. 1,1881.
Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating In 1880

40 PER CEIT.
Losses

Paid in

Thirty Days

After Proof.
J. P. JONES, President,
CH1RLKS DENNIS, Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
H.
Secretary.
Chapman,
J.
feb9dlmteodllmSw6w6
Feb. 9,1881.

Property (now under bond) located at

Juan
Colorado.

Silverton, San

CAPITAL (when organized) full paid and
assessable $450,000.

non-

100,000 Shares, $2.50 Each.
Appropriated for Working Capital, 26,000 Shares.
Subscription Stock .76,000
80,000
Kequired for purchase of property...
Required for immediate organization
81.300
aud development expenses.
$7,600, 76,000
To raise tho above amount,
shares will be offered for a limited time, with
option to increase price 100 per cent without notice,

cents per shore. Thie is at bed rock
are
now
price to everybody. Subscriptions
pledged for nearly one-third of the whole amount.
Subscription books will be opened Saturday, Oct.
1st 1 81. Prospectuses ou application, or by
and all information given at Company’s office,
■ NO middle Mi.. Portland, iTlaine. Address—
l’ortland and Sau Juan Mining Company,
sepl 7
at

len

mail,

<ltf_

ANY

OAK PILING.
quantitytumished at short notice, by

augJOdlm

W. H. SlMONTOg,
316 •omnvrsIKf'St.

“

All the Novelties,” as welf%
afull line of staple goods.

as

F’reneli Clocks, American Clock-, Opera
Glasses, Spectacles, Ac. Please call
and examine before you purchase.

ATWOOD &

Dress Goods.

WENTWOITH,

CHAMBERLIN k tiOiilD

WOLFE’S

a

Congress Street.
sep3eodtf

509

very fine

assortment or r an ana winter uubsb
such as
wit h many novelties for

all wool
trimmings,
plaids, Silk and Wool Stripes,.Velvets, Plushes.
Silks and Satina.
Having selected and purchased our stock of Dress
Goods early in the season, it enables us to exhibit a
greater variety than could we do if it had been deferred until the present time.
We extend a cordial invitation to all our customers and fr ends to come and see our new goods
which we shall take great pleasure in showing

°

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective or water rendered impure by

CHAMBERLIN k HOISTED,
Cor.
sep]7

Congress

WM.

M.

f .’inters’

111

and Elm St*.
eodtf

MARKS,
Kicliange,

Exchange St., Portland,
Fine .fob Priming

Orders oy

County,

SILVERWARE,

FALL and WINTER

PORTLAND AND SAN JUAN

Mining Company,

Handsome patterns in Sets,
Lace Pins; Drops, Scarf
Pins, Finger Bings, &c.

-OF-

Will display this morning, Sept. 17th,

$12,608,366.71

aodtf

sep!7___

Year Ending Dec. 31, 1880:

Total Amount of Premiums for the Year,
$5,7 2 8,622.2 7.

JEWELRY,

COE,

eodtf

13

Cld 16th. brig Anita Owen. Brauscomb, PernamMary B Harris Strout. Hoboken.
PHILADELPHIA—O.d 15th, sch Anita Jewett,

ra Robinson, Luce, from Hoboken for Dover; New
Zealand. Beck, New York for Newburyport; Prospect, Somers, do for Boston; Miunie 0 Taylor, Taylor, do for Kennebec; L B Sargent, Sargent-, Port
Johnson for Salem; Sarab Purves, Leslie, do for
Portland; Chase, Elye, Rondout for do, Bramball,
Hamilton, Elizabeth port for Portland; Ned Sumpter. Snow, Hoboken for •'aco.
NEWPORT—Ar 16th, schs Jesse Hart, Wall, fm
Wiscasset far orders; George E Prescott. Amboy for
Salisbury; Ned Sumpter, from New York lor Saco;

'

particular.

Kennebec

chias; S D Hart, do for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 15tb, sch William Penn, Dexter, Bangor.
PRUV1DKNCE—Ar 16tb, scbs Fannie & Edith,
Warren, Rockland; A McNichols. Cole, Macbias;
July Fourth, Wood, Ellsworth; Fred C Holdan, McRay, Calais: -enator, Bonsey, Ellsworth,
DUTCH ISLAND I1AKBUR—Ar 16th, sckB Geo
E Prescott, Hoboken for Salisbury Point; J H Crowley, So Amboy for uo-ion; Marcellus, Ellsworth Lr
New Haven; Gamma, Port Johnson for Salem.
in port 15th. schs Isabella Jewett, jro Amboy for

In all Ihe

on

Information furnished regarding

buco: sch

Philadelphia.

AND VELVETS

Bx-

Western Bonds

brig Gipsy Queen, Chandler. Glasgow;
Jordan. Duncan. New York; L B Cowperthwaite, Springer, and W S Sheppard, Reeves,

NEW YORK—Ar 16th, scbs Emma K Smalley.
Cousins, and Clara Rankin, Griffin, St John, NB;
Mary Sands. Greenlaw. Augusta; Abner Taylor,
Dodge, and Maud, Mallock. Bickford, Bangor; Lamartine, Torrey, and Webster Bernard, Leach, do;
Sassanoa, Lewis. Bath; Stephen J Watts. Watts,
Calais; Mary Shields. Linscott, Gardiner; Hunter.
Nash, Vinalbaven; Eri, Sherman. Macliias; Moses
Eddy, Thompson, and Trade Wind, Gray. Rockland;
Nile, Spear, and Charley Hanley, Arey, do; Rosa &
Adra, Hatch, do; Eflie J Simmons, Chadwick, Rockport; J K Baker, Irving, Thomaston; AbbieE Willard, Boston; V R Gates, Greenlaw, Calais; Mary G
Collins, Collins, Bangor; Udell. Winslow, Kennebec;
Alta V Cole, Mitchell, New Bedford; Jane, Haskell,
aud Seth M Todd. Norwood, Providence.
Ar 17th, brig Manson, Stubbs, Brunswick.
81d 17th. schs D Sawver. from New York for Ma-

a fine assortment of

ALSO—

No. 178 Middle

marlgsedSf

charge.

Ar 16th.
schs Geo V

Boston.
Ar 16th, scbs Jennie F Willey, Chadwick, from St
John, NB; Geo W Jewett, Blair. Kennebec; James
Slater, Packer, Rondout; Maggie Dalling, Galling.
Saco; C J Willard, Wallace, Portland; Eagle, Rob
bins, Boston.
Cld 16th. sch Geo K Hatch, Murphy, Portland;
Eagle, Robbins. Fall River.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 16tb, barque
Ocean Pearl, Henley. Philadelphia for Portland;
brig Carrie Bertha, do; sch X 8 & L C Akams, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 15tb, brig Martha A
Berry, from Philadelphia for Portland; schs Anita,
S P Hitchcock, Charlotte Fisk.
Passed up, sch Geo W Jewett, from Konnobec for

Also

at

—

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,

Barque Glaicier, before reported ashore at Wilmington, has beeD floated.
Brig F H Todd, from Elizabeth port for Portsmouth, put into New London 16th ~7ith loss of mainmast head, and part of rigging and sails.

New Haven.

shall sell and warrant every
to give perfect satisfaction.

we

yard

CHILDREN’S SCHOOL BOOTS

&ug24

MEMORANDA.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 10th, sch Carrie S Bailey,
Fletcher, Apalachicola, to load for Bath.
MOBILE—Ar 16th, barque John Watt, Sweetser,
Corpus Christ!.
MOBILE—Cld 16th, scb Nellie Bowers, Spear, for

large assortment of

a

Fishing Tackle. PASSEMENTERIES, FRINGES,
OPNAMENTS, GIRDLES,

and
Atlas
Powder wholesale and retail.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R’Y LAND
6x.
GRANT
NOKTHERN PACIFIC R’Y LAND
6s.
GRANT
and other desirable securities

inst, barque Nellie

SiSPBaJSvlaT

FALL

Dunlin,

Rendroek,

StreetWt.

PORTLAND
COOK COUNTY
CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE

May, Austin, Cadiz.

has been abandoned. She registered 1242 tons, was built at Thofrom
New
York,'
rnaston In 1868 and hailed
Barque Evie J Kay, Kay. from Iloilo for NYork,
is reported to have put into Mauritius leaking three

line

.

manufacturing companies:
Brcecli
& Foi Double

—

SAMUEL HANSON,

the

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
The Fog Signal on Seguiu lias been stopped. Due
notice will be given when it is again put in operation.

a

FINE BLACK SILKS
that

E.

Londinsr Onus,
L.aflin dr Rand, Orange Sporting
and Blasting Ponder.

inst, brig Orbit, Nash, Delato

due

as

been shown in this market.

We have

JelO* eodtl

G XT 1ST ®

Parker

repairs.

Breakwater.

ever

tbe largest and moat complete stock of
I have
the above goods in the Statu Wholesale and
retail. Also agents for the following

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.
Ar at Liverpool 16th inst, ship Gen McLellan,
Wheeler, San Francisco.
Sid fm Havre 16th inst, ship Alice D 0 loper,

BS°ldfm

UOE

PBEBLE

now

EROM

Biiboa 11th

to offer

COLORED DRESS SILKS, SILK PLUSHES

Street,

Larjeet Dye Houie In Maine.

Ammunition and

SACO, Sept 16—Ar, sobs Kendrick Fisli, Wall.
New York; Mary B Smith. Maloney, do.
Sch Sea Breeze, of Bucksport, which sunk in the
river some months since and lately raised ny Hamilton & Flovd. is to be towed to Portland and placed
on

has

HOUSE,

DYE

CITY

OPPOSITE

$10,000

sor

ior

FOREST

prepared

NEW

Poster’s

I

Arrived.

Ship Theobold, (of Richmond, Me) Waterhouse,
Liverpool, 44 days, with 826 tons salt to order.
Sch Clara Rogers, (Br) Rogers, Pictou, with coal

now

rn

13 Preble
FINANCIAL.

Cleared.
Hunter, Lathwaile. Kennebec, to

Barque
load for Philadelphia—J s Winslow & Co.
Sch Everglade, Shaw. New York- Berlin Mills.
Seh J P Machecca, Woodbury, New York—N O

Having just returned from New York,

I am
of

—

St. PAUL R’Y.

SATURDAY, Sept 17.
Arrived.
Eleanora. Bragg, New York—semil

DRESS GOODS.

fndrf

CLEANSED & PRESSED
DYED & PRESSED.
SPONGED & PRESSED
Pressmen Employed, at

Tailor’s

FALL

NEW

as

Turner,

SPOKEN.
from
Sept 4, l«t 49, Ion f*! barque China, Jordan,
Bremen for

other.

no

...

MINI A r. KK ALMANAC....SEPTEMBER 19.
Sun riacM...5 44 I IT’gb water, (A &),. 8.17
1.56
Sun aetu. 6 03 I Moon rises.

Minnie

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
|&-A CURE IS GUARANTEE D.mJ&
Per sale by all Druggists.
Price 45 cents.
lihe thousands
Try it and yon will be convinced
who have used it and now testify to its value.
and W art
t-oro
Ask for Wch I otter beck’s

Charles E Sears,

Boston.
Ar at Musquash 17th, sch Viotor, Perry,
Old 17th, seh L Holway. Bryant, New York.
Arat St John, NB, 16th, schs Clara E Rogers,
Rogers, and Eliza B Coffin, Cele, Macbias.
Cld 16th, schs J S Moulton, Crowley, New York;
Comrade, Urquhart, Rockland.

Bunion Solvent

Corn, Wart,&

„„

...

Steamship
Henry Fox.

aCHLOTTERBECK’S

lnet, barque C F Ward,
Bebrman, Sligo.
Old at Windeor, NS, 8th inst, brig L FMuMon,
Smith. Baltimore; sch Ruth Thomas, Thorndike,

liillshoro 15th inst,
f'cTd'atrNew
York.
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Solvent and take
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Cure Your

K°Ar »t?North Sydney 15th

—
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FOREIGN SHORTS.
Passed Anjtor duly 27, barque Sami D Carlton,
F reeman, Singapore for Boston.
Sid fm Marseilles 6th inst, barque Antioch, Hemingwav, Hyeres, to load for Boston.
At Port Spain Aug 30. barque'Nineveh .Wyman,
for Washington, ready; Sept 16th, brig Onalaska,
Griggs, from New York for St Thomas, seeking.
Ar at Guantanamo 13th inst, brig Hattie, Linnell,
Brunswick. Ga.
At Grand Turk 1st inst, brig Starlight, from Ban-

Champlain ..Montreal...Liverpool—Sept 18
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall. ..Sept 20
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool....Sept 20
Gallia.New York..Liverpool ...Sept 21
Etenublic.New York. .Liverpool....Sept 22
Frisia.New York..Hamburg_Sept 22
Parisian. .Quebec
Liverpool... .Sept 24
Dominion.Quebec.Liverpool—Sept 24
24
of
Chester_New
York..Liverpool....Sept
City
Devonia.New York..Glasgow —Sept 24
Arizona.New York.-Liverpool... Sept 2?
Lake Manitoba.Montreal... Liverpool... .Sept 28
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool—Sept 28
City of 1 *ara.New Yortc. .Aspinwall. ..Sept 30
Aceapulco.New York Panama.Oct 10
City of vichmond..New York. .Liverpool.Oct 1
Anchoria.New York..Glasgow.Oct 1
Oct 1
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.Oct 4
Montreal
Liverpool.uci,
Lake Net »lgon
Moravian.'.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 8
.Oct 15
Sarmatian. Quebec.Liverpool

PORT OP

SPECIAL

FOR

FROM

Best.16

—

CALAIS—Ar 10th, schs Nellie Eaton, Ashford,
and Wm Thomas Wooster, Portland.
BATH—Sid 16th, brig Antelope, Curtis, for KIcdraond; schs Edward Waite, Lee, for Philadelphia;
Maud, Robinson, do; N d Dlnsraore, Parker, Baltimore; Ellen Morrison, Orne, and Starlight Blake,
New York; Benj Peed. Reed, and Ella, Coombs, do;
H N Gove, for Philadelphia.
Ar 17th, barques Hannah McLoon, Keen, and
sch Carrie
Minnie Hunter, Lathwaite, Portland;
Heyer, Dwyer, do. (below.)
At Gun Point, brig Ernest, for Baltimore.

iAHUNG DAYSOFSTEA WBHIPN.

BTC.

Drills. 8@ 9
8
@'7Va Corset Jeans— 7
Satteens.
8@ 9%Medium... 11
@14
6%
Cambrics
5@
Light. 8 @10
Denims.12%@16% Silesia*... !0@20
a 16
7
Flannels.
Cotton
@12
Ducks-Brown 9
Fancy 12%@16% Twine & Warps 18@28%

PORTSMOUTH—Below 16th, »ch Ivy Bell, from
Dover for Bristol.

Lake

Pickings,

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

The temperature has risen from three to 13
14
degrees in the Northwest and from one to
degrees in upper Lake region, It has fallen
slightly in the South Atlantic States. Light
rain has fallen in Tennessee, Florida and
South Atlontic States. Elsewhere fair weather
prevails. Northerly winds continue in New
England, Middle and South Atlantic States.
The indications are that fair weather will
prevail in tho Ohio Valley, Tennessee, the
Gulf States, northwest and upper lake region
to-day and to-morrow. Frost will probably
occur in the Northwest and upper lake region
to-morrow night.

Notice. Ladies now using cream tartar and
soda in baking will have better results by using
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it in biscuits, cake
doughnuts, pie erust, etc.
Slade’s English Mustard is sold by all gro-

..

OUTRAGES STILL FREQUENT IN IRE-

very critical.

highly respectable.

Five Men Drowned.
Portland, Oregon, Sept 18.—Ten men employed on a new railroad linenearMultonomah Falls, on the Columbia river, got into a
small boat Friday night to cross the river. The
boat was swamped, and five of the occupants
drowned.

80
Oom.bag lots..
Common
75
Michigan.... 7 00®7 25 Meal,
66
Oats,
St. LonSWin00
27
76
Bran, «
ter fair ...7 o0®7
00
28
75^800
Mnis,
Wintergood..7
146
50
Bye,
Winter lest. 8 25@8
Provision*.
Produce.
Mess Beef All 00®11 60
Turkevs
1P@18

orate

sions. Dr. Bliss says there is still a chance for
recovery, though he admits the situation is

Fatal Family Feud.
Atlanta. Sept. 17.—For years there hBS
been au old feud between tbe Mitchell and
Cooper families, who live on adjacent farmOn Frinear Powder Springs, Cobb oounty.
day Cooper discovers, tbe Mitchells driving
his chickens from his cornfield. This renewed
the bitter feeling and a fight was tbe result
Cooper was armed with a shotgun and instantly killed one of tbe Mitchells and mortal
ly wounded another. Cooper was badly cut tpieces with knives and his life is in great jeopardy. All the parties are well known aiid

High Price for Potatoes.
Freehold, N. J., Sept. 17.—Owing to the
great scarcity of potatoes in the western portion of Pennsylvania, they are being shipped
from this section by carloads, shippers paying
from $1.50 to $2 per bushel, an nnnsnally high
price for them.

Flour.

Superfine.5 75®6 25 H. M, Corn,
car lots,
78
Extra Spring..6 50@6 76
81%
XX SprtngTf..7 25® 7 76 Oats,
00
Jacked
27
Bran..
Patent Spring
00
27
00
Mids..
Wheats.8 60®9
Cotton Seed,car lot '33 50
Michigan Win00
35
76
lots
bag
ttXt. 7 60®7

Spring Chickensl6®18
14o)l(>
Eggs.:::::;. 2o@2i
Onions,bbl. 2 76@3 00

Proceedings of the Land League
Convention.

frequent
cabinet were summoned.
The President passed Saturday night and
Sunday until evening without any aggravation
of his symptoms. In the evening however another chill occurred,though not so severe as that
of Saturday. He grew slowly weaker, and his
condition last night excited gravest apprehen-

DISASTERS.

Cold Weather in the Northwest.

drain.

..

m.l

FOREIGN.

the day pass without one. At the evening examination the President’s temperature was 98,
was less
pulse 122, respiration 18. His cough
than usual. The members of the

A

He

Caus-

and slept almost
continually for several hours. He was delirious during the continuance of the chill. It
was feared that another chill would occur, but
dent

owing

Chicago, Sept. 17.—Unusually cold weather
is reported fiom Des Moines and other parte of
Iowa for several days, and snow fell all along
the Rock Island road between De Soto, twenty
miles west 'of here, and some points in NeSnow is two inches in depth at Omabraska.
ha. The tops of cars on the Rock Island road
on arriving here were covered with snow. The"
weather is cloudy and very cold.

The following are
Grain, Provisions. So.

wwi

Friday, but the physicians were able to
avert it. After the chill passed off the Presi-

appointments.

a.

Long Branch, Sept. 19—The attending
surgeons retired before midnight, at which
time everything appeared to be quiet about
the President’s quarters.

on

Race Between Courtney and Riley.
New Yoek, Sept. 17—In a race yesterday,
at Fulton, H. Y., over a three-quarters of a
mile course, rowed over fonr times between
Courtney and Riley, the latter was capsized by
collision with an outside boat, and Courtney
rowed over the course, said to be three miles
and 66 feet, in 13 minutes 52 seconds. The
time of Courtney was remarkable, but was
to high wind aiding him materially.

a

[1.15

The President passed a bad day Saturday and
his condition was such as to give rise to grave
apprehensions. He passed a fairly comfortable
had a
night, but at 11.30 in the forenoon he
lasted about twenty
very severe chill, which
minutes, during which his pulse ran up to 137.
As the chill passed off the President vomited
considerably. There were indication of a chill

masters have been appointed:
Herbert M. Luce, Allen’s Mills, Franklin
oounty; Marcellns Tinney South, Newburgh,
Penobscot county; Wm. J. Wheeler, South
Paris, Oxford county.

18.—The San says Collector Robertson, cn recommendation of bis political associates, recently nominated to Washington a number of persons for temporary appointments in the custom house. Secretary
uAWftraf die
.W WilfiftLpmiWvywiMt&y1
temporary appointments were intended to
He
evade the civil service regulations.
avowed himself the advocate of permanent

JB.nr«p«aa iftarlieti.
By Telegraph.)
London, Sept. 17 —Consols at 99 5-16.
London, Sept. 17 American securities—United
States bonds, 4yaB, 116%.
LiverfOOL,Sept. 17-12.80 P.M.—Cotton market
very dull; Uplands at 7 3-10d; Orleans at 7 3-16d;
sales 4,0 0 bales; speculation and export 1000;
futures steady.

Portland, Sept. 17.
to-day’s quotations of Flour,

Bound

Prof. Wood of Harvard College for analysis.
Postal Changes.
Washington, Sept. 17.—The following post-

Thomas H Allen,

Apprehensions

The Latest from the Sick Boom.

ed by His Condition.

Coroner Otis. The stomach and seme other
portions of the body were removed by Drs.
Banks and Hitchcock, and will be sent to

New York.

Portland Daily Wholesale Market.

...

Remaining Strength
Gradually Giving Way.

His Little

official examination was held by

LAKE

Garfield:

Dublin.

Union died about a month since of paralysis,
as was supposed.
Since his death suspicions
have arisen that he died from poison adminisThe body was disinterred
his wife.
tered

to-day and

*

Delegates assembled at the National Convention of Ireland charge me to convey to yon
their deepest sympathy and their hope that
the life of the President may be spared to you
Parnbll,
and to his oountry.

urday and Another Sunday.

.94. Exchange flat; on
^Spanish gold 1.93%
the United States 60 days gold at 8%®©% prem;
short sight do at 9L/2
prem.

MacVragh.

(Signed)

BY TELEGRAPH.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

mail

or

in

a

vegetable decomposition

publi^>

other alcoholic preparation. A
trial of over SO years duration in every
section of onr conntry of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Oroecrs.

Me.

Specialty.

Particular attention paid to Hook

aato

i ruThStf

18 BEAVER

FRAMES, FLANK
DIMENSION, Sawed lo Order at shortest possible
notice.

hand, New Glou-

ou
cester, on

THE PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY,
52

FREE STREET.

The only place in this citv, to get first-class work
dene. (We ubo no machines to destroy clothing.)
Come and see our work, and satisfy yourself.

THOMAS & JORDAN.
dim
««p!7

uly

POTPOURRI JARS!
A flue assortment at

M. C. R. R.

ADDRESS B. 0. JORDAN, ALFRED, dttME.
oo2__1

STREET,

NEW YORK,

Lumber,
599,900 ft. Mock
nod LARGE

NO.

other causes,

person promptly attended te.

Pamphlet Printing
j
mo

Dry Boards

or

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every

as

CYRUS

FINE
593

F.

ART

CONGRESS
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DAVIS’

STORE,
STREET.
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{V‘>IU consumption. Asthma, Bron
chit is ami Catarrh that send me their
I Ul Uaddress will rcceivo someth in# of
mail by which
they can get imgreat value free by
mediate reief and be restored to perfect bealtth.
177
A.
D.
Address
YOtfJfO,
Contra! Ave.. Willi ami-

I HI \
»rnrn

burgh, N. Y.
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WILLIAM WARREN GREENE.

W. C. T. U.

Action on His Death Taken by Portlanc

The Annual Meeting of the Society.

ipKiisa

MONDAY MORNING, SEPT. 19.

Welander, Boston & Maine Depot,
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of th<
79 Middle St.,

city.

Auburn, Willard Small & Co.

Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.

Jellerson’s Bookstore.

Bridge,

VICINITY!"

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

NEW

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Cumberland Farmers’ Club Fair.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Up-town stationery store—Frank B. Clark.
Families—C. A Bickford.
Wan ed—C S. Farnham & Co.
Notice—Curt s A Davis.
To let—Box 1173.

Cheese—Smith, Gags & Co.
Notice—Independent Masons.
Popular Everywhere.
“Burdane,” the French name lor Burdock,
is as popular in France as in America.
As an
anti-scorbutic, aperient and diuretic, it cannot
Burdock Blood Bitbe too highly extolled.
ters combine, “in a condensed form,” all its
good properties. For gout, cutaneous disorders
and kidney troubles they are
Price 31.00; trial size, 10 cents.
i

unequalled.
sepl9-lw

Ashburnham, Mass., Jan. 14, 1880.
been very sick over two years.
L hey

nave

all gave me up as past care.
I tried the most
skillful physicians, but they did not reach the
worst part.
The lungs and heart would fill up
every night and distress me, aud mv throat
I told my children I never
was very had.
should die in peace until I had tried Hop
Bitters.
I have taken two bottles.
They
have helped me very much indeed. I am now
well. There was a lot. of sick folks here who
have seen how they helped me, aud they used
them and are cured, and feel as thankful as I
do that there is so valuable a medicine made.
Miss Julia G. Cushing.
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Rail, and D. Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

publication is
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taking the chair, spoke

on

a!

Gentlemen,—"We have scarcely recovered
from the first shock which our city and the
coramun'ty sustained, in the announcement oi
the unexpected death of our distinguished associate and friend, Dr. 'William Warren
We were hourly expecting his reGreene.
turn from England, whither he had gone, as
all
know, to attend the International
you
Medical Congress held in the city of London,
and composed of many of the most abie and
distinguished physicians and surgeons of the
civilized world.
He enjoyed uninterrupted health while
abroad, and was fully equal, mentally and
physically, to take a conspicuous part in the
proceedings of that ever memorable convocation.
He participated in the debates, and was always listened to with profound attention and
respect, and from the abundant resources of
his capacious and richly
stored mind, he
doubtless contributed his full share to the
and learning which
wealth of knowledge
characterized that august occasion.
the hope that he
We fondly cherished
would come back to us with renewed health
and strength, and be able to gather new and
fresher laurels in his chosen field of labor.
But it was ordered otherwise by an all-wise
Providence, to whose inevitable decrees we
must ever bow with trust and reverent submission.
To our limited visson, it seems as if our deceased associate and friend was all too quickly
called away, in the very ripeness of manhood,
and full maturity of his varied gifts and powers, and at a period, too, when, as we have
reason to believe, he was
ready to consecrate
himself anew, and with devoted interest and
arduous
and
to
the
responsible duzeal,
very
ties of his profession.
om.

_«.

__

remarks upon his character as a man, or upon
the natural qualifications, both natural and
acquired, which placed him certainly among
the foremost surgeons of the age.
His reputation is secure, resting, as it does,
upon the solid basis of triumphs already
achieved in operative surgery, and which are
recognized as such, we are proud to say, not
only in this country, but in Great Britain and
on the Continent of Europe.
We are assembled this afternoon, gentlemen, to pay our tribute of respect to the memory of a very remarkable man,—a genius, I
may say, whose great loss to the profession,
and to the public cannot he easily supplied,—
of one in whom, with a comprehensive and
commanding (intellect, fine scholarship, and
the very highest
professional attainments,
were combined, in rare degree, truly generous
and noble impulses, and a tender, sympathetic
heart.
On motion, Drs Dana, Wood and Weeks
were

and

appointed

committee

a

following draft

the

on

was

resolutions,

accepted

and

adopted:
Resolved, By the physicians of Portland,
that in the death of Dr. William Warren
Greene, we have lost a brother of magnetic
personal attraction and distinguished presence:
a man of genius, born for the profession, and
especially for his chosen department of surgery; one singularly gifted in the discrimination and diagnosis of disease; a bold and brilliant, and at the same time safe and successful
operator, his boldness and success being based
upon his consummate anatomical knowledge;
a surgeon of excepa teacher of rare power;
tional skill and experience.
Resolved, That in the death of Professor
Greene the medical profession of Maine has
lost a member than whom it never had a more
gifted or eminent one; whose well-earned reputation was not limited to his own State, or
the United States, but had travelled the oceans;
that the Medical School of Maine has lost a
most gifted and accomplished professor; that
an invaluable worker has been taken from the
Unonitnl'

anti that tlin

nrhnla

pnnmninit.17

haa

suffered bereavement.
Resolved, That his burial at sea, on his return voyage from London, where he had been

much honor at the grand
received with
medical conference of the world, has, to us, a
special sadness in it; but we rejoice that, dying
in the zenith of his fame, be died, as wo know
he would have chosen, in the harness.
Resolved, That we tender to his dear children and relatives our deepest sympathy, and
that the secretary be requested to send a copy
of these resolutions to them.
so

Dr. Wood afterwood introduced the follow-

ing

day

adopted,

practicable.
gentlemen
appoint-

Saturday night

regard

question,

following

taking

prefers

Superior Court.
Sat cud ay.—James F. Coffee, indicted for receiv-

Brothers,knowing them
stolen, pleaded guilty. It appearing

stolen from Rines

that he had, under the statute, satisfied the owners
of the goods for their value, the Court imposed a
fine of $25 and costs, which were paid.
William H. Broughton, on a nuisance indictment,
paid a fine of $100 and costs.
Wilfred F. Coggins, on a search and seizure comwas

costs, which
onment

on a

State

vs.

sentenced to pay a tine of $100 and
paid. Also to six "ionths imprisnuisance indictm

were

Thomas

Kalor

*^|y^jininitted.term
.^^ncted at thisfifteen

for rape upon one Flora C. Cushman,
years of age, in Gorham in August

a

girl

last.

Verdict

guilty.
A.

W. Coombs for State.

Brief

Frank for

deft.

Jottings.

Yesterday was a splendid day, cool and clear,
with the exception of a slight fog at midday.
Not a single arrest was made by the police
They have not experienced so
yesterday.
quiet a day for a long time.
The steamer Falmouth of the National Line
to-day takes the place of the New York, which
will be hauled up for the winter.
The whole number of deaths in the city
the past week was thirteen.
The Masonic Lodge of Rochester, N. II.,
with their ladies, will make an excursion to
Great Chebeague Borne time during the coming week. Jenks will provide a dam bake
for them, and Collins’ Band will furnish them
music

wiiue uere.

forty-five degrees they will throw a ball five
inches in diameter a distance of four milos.
Thirty pounds of powder are consumed at each
discharge.
There were forty arrests made last week,
thirty-two being for drunkenness.
There was a runaway on Mechanic street
Saturday, but no damage was done other than
broken shaft

The steamer Falmouth was recently engaged
to take excursionists from Yarmouth, N. S., to
Boston, and permission was obtained from the
Collector at Yarmouth to take passengers but
no freight from there; but the captain, not

satisfied, asked permission of the department
Ottawa to include freight. Answer came
that the boat could clear for Boston via Yarmouth, but could take neither passengers nor

at

freight.

A Marne hotel keeper, aged 6G, was tec ntly
wedded in Lynn to a lady of 35. The marriage
s
was the bridegroom’s second and the bride
first.
The Greenbackers held a meeting at the
to
Yews office Saturday

doming

^evening

choose delegates to the convention at Lewiston.
None were chosen, however, but committee!
were appointed to nominate and to report-.it a
future meeting.
of the Philadelphia
Yacht Club, arrived in this harbor Saturday.
The yacht Ripple came near being capsized
in the harbor yesterday. Her crew ran her up
at anchor and
on the cable of a ship lying
The

Kennedy. Ross has some doubts about such a
race being made this season, from the fact tha*
Davis is not in good condition, having let up
on rowing to attend to his other business.
The boats used by the Minnesota boat club,
who finished second in the final heat at the national regatta, was one qf M. F. Davis’ new

patent rigged

boats.

Gas Explosion.
A serious gas explosion occurred iu Storer
The close air
Brothers’ new block Saturday.
in the vault, where their books are kept, extinguished the gas jet, which is kept burning
there, and the gas escaped into the vault. In
the course of the afternoon, the book-keeper,
Mr. Fred W. Roberts and the billing clerk,
Mr. Win. A. Frothingbam, went to the vault
to pat in the books.'
Opening the door, they
noticed tbe light was out, and, without thinkof the result, Mr. Roberts struck a match
to light it again, when there was a loud explosion, and a volume of fiame burst out directly
into their faces. The blaze, of course, was of

ing

short duration, hut it was sufficient to completely crisp the skin on Mr. Roberts' face and
hands, and burn off most of his hair. The
clerk was more fortunate, being behind Mr.
RrtKorta

t»nr!

waG

nnlv

slivht.lv

hnrnfirl ahnnt.

hia face. Mr. Roberts was removed in a back,
to his boarding place, and is now quite comfortable.

Capt. H. F. Davis & Brothers have contracted with Messrs. HutcliiDgs & Stubbs of Yarmouth to build a first-class vessel of about 500
tons, to be elf in April next.
Two new rifle guns, one weighing 3GG0 and
the other 3530 pounds, have been received at
Fort Treble. When elevated at an angle of

a

and Hamm have declined to make a
series of three races with Triekett and Gaudaur. The Boston Herald says it is believed
in Toronto that they will issue a challenge
shortly for a double-scull race with Davis and

Recording Socretary—Miss

S.

Buz

M.

C. M. Dow.

yacht Republic,

barely escaped a wetting. She was heavily
ballasted, and would have probably gone to
the bottom.
An exchange says: Sharp bidding for jobs
bands of the State.
among seme of the brass
The Augusta band, 23 pieces, accompany the
Boothbay firemen to Waltham for the small
The Cadet Band of
sum of $40 and expenses.
Bath, 21 pieces, offered to go with the comSuch competition
pany for $140 and expenses.
is ruinous to toe first class bauds of this State.
the
The price paid
Augusta band will not
more than pay for the extra musicians that
the band were obliged to hire to make the required number.
The Grand Army will hold a grand fair ai
City Hall, commencing Oct. 31st, Mr. George

Nelson Beals will decorate the hall.

personal.
Mr. Freeman Glidden, for several years past
the popular driver on steamer Machigonne, returned Friday, with his wife, from an extended tour in Europe.
Bishop Healy will go to Boston Tuesday, and
will officiate on the following day at the funeral of Father Tilton, lately deceasod. The fu
neral will be attended liy several hundred
priests, from New England and other sections.

Miss Annette G. Waltz was ordained pastor
of the Universa'ist church in Brownfield,Wednesday afternoon. Prayer was offered by R«v.
Zeuas Thompson; haud of fellowship extended by Roy. J, H. Little; Scriptures read by
Rev. J. F. Mead; charge delivered by Rev.
Mr. Thompson; and sermon of ordination by
Rev. Loreuza Haynes of Fairfield.
The Sea Breeze.
The schooner Sea Breeze of Searsport, Capt.
Kent, which was sunk in the Saco river last
April, has been raised by Mr. Floyd of this
city and was yesterday towed into this harbor
She was being
the tag Ellen of Saco.
towed up in the river in the evening and was
following the light of a steamer ahead of her.
The steamer rounded the pier and the tug made
directly for it and rau directly for it and ran
into the pier, staving a hole in the schooner’s
side. Action has been brought against the
The Sea
owners of the tug for damages.
Breeze will be put on the railway at Cape
Elizabeth this morning aud will be thoroughly
repaired and refitted. Mr. F. C. Winslow will

by

do the work.
Sebairo Lake Concerts.
The sacred concerts took place at Sebago
Lake yesterday and a largo crowd was present
to listen to Chandler’s delightful music. It is
estimated that there were over two thousand

Eighteen cars, containing
over a thoesand
people, went from this city,
and six cars from Upper Bartlett. Good order
prevailed throughout the day. The return
train arrived here at 7 30 last evening.

people present.

Struck with Paralysis.
Mr. Bates of Boston was stricken with paralysis at the Spurtvink Honse, Saturday night.
He was shooting there as he has done for sevHis whole right side was
eral seasons beforeparalyzed and his power of speech lost. His
son, who is in charge Of the dry dock heie, wa;
at once sent for and Mr. Bates was alive al

last accounts.

A Itocklaud despatch gives further details of
the tragedy at Warren which was partly reported by telegraph Saturday morning. In a
house on a bridle road leading from Mt. Pleasant road, in the town of Warren, lived David
Robbins and wife, elderly people, and their
daughter about 19 years of age, the wife of
Charles Smith, and her child, a boy » year
The aged father of Mrs. Roband a half old.
bins also lived with them. In another part of

Treasurer—Mrs. U. M. N. Stevens,
Auditor—Mrs V. G. Osborne.
Directors—Mrs. Joseph Brooks, Mrs. Thompson, 2nd Universalist; Mrs. George Goodwin,
Miss Etta Stan wood. Congress Square; Mrs.
E. D. Cates, Mrs. Davis Coolidge, Willistou:
Mrs. I. M. Stevens, Congress Street Methodist;
Miss O. M. Beckett, 1st Baptist, Mrs. C. Way,
Miss Scales, High street.
The following report wa3 given by the Sec-

years of age, was at work as a mortar mixer
He had been for some time very
in Rockland
jealous of his wife and last week made threats
against her.
Friday evening Smith hired a team and

retary ;

started for

The work of the year in this society has been
in three main departments, viz: The Flower
Mission established May, [187T; The Police
Mission, established June 18, 1877: The Friendly Inn, established January 1, 1878. The report of these is in the order of their establishment.
The Flower Mission. Flowers have boeu
sent to The Maine General Hospital, Greely
Hospital, Bethel and Friendly Inn, and also to
twenty-two individuals. The distribution has
been on Saturdays, twenty young ladies assisting. Flowers have beeen contributed by thirty individuals, and by two schools, to all of
whom thanks are due, and also to those who
have sent carriages to be used in the work.
Of those who have contributed flowers, we especially remember those v.'lio have sent from
Deeriug, and whom we are glad to have identified with us in the work.
When we say that about seven hundred ouquets have been distributed by the Flower Mission, it is an almost meaningless statement,
but if we should follow one of these to the bed
side of one invalid who has for weary years
looked at the same blank wall and the same
staring window, with only the outward change
of daylight or darkness, storm or sunshine; if
we could see the tired
fingers tenderly touch
them, and the face light up, while the fragrance partly overcame the morbid odors of the
room, wo should begin to realize how much
good these many flowers have done.
The Police Mission. In this Mission we see
and more the utter impossibility of summarizing onr worn in sucn a way uiai luoob
who are not in it, can have any adequate idea
of what is oeing done or even what is attempted. There are many from this Mission, of
whom we have good hope that their reformation is radical, some of whom have mouths and
some have years of upright living to show.in
proof of their change. Some have died, going
irom well ordered Christian homes, made so
by their own daily life. For all these, we would
be devoutly thankful,and from them take heart
of grace while we remember those who have begun apparently as well, but have, in spite of
loving hearts and strong hands, gone back to
drunkenness and vice. The estimate has been
made that of all those women who are carried
to the station, one-eigh*h have been evidently
benefited by the influences brought to bear up
on them
by this Mission; and, when we remember that their downward course has been
more

gradual, may

we

bope that,

not

even

yet

some

of those who have not seemed to yield at all to
good impressions may have received good which
will some day be manifested.
From tiie beginning of this Mission the urgeut need has been felt of a temporary homo
for those who desire to begin anew iu an upright life; a home where the shattered physical nature might be built up and the weak will
strengthened, in a place free from evil association and away from the old temptations. A
place, too, where those who need might be
taught to do useful work, such as sewing, cooking, &c. By the earnest zeal of one member
of this society such a home has been established, and another member of the society devotes her whole time to the work of making it
It has been generously helped
a true “home.”
aud will still be, line all our missions, dependIn
ent upon the contributions of the public.
the nature of the case, none of them can bo
time.
self-sustaining for any length of
The Friendly Inn.—The Inn has continued
this year on the basis begun somewhat more
than a year ago, of furnishing lodgings only,
except in cases of need, when simple food has
been provided. Some who were not regular
lodgers have been attracted by its cheerful
open fire, and sailors who came for an evening
have, on returning irom another voyage, come
In various ways a hold has been kept
to stay.
upon those who had begun a better life, and
its special reformatory work has gone forward.
Meetings on Sabbath evenings, under the
charge of the different churches, have been
sustained, with varying numbers, but with
good influence.
General Worh.—An effort has been made to
secure the introduction of temperance textK.xnVn

into tltn miKlt/i

cfthnrtlo

xirVii/'li line

ar\

unsuccessful; although such

btoks have
been placed by individuals, in every schoolIt is the wish of
room as books of reference.
tho society that at no distant day our city may
recognize the importance of temperance teaching, as so many other cities have already done.
Much general charitable work lias grown
out of each mission, which cannot be classified
as belonging to either.
Many families can by
been

little judicious help be
more comfortable house,

wset into

a

or

a

put children into

bo better cared for.
or the sick can
These cases of necessity come to tho knowledge
of the society through some one of its missions
and it seems impossible to neglect them. This
the society’s
year, as in each previous year of
existence, the only limit we find to the work
is in the over-taxed strength of the workers,
or a lack of sufficient money.

school,

Respectfully submitted,
Susan M. Buzelle,

Cor. Sec. W. C. T. U.

Conley

BEFOIIE JUDGE BONNEY.

plaint,

Devoll.

Corresponding Secretary—Miss

pointed

to have been

officers elected:
President, Mrs. Geo. S. Hunt.
Vice President—Mrs. W. Merrill, Mrs. J
Hutchinson, Mrs. Prentiss Loruing, |Mrs. Dr

chairman, and Dr. Pen-

Gilman was chosen
dleton secretary.

—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
ing resolution:
East port, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.
Resolved, That a committee of three he apClose at 6.00 p. in.
to confer with the family and friends,
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sail- and with them to make arrangements for Meof steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
services to be held at High street
morial
at
East—Arrive
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the
as is
church at as early a
2.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
nor'.n—
Skowhegan. intermediate offices and the
and the
It was
composArrive at 1.15 p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
ing the committee on resolutions were
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Ared to make such arrangements.
rive at 12.6i» p. in. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11. 45a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Boating Notes.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & O.
Wallace Ross, with his brother Ed., a rising
a.
m.
R. R.—Arrive at 0.16 p. m. Close at 7.46
young sculler, arrived in town
Bartlett, N. H., aud intermediate offices, via P. &
0. R. R.—Arrive at 8.55 a.m. Close at 12.00 M.
from Toronto. Ho will probably see his friends
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
hero before he decides what course he will pur& R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 12.46
That
to Hanlan’s challenge.
p. m.
sue with
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
he will accept is beyond
hut, as he
& R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made daily (Sundays exJohn Kennedy’s advice>
has been
cepted,) in the business portion of the city at 7.00 he
to consult him before
any
and 10.00 a. m., and 1.30 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 a. m., 1.30 and 5.00 p. m. Collections are
He says there is no truth
in the matter.
steps
made on week days at 7.00 aud 11.00 a. m. and !
In the statement that he will row in the regat4.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.
ta at Halifax on the 22d.

ing goods

tian

a

Dr. Gilman,

Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cum airland Mills, F. A. Verrill*
Damarlscotta, E. w. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Frye burg, R. 0. Harmon and Shirley St Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer St Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
H alio well, O. L. 8paulding.
Lewftton, Chandler St Estes.
Lisbon, C. K. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W.
F. A. Millott.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
S&battus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
Thomas ton, 8. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset. Gibbs St Bundle*,
W'*odford*8 Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, 0. E. Coombs.

CITY AND

The aunual meeting of the Woman’s Chris
Temperance Union was held on Saturda;
at the Y. M. C. A. rooms, and the following

meeting of the physicians and surgeoni
of this city held Saturday afternoon, to tak<
action regarding the death of Dr. Greene, Dr
At

Child the Victims of a

a

Man’s Jealousy.

follows:

Bridgton,

Two Women and

Physicians.

THE PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depot? of N. G
Arm*
Fetsendeu, Marquis, Brunei & Go., Andrews,
strong. Cox. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland
and

THE WARREN TRAGEDY.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

the same house lived Isaac Metcalf and family. Smith, the murderer, who is about 35

Robbins’

house

which

about

is

eight miles distant from Rockland. Ho arrived at the house end going in asked his
wife to go out with him, which she did, when
they had some words, and he told her he was
He went back to the house
to kill her.
where he had some altercation with Mrs. Rob
bins, his wife’s mother, when he drew a revolver and shot her in the eye, and she fell to
the floor. At this, Mrs. Metcalf, ivlio was in
the room, attempted to escape, when Smith

going

firo at her when she went out, the bullet grazing her ear. He then turned and shot his
wife in the neck, and she fell.
The murderer then went out and going
round to the rear of the house, entered by a
back door, and going into the room where his
little boy lay sleeping, shot him twice in the
mouth, killing her instantly. He then took
up a lighted lamp and dashed it on to the floor,
intending no doubt to burn the house, but it
went out as it fell. He then returned to the
where his wife and mother-in-law were
and shot the latter again through the body.
He then spoke to his wife, asking her to kiss
him, and shot her again in this breaBt.
While the shooting was goings on, Mrs. Met-

Have you tried, as a remedy for your Cold or Sore
Throat, Dr. Gravea’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and
Tar? Composed, as it is, of two of the best and
most simple ingredients in nature, it cannot fail of
relieving you. Wild Cherry and Tar are universal,
ly admitted by everyone at all acquainted with med-

icine, as sure remedies, and the best for Coughs,
Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchi is, Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, and all other diseases of tho pulmonary organs. Many having used Dr. Graves’ Balsam
speak highly in its praise. If when you are afflicted,
you will give this really valuable remedy a trial>
you will not be disappointed in bis effects. Sample
10 cts.; generous size. 60 cts,
For Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Constipation, or Liver Complaint, use Improved Family Catharic Pills,
For
made by Dr. Graves; price, 25 cts. per box.
sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co., Portland.

passed along under the scalp, and came out at
the eye, its force being sufficient to break the
The other ball penetrated
skull at this point.
the chest and passed entirely through the
body. The wound in Mrs. Smith’s neck is
very severe. The ball entered the base of the
brain, and has not been found. The other
bullet struck her in the breast, penetrating
Mrs. Smith
the lung, but did not come out.
was conscious and able to make an ante-mordeclaration.
Coroner Rust held an inquest Saturday and
a verdict Was rendered in accordance with the
above facts.
Smith, the murderer, as already
tem

after committing his diabolical deed,
drove back to Rockland and delivered himself
to the authorities. Ho was arraigned Saturday, plead guilty aud was committed to await
the action of the grand jury, which meets to-

reported,

violent

regarded
though he has

Smith has not been

morrow.

dangerous man,
accused of petty thieving.
or

ground,

report says, for

There

as

his jealousy

of

his

Maine Sportsman Association.
We have received the programme of the
Maine Sportsmen’s Association’s tournament,
which comes oil at Augusta, next Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The prizare numerous aud valuable,
aggregating
from six to eight Hundred dollars. Among the

es

from this city are N. M. Perkins &
Co., agents for the Oriental .Powder Mills, of
several cases of powder, and 3. L. Bailey, one
ten dollar game bag.
The Minnehaha, Capt. Knowlton, will sail
from this port for Augusta, having on board
the Peaks’ Island Shooting Club, also quite a
d-legation from the Willard Club of this city,
donors

,vi

in ducuu

uio

luuiuauicut.

alio

uhuui

of the steamer will be fitted up with lerths and
several of the sportiug men will makp it their
headquarters while in Augusta. The Tonrist
will run in the Minnehaha’s place while she is

horse trots will occur, entries for which
may be seen in our advertising"columns. The
various committees are hard at work, and a

a

To-night the Palmer-Graham company will
appear at Portland Theatre in “My Sweetheart.” Its morale is to prove that there is no
happiness for auy man who will ignore a pure
and trusting love for the fascinations of a cold
and heartless woman. The music, comprising
solos, duets and choruses, is said to be espe'
daily pleasing. An exchange says: The lead'
ing part, Tina, was taken by the charming little actress, Miss Minnie Palmer, who is one of
the most vivacious and sprightly comediennes
She acquitted herself handon tho stage.
somely, as she always does, aud her original
songs and dances, relating directly to the play
She is graceful
itseIf, were very pleasing.
and refined, and Tina is a character just suited
Ttie
to the sparkling quality of her taleutt.
counterpart, Tony, played by Mr. R. E. Graham, is also a good character, aud Mr. Graham
gives a fine representation of at: intelligent
and gentlemanly German, besides being a
clever imitator of Joe Emmet iu actiug aud
singing. The remainder of the cast was up to
the standard, aud the company is strong aud
well balanced.
THE CAMP FIRE.

This entertaining and interesting drama will
be produced at City Hall to night. An exchange says: “Mr. John Byrne and Messrs.
Holden, Pitts, Hankins and Church, the
burnt cork artists, kept the audience delighted
with their performances, calliug down long
continued applause. Mr. Byrne, in his musical specialties, was simply immense, and it
will repay everyone for outlay of time and
Both the Dutch and Irish
money to see him.
comedians—Messrs. Ellsworth and Wilson—
in
a very creditable manroles
their
sustained
Mr. Geo. W. Dakin’s recitations and
ner.
bass solos are especially fine, his rendering of
“Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep” comMaster Patsey
manding a hearty encore.
Connors’ “Pat Rooney imitations” are good.
interest
onr “City
But a hat will, perhaps,
Guard” more than any other feature is the
“lightning zouave drill” of Major Gorman,
certainly as skillful a presentation of the
His
“manual of arms" as is often witnessed.
drum solo is another specialty.”

The Parkman Murder.
It is expected that the trial of the Chadbourns, for the murder of Alvin Watson at
ParkliamjduringSthe past summer will commenThe case excites great
ces at Dover this week.
interest in Piscataquis connty, and will involve
many important and interesting questions, one
of the respondents being a deaf mute.
Judge Symonds will preside, A. M. Robinson
and Hon. Josiah Crosby will appear tor respondents, County Attorney Peaks and Attorney Geneial H. B. Cleaves will conduct the
prosecution The trial will last several days.
Failures.
The following failures for the past week are
reported in Maine:
Cunningham, furniture, Ellsworth, is settling in insolvency, and the dividend is expected to be less than 20 per cent., the rate
first offered by the debtor.
Adelbert P. Chick, painter, Bangor, is reported failed and in insolvency.
Joseph G. Colby, Falmouth, is reported
failed, and will settle in insolvency.
Freeman F. Walker, grocer, Saco, is reported failed.
Business Changes.
The following business changes are reported
for the past week:
Bangor—P. J. Coney & Co., soap manufacturers, sold to White & Fairbanks.
Thorndike & Littlefield, grocers, dis; J. C.
Thorndike continues.
Fort Fairfield—B. J. Stevens, hoots and
shoes, sold to Harry Jackins.
Portland—McKenna & Dougher, undertakalio*

GENERAL AGENT IN
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it is over. The following is
that will be presented:

trips after

the programme

Philharmonic Orchestra.
Andante, (from the unfinished symphonic in B,

.Schubert
Philharmonic Orchestra,

Song—“Ab, I’ve

Lost

My Eurydia,”.Gluck

Miss Annie Louise Cary.
Grand Polonaise iu E,.Liszt
Philharmonic Orchestra.
“Wanderer,”—Pautasie Op. 15.Schubert
Arranged for Piano, with orchestral accompauiment by Liszt.
Philharmonic Orchestra and W. H. Sherwood.
.von Weber
Song—O, Fatima
Miss Annie Louise Cary.
Two Sclavonic Dances.A. Duorak
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Solo for Saxophone .Barman
Mr. E. Strasser.
Song—Storm .and Sunshine.Dudley Buck
Miss Annie Louise Cary.
( Nocturne in F sharp.Chopin
Piano
bolj yajge Caprice.liubeustein
W. H. Sherwood.
Strauss
Waltz—On the Mountains.
Philharmonic Orchestra.
...

Torchlight

Dance in D flat.....

Phil harmonic Orchestra.

Meyerbeer

NOTES.

There were two good audiences drawn tc
City Hall Saturday to see Uncle Tom’s Cabin

Ul) It A PB! t.t T1 11

now

J. A. Morse.

Henry Lower—Funiture, dissolved.

O

spinl

Tuesday afternoon a son of Oscar F. Trask
drownod, while at play, in the Androscoggin, just back of the tooth-pick factory, MexiThe lad was about 12 years old. His body
co.
was taken irom the water in a short time, but
could not be broi*ght back to like.
was

The Michigan Sufferers.
In response to a telegram sent by the cliairinar
our relief committee, Mr. Swan, tendering
aid to the sufferers by the recent fires, the fol
lowing telegram has been received from th<
Secretary of the Port Huron Relief Society:
Relief pressing. Wo are full organized an(
are pushing forward supplies. We will tak*
the liberty of drawing on you for five hundret

Boots

U Middle Street. CANDIES

YORK COUNTY.

John

Dudley,

an

of Furniture and General MerchanSaturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
octikitf
Consignments solicited.

Itegular

sale

dise every
m.

BOOTS and SHOES.
Largest Stock,

BirthdayCards
Also

be found in Portland.

a

fine line of

Autograph & Photograph Albums,
Gold Pens & Pencils.

hud

CLOTHING

Opening.

Mr. Fernald with his cntter, Mr. Lunt
hav- just returned from New York with
a carefully selected stock of

Overcoatings,

ord-

time their orders were placed, as
are from six to eight weeks behind
We carry the largest stock in town, and

ra.

A. S. FERNALD,

«od eow2w

seplO

Middle
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CHEESE!CHEESE!
100 Boxes Flain
160
60

60

Street, PORTLAND.
d2w

8epl7

Cheese—North Jay Factory.

—No. Livermore
—No. Turner do.
Turner do
—No.
Sage
For sale by
More to follow.

do,

Notice.

INDEPENDENT

are

in-

vited to meet at Congress Hall, on THUR8DAY,
SEP l’. 22, at 7Va p. m.. to organize a Society to be
called the Citizens’ Life Boat, or Temple Pacific,
the object of which is, as far as possible, the promotion of peace among individuals, classes and races,
and the in tellectual and moral instruction aud entertainment of the people. The meetings of this
sepl9-d3t
Society will be public.

WALKER

was

and Casket manufacturers,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH ft SON, 133 Exchange

CFFIN

admitted

membar

a

&c
MERRILL, 467 Congress St

BOX 1173, Portland, Maine.

DRY M1LLETT ft

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE
Under the Falmouth Hotel.

STREET,

Goods, Fancy Goods, Hilks,
DRY
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, ftc,
241 ft 243 Middle St.
RINKS

Goods,
Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
DRY
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
247 Middle St.
A. B.
Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYEING,
Preble House.
DYE HOUSE 13Preble
St, op.,

B. F. WHITNEY & CO.
dtf

jy29

and

Cards and Fine

S. LOWELL,
Congress St,
TCHYR Custom and Beady made Clothing
Gents’
Goods.
J?
Furnishing
ALLEN ft COMPANY, 229 Middle St

Domestic, Candies,
Toys.
CUSHMAN, 486 OongrossSt

Foreign
Children’s Christmas
FRUIT,
GEO. H.

Ranges and Htoves. Hole
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. ft D. W. NASH. No. 6 Exchange St

FURNACES*,

A

GAS

Is tbe SAF ST and CHEAPEST Inrer offered by any Comsurance
pany, and is secured by Assets amounting to orer

$90,000,000.

or

$6.75 per Doz,

Age 35 (others ages in proportion), Policy of
$1,000 annual premium of $29,18.—
$683.60
20 premiums of $29.18 each,
600.00
One half of policy returned in 20 years,
Total cost $1,000 insurance for 20 years, $83.60
Annual cost of $1,000 insurance against death
for 20 years, $4.18, exclusive of all dividends,
which are declared annually as with other forms
and available on the anniversary of policy.

Owen, Moore & Co.

W. D. LITTLE,
Street.

dtf

Horses, Horses.
I

choice stock of first-olass

RUFUS

RAND,
STREET
sepl4dlw

dtf

sep29

have removed to the corner of Preble and
Street*, where they offer at wholesale
and retail, a tine stock of Crockery and Glass Ware,
with a great variety of rich, ornamental and useful

Hemoval.
William Senter & Co.,
Wntcli, Clock, Jewelry anil

Nau-

tical Store, removed to

Exchange street,

iHM*

sep5dm3

8

■....

'.

7ff

..

in

a FURS. Special Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo St Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St

Manufacturer

Fur*.

and

Cap*
and Dealer in Furs, Robes, &c.
HATS,
G. A. SUSSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.

af terhoon and evening.

25

/^mission,

cents.,
LOAN

AMERICAN
A2SD

rnMPlAY

rrPTTQT

55 Congress st., Boston.
INCORPORATED 1881.

Capital $1,000,000
*

DIRECTORS:
Thos. Nickerson,
Fred. L. Ames,
Cbas. J. Morrill, Geo. C. Lord,
Thomas Dana.
H. I). Hyde,
Ezra H Baker,
Asa P. Better,
Oliver Ames,
D. P. Kimball,
JonasH.French, Levi C. Wade,
B.P. Cheney,
Wm. B. Bacon, A. L. Ooolldge,
F. Gordon Dexter
H. M. Whitney, W. D. Forbes,
Isaac T. Burr,
Alex. H. Bice,
Elisha Atkins,

for
This Company is a LEGAL DEPOSITORY
Administrators, Executors, Assignees, Charitable
Associations and all Courts of Law.
11' WILL ACT AS TRUSTEE, or as flsoal or trans
fer agent for corporations, municipalities, etc., and
REGISTER and COUNTERSIGN certificates of

We invite business and
make prices for

Chronometers,

Wntchee, Diamonds,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
CARTER BROS., 621 Congress, oor. Casco St
Watches, Clocks.
Diamonds,
Silverware Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD St WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.

Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
JK iVELKY,
ROBERT B. SWIFT, 613 Congress

KID

a Fine
s Wear
Middle

Gentlemen
Cloths
Merchant
FKRNALD, 237
AUG.
S.

PAIWE,

carload,

or

Flowers and Real Laces.
and Casoo Sts
Oor.

Telephone

No. 847.

WILDE^

DR. R, T.

THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
Has

returned from his vacation, to the

XT. S3.

WEDDING

EASTMAN A CUTTS,
Millinery^
Hotel Building.
United
Nos.
States

patients

will

Organs, Musical Instruments. Stc.
MUSIC
U. K. HAWKS. 177 Middle 8t

and see him at

once

and

you will not regret it.

9

to

1£ A.

LOWELL,

5t.T Congress Street,

POB'fhAND, ME.

Kiass

T. J. AKELEY &

Carriage Manufacturers,

Eyes in Hrcnt

The best make.
Exchange Street.

OLINOS; ('bickering A Sons, Linderman
A Son. EdMcUameron A Maine Piano Co.’s
BAILEY A NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
Pianos.

MT

21 and 23 Preble Street
PORTT.AJfU,

all descriptions of oar
manufacture. The lowest prices
in the State, taking quality and
style into consideration.

own

makes.

iuuiwioni

41 v.v

■

»

—-

A
Organa. Weber, Krauieh
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
St
435
Congress
A
SON,
FukbUSH
M.
W.
All kinds Frames
i'TKK Frame ffll’y.
Fine Oold Frames a Specialty.
to order.
r, H. KNIGHT, 37 Temple Street.
A-

Attention to Repairing of all kinds.
Special
Jne4
wxltf

PIC

OitOKH,

Fin*
Underwear and Neckwear.
House.
A CO., Under Preble

Ma1»E

Furnishings,
SHIRT*
MERRILL

r«>

Hardware, Harness Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE M. NELSON A GO, 119 Exchange St.
Kitchen

Furnaces A'

MAINE.

Carriages of

Orgnas"oTbest
Five makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
PIANOS
and

C0~

Supplies. Agents for the ’“Crawford Range.
KNIGHT A HOWARD. 233 A 235 Federal St.

riTOVES, Ranges and Furnaces.
O
Agent for Wood, Bishep A Uo.s’ Goods.
W. D. a5mES, 29 Market Square.
and Furnaces.

Ranges,
Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co. Goods.
STOVES,
St
N. NOYES A SON, 12 Exchange

TAXES.
la hereby given, that the time al owed
taxes l.i the
tor the voluntary payment o<
under
Town of Cape Elizabeth, for the yc.r 18*1,
at
the close of
will
expire
a Discount of 4 per cent,
1881.
busine s on Saturday,.October 1st,
lown office, on
The undersigned will be at the
17th, 24th, BOih, and October 1st, from

NOTICE

September
2

to 5 o’clock
P-H“ KLPS s> JORDAN, Collector.
»epl3diw
Cape Elizabeth, Sept. 12th, 1881.

I»OKTLAND ’LONOSIIOREMEN’S
BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

s

:

IT1., nml S lo 5 P. M.
dim

VARNISH.

A,
Furnace*, and Ranges.
Solo Agents for the “Falmouth Bangs.
F. A 0. B. NASH, 172 A 174 Fore St

STOVES,

band the beat
French and English GO'S Is.
Gorman,
uonuui

TAll,OR.

Market Mquare, For

,1.

3m’

Plxinney Bros.

ICE.
GROSS STREET

Always
w

H

K,,Hj"lNO,

89

Exchange

guaranteed.

t eams.

Caskets,
for funerals.
(1NDERTAKERS,
J Robes, and every requisite
H KR 424 Congress St
m„kV.nnA
rw'

-:

and Cloak

tinker,

Oliver Gerrish, at
WATCH
WM. SENTER A CO.’S, 54 Exchange Street

WOOD.

Dealers in

Wawr<?

wharf, and

35 for

33

on

on

and after October

yt

Secretary.

1881._rep

13dHit

8t

and

V

all West India Stevedores,
cents in the hold and
piling .hooks off the cars,

hereby notify
WE that
the pay shall be 37

Portland, Sept. 12,

on

Draper. Fine Floods and
FirsLclass Work a Specialty.
D. E .CORNISH, 249 Middle St.
rilAIEOK AND DRAPER.
I
Fine Goods always on hand. Satisfaction
F. 4. SMI TH, 231 Federal St

Till,OK
JOHN BABCOCK & CO.’S Standard Coach Varnishes, are for sale by
W. W. WIIIPPI.E & CO.,
J!

”sT

Engraver and Stationer,

HAMHINH8, Interior Decorations. Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
BOSWORTH A MORSE, 691 Congress St

Hotel, STOVE*, Ranges,

testify.

STATIONERY.

Music"Books, Strings, Musical

Instruments and Merchandise.
0. STOCKBRIDGE, 166 Hxohauge St
A MUSIC BOOKS, Pianos.

PIANO*

Styles.

Latest

in the

Roods,

SADDEERV

And will be pleased to see all those who ate sick
and have found no permanent relief by taking drugs
and medicines, and he can help you, as thousands of

Jel7

CARDS,
Engraved

s

iaaGiiuuu

yl4dtf

Call

WEDDINGS.
Wedding Cards and Invitations,

MILLINER
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, lowers A Laces.
WILLIAM
A. IS. BARNES, 402 Congress St.

No^4

cargo.

P. 0. Box 1619.

apld6m

ne.

VISITING and RECEPTION

Millinery~a~fancy
Velvets,
DRYDEN,
Congress

MUSIC,

Lowest Market

MAINE.

k

Orders received by

MRS. E. R. FOWLE,
Millinery.
No. 4 Elm Si

Y~aitd"'~MUlinery

at

Brown’s Wliarf,

__

MRS. J.

Specialty,

PORTL.I »

Hilvc
Watches. Clocks
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, Ac.
Middle
Si
239
St
CO..
J. A. MERRILL
HLOVES, Laces, Smallwares and
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
OWEN, MOOKK A CO., 607 A 609 Congress
A riue Assort
Tailor.
mint of Imported Goods.
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St.
for

a

236 Commercial Street,

and

Hoods.

Dealer in special Coals, which for purity anti preparation are not excelled by
any Coals placed upon this market. Will
meet the market on prices, cither by ton,

his

Domestic Coals
P

JEWELRY,

tailor,

N. W. JORDAN, Actuary,
B. L. ARBECAM. Treasurer,

aug31eod3m

St

Watches,
JEWELRY,
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SKNTKR St CO., 64 Exchange St

assortment of

correspondence,

loans
and will

prlmeseeuritie^bymajlor telegraph

pharmacy.

Romeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
Homeopathic
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress

OPTICAL
Variety of Shape and Color,
C. H. FARLEY,

CongreMM

seplOdSia

every

COMMERCIAL ST. PAPER

Froiu
au30

CO.,

dealer*

and

Manulrs.

Harness Leather, Wholesaio and Retail.
HARNESS
OHAS. J. WALKER St CO., 163 & 166 Middle St

IRA

Limited uuutber
For delivery of Coal.
of orders daily for delivery of coal by the
Excelsior t'oal wagons, win oe receireu

OFFICE HOURS

Removal.

Grand Promenade Concert

__

THE NEW PLAN

nw.

dRTLANB.

Jewelry and Unman

Hair

1 A 2

aHnnoAMUfi

Samuel Thurton,

47 Free Street.

hoods,

26

indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

SOULE & CO.,

MERCHANT
HAVE received this morning two car loads of
Horses from Canada, one car load being heavy
team horses, averaging from 1300 to 1500 pounds
w eight.
Among those *re several matched pairs.
The other car load, weight from 1,000 to 1,200,
are all young and sound, and adapted to general
business.

II. I,

Pianos,

Flour.

and

Teas

and Public as an exhibiUnited States except by

Considered by the Press
tion never excelled in the
the famous Centenni*

GROCERIES,

JEWELRY,

<16w

CALL and SEE

Visited
during the last three
weeks by THOUSANDS daily.

Wholesale nnd Retail.
Fine Teas, coffees and Fancy Groceries.
GEO. C. SHAW & CO., 585A587Cong. St 236 Middle

Watches, Clocks, Silvet A

81 FRANKLIN
NO.
Portland, Sept. 13.

For further information, apply to

directly opposite their old

BOSTON, MASS.

JEWELRY,

ILLUSTRATION.

articles.

New England Manufacturers
and Mechanics’ Institute

HATS

other.

LANATION.

CHAS. E. JOSE &

OF THE-

cutieir, Tools,
Tim's authorized to negotiate
Glass and Builders' Supplies.
Hardware,
and to RECEIVE MONEY ON DEPOSIT.
T. L. MERRILL St CO., No. 9 Market Square

sepl2

These policies are settled in 20 years by the payment in cash, of one-half the amount insured, or in
event of death « ccurring during that period to the
beneficiary for the full amount insured.

Wo. 51

order.
CHARLES OUSTIS & CO., 493 Congress St

Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
HAIR
A. BLOCKUNCEK, 627 Congress St.

This Shirt is fully equal
to any Custom Shirt that
costs $9.00. Call and see
them before ordering any

JEW YORK.

8 Free 8t. Block,

Fixtures Kebrouzed and Gilded.
LEVI S. BROWN. 28 MarkotSquare

Store.

-OF THE—

.isis Ala's

Exchange St
MARISTON,
Fixtures, Kerosene Lamps A goods

Guns

f. f. v.

$1.25 Each,
SEMI-ENDOWMENT POLICY

OfilvUw HRP

EXHIBITION

GRAND

Ac.

GROCERIES,

THE

a

THE

Choice

Congress St

Flour, Fine Teas, and
Coffee, Pure Spices, Batter, Ac., Ao.
WILLIAM MILLIKEN St 00., 682 Oougrese St
and fishing tackle.
Agent lor Du Font's FOWDEB, and
REND ROCK. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle St.

$4.18 per thousand!

Also

\—

Flue goods and low prices.
Grocers.
W. L. WILSON St
Exchange St Federal St.

mine worn!.

Decker Bros'

Calling

Wedding
ENGRAVING!
Stationery.
613
WILLIAM

8.T.
GROCERIES.

Exchange

eodtf

__

Fine

BROS,

VSfirrts't'o

Safest Life Insurance

JEX

230 Middle St.
JnclS_

LITTLE. 227 Middle Street

CO.,

H H

M. G. PALMER

669 Congress St.
GOORH, Hilks, Hhawis, Dres*
Goods, Woolens, Linens, &o.

Fixtures, Lamps
Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
GH.fi
128
CLEVELAND A

-AND-

OF

Ware.

Carpet*, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.
FURNITURE,
HOOPER. EAiON ft CO.. 123 Exchange St

CHEAPEST

GTT

Straight Business, Straight Advertisements, and fair dealings.

Furniture

Patented March 13, 1881.

of

CURTIS & DAVIS.

town.

a 1

Chiua and Glass
R. S. RAND,

CROCKERY,

_

THE

and fence advertisements.

and upholstery.
Flue, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE Co., 40 Exchange St.

Gaiter

To Let.
iiouinsrlh nice location

sepl9-eodtf

No Shoddy, no old and damaged
goods to crowd off, no Barn door

Congress.and

Kid Glores. Ribbons,
Worsted Crewsls,

CORHETH,
Laees, Embroideries,
E. S.

CO.,

THE WHITNEY

NEWPORTS,

ionsitlve feet.

Kid

rmiriBiitm

DESIRABLE
up

St

for

Hosiery,
Gloves, Laces,
Embroideries and Worsteds.
CORHETH,
W. E.
Cor.
Brown Sts

A Kerosene

our

sepli)-d3t

COAL

and

Notice.

CHAS. firm July 0, 1881.

CLOTHING.

and

Masons and their friends

styles and at all prices.

DONGOLA

(1LOTIIING,

a

aeplDdtf

COMHERCIAJL

men’s Boys’ and ChildJ
dren’s, Wholesale and Retail.
BOSTON ft PORTLAND Clothing Co., 266 Middle.
Hen’s, Youth’s & Boys’
Fine Goods & Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
0. J. ft F. R. FARRINGTON, 182 Middle 8t
in fhll variety and at Hpecialy Halisfactory Prices.
•IQS. H. POOR, No. 263 Commercial St.

Designs
Flowers
FLORIHTH,Funeral
specialty.
W. E. MOR l ON ft
616

& CO.,
SMITH, CAGE
ST.
92

in all

«J. BURLEIGH & Co.
184 Middle Street.

BUTLER,

Doors, Sash, Blinds and Mantles.
C S FAkNHAM & CO.,
292 Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

stock of Gentlemen's
hand sewed

GENTLEMEN’S LOW SHOES,

Furnishing Goods,

PLUMMER,

Having carefully noted everything new
and nobby, they are prepared to give
the gentlemen of Portland garments that
are in every particular correct.
Telephone No. 570.

only fully assorted
best quality,

NEWARK ROOTS and SHOES.

manufacturer and Importer
Wholesale and Retail.
cor. Exchange and Middle St.

eedtf

know it is
PARTIES
manufacturers

Congress Street

666

ERNESTO PONCE,

SUITINGS,
CLARK,
AMD
515 Congress St.
sepl9
TROWSJE R IN G S.
WANTED.

this State has the

Rea] Donffola Boots

of Havana Cigars,
CVGABH.

FRANK B.

purposing to buy outside windows, to

Gow,

Allen

CABINET

Pall

Visiting Cards,
to

Greatest range of Sizes,

from Slimestto Widest,
from Shortest to Longest

The

Nlakers
and Upholsterers,
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS. ft SANBORN, 183 ft 186 Middle St

of

Stationery,
and

BEST GOODS,

and Fine Confections,
I. F. LORD, successor to

dtf

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

dollars.

__

Many thanks.

largest and beet assortment

St.

Co.,

FERNALD’S

burned
Fred Greeley's barn in Lewiston
Saturday. Loss, $2,000; insurance, $70C.

OXFORD COUNTY.

SalnrMB IS Exrhn.ge Ml.
0. W. AILKJf.
BAILKY,

F. O.

No other storo in

and Hhoes: Fine and Medium Goods at
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL & CO..
Successors to CYRUS LOWELL, 226 Middle St.

was

The Budget says that work on the new cotton mill at Wiutlirop is to commence this
week. The building is to be 100 feet long by
40 leet wide, four stories high, with ell attached.
There are now thirty-seven girls in the Industrial School at Haliowell, seven more than
the building was originally intended to accommodate. The need of a new building is
severely felt, aud it is to be hoped that the
example of a benevolent lady who donated
one thousand dollars to the building fund, will
be followed by other philanthropists, until the
desired amount shall be obtained for enlarging
the accommodations of this most beneficial
Since the inauguration of the
institution.
school one hundred and twenty-five girls have
been received.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

and

%

The

aug31

old and esteemed resident
of Kittery, died Thursday, aged 70 years. He
ast
survivor
but one of the crew of
was the
the once famous schooner Pacific, which went
on the only sealing voyage to the South Atlantic ever made by a Portsmouth vessel, being
absent two years.

in attendance at the matia fair audience
nee to see “Passion’s Slave.’’
Barnes’ Now Orleans Minstrels will appeal
in New Portland Theatre next Monday evenwas

STUDLEY,

Store.

Stationery

Congress St

Hhoes, Fine Custom Work,
for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
BOOTH
B. F. WHITNEY ft
222 Middle

up Towisr

31
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

dtd

A Blank Beak*.

sepia

STATE NEWS.

of

Mr. Stevens’ play of Unknown was well received Saturday night at the theater, and

ing.

rlfcf

AGENT,

A barn in Brower, owned by Peter Smith,
The barn contained
was burned Friday night.
ten tons of hay, one hundred bushels of oats
all
were destroyed.
and a threshing maehine;
Exclusive of the maehine, the loss is $400.
Insurance on the barn, $100. The fire must
have been incendiary.
A child of John Sargent wa3 shot in Danforlli Friday by a boy named Kiersted. Eight
buckshot lodged in bis right leg and knee and
three in bis left thigh. He was in a tree when
sbot and fell to the ground, bruising bis head
aud shoulders badly.

portrayed.

DAVIS,

Portland.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Overture—Tannhauper.Wagner
.’

I'

Waterville—C. H. Barton, meat maket, sold

to

few seats remain unsold for tho Cary
concert, which takes plaee Wednesday evenThe Deering horse cars and the Cape
run extra

\1

AUCTIONEERS.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Stuusaery
Clark’s Circulating Library.
BOOK*.

MAINE,

Street,

Federal

W. J. Wilson.

Bat

Elizabeth ferrv boat will

T.

Thomaston—Gould & Wilson, gro., dis;

THE CARY CONCERT.

ing.

fy

ARTIMTM’
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F.
No. 693

C. A. BICKFORD,

•

The regular monthly meeting o£ the Irish
Laud League will be held this evening at
the I. A. K'. A. Hall on Plum street.
Every
momber is earnestly requested to he present.

F. 0. BAILEY & to.,
sepl7

a

none

good fair may he expocted.

neo

on

our

Irish Land League.
MY SWEETHEART.

WE

at

T.

exhibitions, and the officers of the club assure
all others.
us that the coming one will excel
The first day will be devoted to examination,
etc., and the second to the 'awarding of premiums. On the afternoon of each day the

By Auction.
sell, commencing on Tuesday, Sept.
20th, at 10 o’clock a. in., and continue until
10
a
m. and 2V2 p. m
at
at our salesroom,
sold,
18 Exchange street, a large and desirable stock of
and
Dry
Fancy Gootls, consisting of cloths for Suitings and Overcoatings, Dress Goods, Cashmeres,
and
Alpacas
Linens, Napkins, Hosiery and Gloves,
Ladies’ and Gents’ Underwear, (Jarpets, Hamburg
and
Insertions, Yarns, Linen and Paper
Edgings
Collars, Worst* ds, Veilings, Belts, Ac., Ac. The
above stock was bought for city trade, and contains
the usual variety of staple and fancy goods, and
will be sold without reserve in lots to smt. Ladies
are invited to attend this sale.
shall

as we now

or

aw3y.
West Cumberland Fair.
The annual fair of the West Cumberland
Farmers’ club will he held at their grounds in
Wes IT TTuinrerrrantr—next xvectnesa ay
Thursday. Those who have attended in formof these
er years can testify to the excellence

PORTLAND, ME.,

OF

The following Trade Circnlar is respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the- people

guarantee prices.

_

W -lu

WOOL !

Compressed Yeast

on

wife.

RETAIL TRADE

can

a

some

Large Stock of Dry Goods, Funejr
Goods, Woolens, dec., dee.,

CIRCULAR.

-FAMILIES-

been

was

TRADE

AUCTION 8ALK8.

GUIDE.

We have just received direct from the Manufacturers a large lot of Ladies’ of Maine.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
J3f=*PartIes not prepared to visit Port
and Children’s fine all-wool land,
may order goods from the followHose in new and choice ing classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will be promptly atFall styles. The above are tended to. Satisfaction guaranteed
or
moner refunded.
of excellent
fuU
quaUty,
fashioned & finished seams,
tools.garden
Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilizers, 4c.
but being subject to slight Agricultural
WM. C. SAWYER 4 CO.. 6, 7 4 9 Preble St.
depend upon getting
imperfections, we shall of- American watches, cine Ac.
Jewelry Silrerware, Clock.,
Gaff, Fleischmann & Co.’s
fer them at about half the
CHAS. H. LAM SON, 201 Middle street
We
of
Drug., Pain'*, Oil.,
regular goods.
price
APOTHECARIES);
Arts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W.
W.
WHIPPLE
4
this
can recommend
CO., 21 Market Square
lot,
Chemical.,
the imperfections
being APOTHECARIES;
Imported Perfumes, Soaps, Toilet Articles 4e.
FRED T. MEANER & CO., 473 Congress St
all times, from
Absolutely fresh and reliable
of
the
very slight, as one
their grocer
baker,
supply it
A POTIIECARV; The Careful Preparabest bargains we shall be ■TJL. tion of Prescriptions Specialty.
E. DANA JR„ 689 Congress St
FRESH EVERY DAY.
able to offer this season,
photography'
counterfeited:
Yeast
is
extensively
IllS^Our
by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
No ice caref ullv
and one well worthy the at- Art
yelLabel, which is printed
Absolutely permanent Photographs specialty.
low paper, and bears signature of Gaff, Fleischmann
& Co., without which
tention of close buyers.
is Genuine.
MATERIAL*,Architect*’ A

room

calf took her two children and ran out and hid
in the woods till Mr. Robbins, who had been
to the city, returned.
Mrs. Robbins died at 5 o’clock Saturday
momim/. and Mrs. Smith will probably die.
The ball which entered Mrs. Robbins’ head
seems to have struck her back of the ear and

THE BUYERS'

MISCELLANEOUS.

'J!1B

'*

Kindlings, MOBwB A FIQKETT, 19 Plum,

Haydn Association.
Members are requested to meet for rehearsal on Monday evening. Sept lDth,
at Union Hall.
F. H. CLOYES, Sec.
sepl2

^UB^UR^jOKHBUXKENSES^
JONES,
Eor

particulars,

sal boro', Me.

write

ASA

Nerth Va»

auj20il8m

POETRY.
BORMUS.
BY ELLICE HOPKINS.

gone.
Of the fate of its former occupants he
cduld learn nothing. And as he sat on the
pile of slanting stone which had once formed the steps, he laughed bitterly to himself,
aud exclaimed: “What a fool’s errand I’ve
was

luur all we: with heat,
as the meadow gold new laid;
a« a *u*set tir cone brown,

golden

His

expect, to
has bqrnt
Why, a
fought over the very lawn; cavalry has
sounded so low, so far away; he—slept.
rushed through the garden, an^tdrlV uji the
flowers aud crushed the l|fe, out ofxthwn',
cannon-balls have crashed througla tna
The
away a clock struck three.
U Far was
windows; perhaps in 1jie very room wh<J* “louse
dark and silent. The curtains
I lay and watched 'her some infernal shell'
were drawn closely across the window,
has shattered all the sweet daintiness out of
through which showed vaguely the light of
existence; and the rain of«ho(Jh<tS'battered the declining moon. A delicious sense of
the dear old house inUbflhsl.”
and comfort hovered about him.
It the dust until security
The echo of the music seemed to linger, and
Buthesat-ap*
it ga[hered|it$el» together once more and
the room was full of the presence of the
rose iKip*i,He stately bejfBts lie had reuiemsinger.
beretkMtt was almost as real now as then.
As he had fallen asleep, she and her song
tnto it
had drifted away from him, with moonlight
WVyir flow he bad fffCr been taken
utter
-Heilid hfftjSkyif/ Tie remembered the
and the sweetness of the roses upon h's pilmiles low but now with the
weaiinehaSyltn which the last few under
coming day she was
;
come on 1 what a
find a trace 1

imp
And

earthen
gaily swings
hi* little shoulder borne,
Water to fetch from sunless springs;
And while the ii -were his bar.* feet brush,
Loud sings he like a mountain thrush.

pitcher

Ail

Upon

Ah, cornflowers blue and poppies red,
Weep, for our little Love is dead.
Br paths that through sweet hay new mown,
Like hillside brooks oome leaping down,
Past silver slabs of morning, where
The wet crags flash the ruuligi t back,
Past the warm runnels in the grass.
Whose course the purple orchids track,
And down the shining upland slopes,
And herby dells all dark with pine,
leaps the child,
Incarnate
Still singing like a bird divine;
His little, pattering, sunburnt fe
With bruised meadow spikenard

Too soon, ah me, too bitter soon
He rea bed the dell unsunned at
—,
Where in long flu'es the water falls
Into a deep and glimmering pool,
And struck from out the drip ing racks
Tne silver war* r sparks al* cool,
Sp«ng>e the cMllv cavern dark.
Ana clear-ci ferns green fringe the
And with conti uous sound the air
Trembles, and all the still perfume,—
Here •*» e ttie child for water <*hil1,
Tti" sultry reapers’ thirst to still.
..v

He had closed them upon a burning
Heat which shimmered over the fields,
framing in a hot, dusty column of men
It
moving steadily into ail enemy’s land.
to his dulled ear,
was a silent procession
and only the monotonous tramp of heavily
clad feet came with muffled sound from ilie

e

a su

ail im'uuiiai

roiovci

h,

co

Weep,

11
foi

*w<-h

b

ue

oui*1UU«

artli. Even when Ids eyelids drooped over
bis red eyes, they did not seem m shut out
The men still tiled on ahead of
.ue sight.
aim and behind, aud the heat still shivered
fields. When he
m waves over the empty
was
opened them, a cool white curtain
open
swaying fitfully to and fro before an
window. As it would blow back, he could

uuj.

and poppies
Love is dead.

red,

.£

■

Ue di ped bis pitcher o'er the brink;
About it dimpling sunlights wink.
The Mnootti rill tills i's darkling throat
V{tb holi .w,:riuklings, mounting shrill
\w\ Bln die tofr« ihi st\ li, ;
wilder, louder still
Hu> swe» t«
s ri g ng si g;
he w der
down
\nd beckon him and raw hi
The c «»l-»rm d, silver wristed uym hs,
HU wa m 1 pe wi h cold hi sea crown;

And

o

He sink
n

\V.

away 1j oudless

corufl
p for

w

our

IjCC

.»• i!

sigh,

Missed.

[Harper’s {Monthly for September.]
There were certain conditions in the lift
of my hero, whom I shall call Rex, whici
made it easy for him to live out a certain
that came to him when he was jusi
twenty live.
These conditions were an adored and
adoring mother, and a widowed sister with
two small people who felt as free to borrow
his knife and suggest their favorite sweetmeats to him as if ibey bad been his own. Sc
his family was quite complete. It filled his
days with cheerful work, and his eveniugf
were not at all those of the typical bachelor.
His home was as merry and noisy and turbulent, and his uighls just “as devoid oi
ease-’ as if he had been a Benedick. Foi
his sister had come home before his nephew
and namesake, little Rex, had weathered
romance

tliroo mnnthfi nf

nrtlir**

ami

many a night had he risen from his comfortable bed in response to the wails that came
from his sister’s room, and he aud little Rex
had made a procession of themselves, the

good uncle sturdily singing, “Where, oh,
where, is good old Daniel?” his dangling
suspenders flapping soberly above his slippered feet, as he trudged contentedly up
aud down the hall. The conquered Rex
junior would finally sink heavily and more
heavily against his shoulder, until, when
just about to learn the fate of the Hebrew
children, he would succumb to the combined effect of warm flannels, the charms of
music, and the solace of camomile, and
miili

a

nMu

auaaam

into

are

awake,” said

a

upon his
al eye, then she laid
t rehead, and said, triumphantly, “Your
You feel much better, I
fever is all gone.
He gradually sank back upon
am sure.”
his pillow.
“Yes, you had better lie down
again. We mustn’t try to get well too
soon;” then slipping her arm under his
head, she took a glass from a stand, and
lifting his head, placed it to his lips. “Of
course, you are better, sl l1 you must take
have a relapse,
your medicine or you may
have that,” and she
you know, and I can’t
smiled brightly at him.
The draught she had offered him was as
bitter as only a thorough army surgeon
could prepare, but no nectar ever tasted
her

The Chances of War and How

<kr .link Miu first
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girlish voice,
into
and a moment later a young gill came
the room. She came clote to his bedside,
and looked at him who aimost a profession-

«

was

in.

Oh, you

red,

in

One

T[-PS

then at the simple sweetness of the
room, and attempting to raise himself upon
'Vhere am 1?'
Pis elbow, he asked.
At his question some one on ihe veranda,
the curtain aside,
came, and gathering
ooked

Blue C 'Vnfloweis weep, red poppies
For ail we love mun ever die.

noil rrliatun.

.1

covered,

rest.

blu* ami poppies
little i.-ove is dead.

UWUgUO

j___
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rain-drops. He lay and refreshed
himself with the sight; then he looked at
:he clean matting with which the floor was

spiest,

r>

IUC

iu<r with

ihe warm twilight ove*,
ending the ‘one. moon silve ed shoaV&S,
0 "hire hi f gr all*. dusky heaps.
'.iiu-^e«- Uhv cool fcentn mits,
h
111- U«\ aero s rii-- <«»rkei iug hills,
i
hit* liti e pitcher, fids
B
Wi (i f*- 11 ha li^ht as snowflakes fall.
iior pa biug, i*tir ih feaihered ^rass;
An-1 si'-gs •* *oug imi man may k ow,
of o|f«v forgotten thiu^s hat p ss.
And *ove that vndeth in a sigh,
and beauty ouly born to uie.
IP*
Th

,-Sw

their chilly bo*o

when he was

hand

sweeter.
He had allowed himself to be put gen tly
back, still content to be irresponsible, and
made no reply, not even to thank her. She
settled his pillow, smoothed out the quilt.,
then brought a chair and sat down beside
him. After regarding her patient critically
awhile with the loveliest dark eyes he had
ever seen, she began:
“Do you know how sick you’ve been?”
•“I don’t know,” he echoed.
“You’ve had a fever,” she informed him.

to me for two

6<it

win uue

UUU.W1
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general debility, nervousness and neuralgic
ailments yield readily to this great disease conqueror Hop Bitters. It repairs the ravages of

Ock Tanned,

J- K. FuY &

O., 135 Middle St.
Doiuehiir nud L'hicuito Dre**cd.
JOHN L. BEST & CO., 289 Comercial St.

BKKF.

Nhoen tiud iflocaisiDN.
HASKELL & CO., 135 Middle

HOOTN,LORD.

St

und Nhoen, Leather A Finding*.
A. F. COX & SON. ManufacturerhuiI Nhoeu. I.euilter A Finding*.
-I WALK EH A CO., 153 and 155 Middle St
and Nhoen, .linnfr!*. aud Jobber*.
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO.. 52 and 54 Union St
Nhoen. Feather aud Finding.
B. B FARNSWORTH & CO.. 133 Middle S
A Nhoen. .Tltr*. Ladien' A Jlinne*
Fine Nhoen.
SHAW. GODING A CO.

HOOTN

HOOTN
BOOTN
HOOTNy

BOOTN

BOOTN

Nhoen, Jlaufr*. and Jobber*
JOHN P. THOMAS A C<

anil

BOO'I'N

As cool as Switzerland, eh? Bead what the
Geneva Times says: “The heat has been so
intense in the Valley of the Muetta, •'untun of
Schwy.z, that twenty-two head of cattle have
died from the effects of it.”

all,” says the Elmira
“the most popular greenhacker is
“After

AT

HARKM.8

VI

a

kern nud Klnck-mithn.

BOILE'R
QUINN & CO. Office, 35 Commercial St
Room Paper*.
Ntatiouery
BAILEY A NOYES, 68, 70 & 72 Exchange Si
BOOKN,
Stationery A Room Paper*.
BOOKS,
LORING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle S
and

Stimuli Rook* und

Ntatiouery.
KOOKS,
DRESSER. M< LELLAN A CO., 47 Exohang*
Town Oood* and N. N. Nupplie*
HOYT FOGG & DONHAM, 193 Middle st.

BOOKS

SIR UN II

*>..

IVIFRN., Paint, Whitewanh, Ac.
D. WHITE & SONS, 127 Middle St

liRl SH lYIfr’u.. Piiint. Whifewa-dt. Ac..
TRUE BROTHERS, 190 Fore St.
an«i mfr« of ‘<iiou*e Fiuish.” BURROWS BROS., cor. Fore & Cross sts
71

A young man was seeking a modest room on
the Hill yesterday, genteel but nice, “a sort of
Autumn-attic arrangement,” he observed.
Ort

by that?”
innocently
perceiving his all«ica to-

indispensable auxiliary

an

so

is Hub Punch

all

to
now.

How to Secure Health.
It is strange any one will suffer from derangements brought on by impure blood when
SCOVILL’S SARSAPARILLA AND STILLINGIA, or BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP
will restore health to the physical organization.
It is a strengthening svrup, pleasau* to take,
and the BEST BLOOD PURIFIRER ever
discovered, caring Scrofula, Syphilitic disorders, Weakness of the Kidneys, Erysipelas,
Malaria. Nervous disorders, Debility, Bilious
complaints and Diseases of the Blood, Liver,
Kidneys, Stomach, Skin, etc.

*

TO

LET.

The saw, clapboard, shingle and planing mill, on the Salmon River at Scots*
town, Province of Quebec, Canada, is
now to let for a term of one or more
years
Machinery new, and in good rnnning
order, Railway siding passes through
mill yard; Logs easily obtained at moderate prices. This saw mill is drfven by
water power, with large pond for logs,
good mill yard, and possessing every
facility for doing a profitable business.
Tenders for rent, accompanied with
good security may be addressed to the
undersigned up to 15th October next.
TINEAS McMASTFR, Manager.
P
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To Let.
Small furnished room to let at 651 Mi Consepl2dlw
gress Strtet, near Park Street.

A

To Lei.
offices 2 story Merchants Bank building,
Exchange sireet. Heat by steam. First class

FRONT

sepSdtf

vault.

DESIRABLE

which nut away a rival was lifted tenderly to
his lips to receive once more that farewell
kiss, now grown into a pledge of constancy.

To Lei.
Brick House, No. 70 Gray street.

Contains 10 rooms, bath room and furnace.
to N. S. Gardiner, R. E. Agt., 93 Exchange
street.sep8eod2w

Apply

Summer

I

A good story, told at the expense of a well
known ex-judge, is going the rounds of the
lawyers’ offices, and it is heartily appreciated
by those who best know the irascible but goodIt

admiralty case, where he is most at
The desposition of a sailor, who was
soon to die, had to be taken at his bedside in
Brooklyn one day last week. "How long,”
the ex-judge snapped out, as the first question
“do you think it was
on cross-exam'nation,
was an

home.

after the vessel loft the wharf before the collision occurred?”
The sailor was himself something of a character, and not so near death but that he appreciated the vital importance of “getting back
on” a cross-examining lawyer.
“Wall,” he drawled out, “’bout ten miuutes
I s’d judge.”
“Ten minutesl Ten minutes!” exclaimed the
lawyer, jumping up. “Man, how long do you
think ten miuutes to be?”
“Jest ’bout ten minutes,” was the unruffled

his questioner. Then he turned back again
and said indifferently: “Waal, sometimes wid
a watch and sometimes wid a claack.”
This made the judge a little mad. He jerked
his watch from his pocket and said in a querulous, high-pitched voice: “Oh, you do, do
you? Well, I’ll tell you when to begin, and
you toll me when ten minutes are up.”
The sailor slyly winked at the lawyer on the
other side, aud he took in the situation in an
instant aud made no objection. The ex-judge
stood with his back to a mantle on which a
little clock was quietly indicating the time to
the sailor, who lay facing it.
"Aye, aye,” the sailor said, aud remained silent.
After three minutes had passed the ex-judge
became iuipatient,and exclaimed, “Bee here,
are you going to keep us here all day?” But I
the sailor made no answer. As fire and six <

Quarters

Upper half

J ‘ues’

let for
AT House, toLanding.
958 Portland, Me.

t.h»

of

Reason.

French Roof
Address Box

_fyl3dtf
the

premises
Bailey ft Co.. No.’s 35 ft 37
Apply to
change St.
HENRY DEERING,
No. 37 Exchange

©.
Ex-

1, 1880,
occupied by I'.

UphoGtery Good*.
W. T. KILBORN & CO., 24 Free St
V,
A Sleigh TJfr*. A Dealer*.
J MARTIN, PENNELL & OC., Elm & Cumberland
aud Sleigh 71 fr*. A Dea 1m
ZEN AS THOMPSON, Jb.. 34 to 38 IJ nion S
J
and Saddlery Hardware.

(CARRIAGE

(CARRIAGE
TAMES BAILEY & CO.. 264 Middle S
CARRIAGE
meat*, Fish and Vegetable*.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
J
C’NANNED
manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS,
Exchange and Middle
anti
Furni*bing Good*
LEWIS
&
J. T.
CLOTHING
CO., 147 Middle St
manufacturer* A Jobber*
ALLEN & CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple Ste
CLOTHING
Wholesale, by Car goo-* Carload.
RANDALL & McALLlSTER, 60 Commercial St
COAL,
Ton.
the Cargo, Carload
& SON, 36 Commercial St
COAL, S.byROUNDS
Dealer in Speeiul Coni*.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial 8
(■'tOAt.,
j
L.
Lehigh, White Ash aud Cumberland.
& RING. 162 Commercial St
C*0A WARREN
Ton.
WhoiflMile by Carload
COAL. CHARLES U O’BRJON, 236 Com’l St
RouMter* and Spice Grinder*.
C^OFFKe
J
H. H NEVENS & CO., 184 & 186 Forest
Spices, Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLLINS & RUMERY, 184 & 186 Com. St.
;
CtOFFEES,
meht* A Produce Dealer*,
THOMPSON & HAIL, 163 Commercial St
ClOmmiSSION
cor.

suitable for drcsB making or
millinery, corner of Federal and India Street..
Rent $10 per month. Also rooms at No. 72 Fed-

ST0R15

and rent

aag!7-dtf

St._
Six Rooms to Let.
house

No. 043 Congress street,

near

ON FECTION ARY, Plain A Fancy Mfr
L. *1. PERKINS, 489 Congress St.

STOCK

Exporter*.
GEO. S. HUNT & CO., Ill Commercial ct
COOPERAGE
and
Gla** Wart,
China
C. E. JOSE & CO., 140 & L42 Middle St
CEOTKEKY,

Oft

PIPE,

m.,

dtf

sep7_
PARKER,

Wheels, &c.
DRAIN

YAOORS, Windows, Blind* and Fixture*.
I Ir.HAS s ea RNKAM & GO..292 Commercial St

FOX

,

U

i

BREECH

N l!

LOADING
t

for

TACKI E,

revolvers,
rendroek,
ATLAS

__

^1
4g

EI SHI NO

CUTLERY.

w

and

j

O jI

DltUGGINTH,
DKI'GS,
Paiata, Oil*, Ac.
E. L. STANWuOD & CIO., Market
DaiIGH, C'hcm’cal*,
Goad*, WoolcB*, nod Fancy Good*.
DBV
UEEK1NG, MILL I KEN & CO., 166 Middle St.
Good., Woolen* and Fancy Good*
DKV STOKER BROS, & CO, 64 & 66 Middle St
GOODS AND WOOI.KNH.
WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,137 to 141 Middle St
DICV
Ac.
GOODS, WOOJL.FNS,
♦>«« «. utro sussfe

DKV

si
jTTi,v df dU*
LoutL, Woolen* and Fancy Uoodfc
CHAPMAN
&
159
Middle
00..
1‘WITCH ELL.
LUflKROIDERIEM, Lac«k, Fancy Goail*
.JOHN F. KANT), 9«>f Cross Si
^

I'IDIU

uoni.'vwu

w

Pickled, Dealer* in dla.lt.
CO., 124 Commercial St
£
Dry, Pickled and Smoked.
&
00. ^Commercial Wrmf
GEO.TKEFETHEN
Provision* and staple Crrocerie*
THoMAS, ELIAS & CO., 88 Commercial St
and Groceriev.
WILLIAMS, PULS1FER & CO., 09Com’l St.
Rat LOU R, iliroeerie* ami Provision*.
E. C. HEKSEY & CO.. 98 <* 95 Com’i st.
I?
and
4/RUIT
Produce, “Wholesale,”
I
HODGDON BROS., 101 Commercial Si.
I?
rtftSli. Dry

F18D,
EHiOIJR,
FLOUR

SUM ,11 K ARKAI*

lTInutix. Fine A Cmuuiou
WALTER COREY & Oo., 28 Free St
GALVANIZED
IRON, Gutters & Cornices.
f
W. II. SCOTT. M£rs., 29, 81 & 33 Union st

COMMENCING JUNE 27th, 1881

Trains Leave Portland
Dally (Night Express from Bangor) for
SaNewbcryport.
Portsmouth,
Blddeford,
Sleeplem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman
la
Portlar,
lug Car will be readv for occupancy
at
and
m.
at
9
(week
p.
days),
attache,!
and will ho
11 p. m. Sundays,
roe
to this train. Passengers have a night’e
and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
S.45 n. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston ami
1.16 p.m.
way stations, with parlor car arriving at
Express 1.1A p. in. Daily except Sundays, for
.1
kittery
Conway
one.,
Keunebunk,
Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Gloucester,
with
and
parlor
Boston,
Chelsea,
Kockport, Lynn,
Sound
car. arriving at 6.10 p .m, in season for
and Bad oonnootions South and West.
A train will leave Portland for Boston and way staat
tions, at tt.OO p. m., arriving in Boston
10.00 p. m. connecting with all rail lines for
Now York.
For Portland, leave Boston,
7.30 and 8.30 a. m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m., arriving In Portland at 12.00,12.25, 6 and 11 p. m.

4

jn28dtf

Railway.

NOTICE.
the 2(Jth inat., the day

Monday,
ON train
leaving Montreal at 7 30
d the train leaving Portland
and after

land,

aT

discontinued.

will be

a. m.

at

for Port-

9.00

a. m.

%

JOSEPH HICKSON, Geu’l Manager.

spl6eod5t

Montreal, 13th, September, 1881,

POWDER,
Electric Fuse.

Onpoul’n Pawitrr Hutu.

FOR

CONNECTING WITH

FOR

NEW

d

1

Ur

ROUFKS.
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN &

CO,. Central St.

/ A

ROt'ERM,
SAWYER, FOSS & DEER1NG.1 Centra Whrl
i T R9€ERIEM and Provision*.
GONANT & RAND, 163 Commercial St
UT
A iRUiERIEH. Flour ami Provision*.
vX
FLETCHER & CO., 169 Commercial St

Ur

Rtf€ERIE!S, Flour and Provision*.
H. S. YLELCHER & CO., 147 Commercial S
Ur
/JROCERS. Pro vision* and Fiour.
Ur VV. P CHASE & CO, 167 Commercial St
AND PROVISIONS.
IT SHAW, SON & HAWKES. 149 Commercial
1

tlROi'ERIEM

ROCERS and Dealer* in Flour.
SMITH, GAGE & CO., 92 Commercial St
Cutlery nutl Farm Tool*
EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO., 169 Middles!

Ur

UARDWARE,
Cutlery and Farm 'Pool*
HARDWARE,
SMITH, TIBBETTS & CO., 131 Middle St
Agents lor Oriental Powder Mill®.
N. M. PERKINS & CO., No. 2 Free St. Bl*k
Hardware.
Mill Supplies, Agw. Williams
KING & DEXTER, 269 Middle S
Hardware,
Belting.
f!

W

* >B'U

tl

r.l.y.

ItnltPa

l«

ml f^lllVPIl.

BYRON GKEENOUGH A CO.. 234 Middle S
Steel, Heavy Hardware Ac.
A. K. STEV ENS A CO., 14« A 150 Comm.roial
Steel, Carriage Hardware Ac.
E. COKEY AOO.. 126 A 127 CoatuieroMl *
ME It. Soatbern l'ino Xiintlbr. Blank and
J. W. DEEPING, 210 Commercial.
Buarus.'
all kinds. Black Walnut a kpe
ciaiiy. S. W. LAltKASEE SON, 1U4 CYm’
Ceuenl. Cal. A Lund Plaster anil
Huir. 0. A. B. MORSE A (X)., 6 Com’l Wh!
Ship Knees and Ship Building. W. H. SIMONTON, 314 Commor’l St.
Sprnce, Pine and Shari.
Co.. 332 Commercial St
RUMEUY, B1KNIE
oi hi muds, “Mnnair’s.1
EDWIN CLEMENT ACO., 272 Commercial Si

IRON,
IRON.

Ley#
LUMBER,
LIME,
LUMBER,

LUMBER,
Lumber

Eusiern, Western A Southern
S. H. A A. U. DOTEN. 266 to 264 Pore St

LUMBER,
Whf., audCom’l
KICHAKDSON,
LUMBER,
sprnce
of
GILBERT SOULE, Agt.,
LUMBER.
Ac.
Boors, Bliuds,
BROS.,
LUMBER, Mich.
Wood.
BACON, 220
LUMBER.

Piue Timber und Plank
B AM
g
MPr. of all kinxsor
Park.
Com’l. foot

C. W.

Windows
24 Preble St

Pine A Hard
Ornn’l St.
WIDBER A

PORTLAND,
EVEKT WEEK DAT AX

VIA

1%,/r

—

Portland & Worcester Line.

Farmington, Phillips,
Hnngeley Lake, Monmouth. Winthrop,
Waterrille and North
West
Keadfleld,
Farmington rin
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
m.
a.
7.00
Brunswick,
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

Union St.

PORTLAND COMPANY,
End, Fore
Machinists
Goods,
JOHN
PALMER.
MILLINEBV,
Millinery
McMANN,
Cross
BIBBER, MORRILL
MILLINERY
Shippers.
Commercial
S
HAWES,
TIMMONS
OYSTERS.
Oils,
supplies.
OO.,
JOHN
PAINTS,
kinds
Oils
Straw
E.
A

St

Silks Ac.
243 Middle S
Goods.
U2
s

Plnnlersnud
A
119

Vnruishcs A
74 & 70 Com’
W. PERKINS A

PAINTERS’ SUPPLIES,

ff

atl

PICKETT A 00., 187 Fore St
APER Hangings, Rooks A Stationery
LURING, SHORT A HAltMON. 208 Middle St
Materials.
J. D. I»EX J EH A CO., 480 Co ngreea s
SICKLES, Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup Ac
If E. D. PETTENGILL A Co, Mfrs., 8 A 10 Market
GOODS_Hall Rubber Co.
Portland Branch, cor. Middle & Union 8ts.
Importers A Dealers,
EMERY A FUR ISH, Head of Union Wharf.
BROKERS, Stores A Chandlery.
J. s. WINSLOW A CO., 3 A 4 Centra! Whf
and
,IIIP BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery
St
© Stores. RYAN A KELSEY. 1«1 Commercial
Ware.
Plated and Britannia
Fore st
RUFUS DUNHAM A SONS, Mfrs, 218
iiTOVES, Ranges, Siuks and Castings.
244Fore
© PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO.,
dk DAolann lujporier*.
GEO. S. HUNT A Co., Agts Eagle Xtefinery
fglACKLE Blocks Galvanized IIontTrimCenter St.
mtngs. T.LAUGHLIN& SUN,
Coffees, Spices and Grocera’ Sundries.
A 16 Union
,. w! SIMONTON A CO.. Mfrs., 13
rfivw WAAEi IHfK’a. and Healer**.
J. B.

P

KUBBER
Salt.
SHIP

SILVER

SdCAR
X

JlEAS,

Bluehill.

Coining

S.

-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

WAJLDRON, Agent.

All communications by mail or telegraph tor
should be addressed to
GEO. L. DA V, Gen. Ticket Age-.-.Portland.
B. GUSHING. General Manager.
Jyfidtf
Portland, July 1.1881.

rooms

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO
FOR CALIFORNIA,

Orate*
NaadvHch

.net Central Station

I

fit

sure

to boy
boat ofiico in

BOUND

(at any railroad
New England) via

BROOK

or

steam

ROUTE.
t

JE^AJFLE,
Ssw York art

only.

AGENCY,
Washington Street, Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,

.ul»26dtf

Sundays

X Kuna through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

{ggJSS*,

PhiladoipWa

NEW ENGLAND

319

morning

Trains, Double Track, Stone Bailas
ticket*

tioress

j>. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.46 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Uockland,
8.10 a. in., 1.30 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.25 a. m., 4.15 p. m., fll.20 p. m.
7.10 a.m.; Farmington, 8.60 a. m.: Winthrop. 10.25 a. m. North Anson, 8.30 a. in.
being clue in Portland as follows: The
8.36
and
from
trains
Bath,
Augusta
The day trains from Bana. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
and
congor, and all intermediate stations
necting roads at 12.55 and 1.00 p. m. The
afternoon trains from V\ atervillo, Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 5.42 p. m. The Night
Pullman Fxpres- tr'in at 1.60 a. m.
inSleeping Cars attachod, run daily,
cluded, between Boston and Maine Central R. It.

Phillips,

AND THhtD AND BKKXS SI'S.

Gen, Pas*. Agent CL R. R. of N. J.

now an
on the

....

Monday, e I
Trains
12, 1881, f*a*Meinner
LEAVE
will
PORTLAND
FOB BOSTON at 6.16, 8.45 a.m.
y. 10 and 6.00 i>. ra., arriving at Boston at 10.46
a. m., 1.16. 6.10, 10.00 p. m. Returning, leave
iloaton at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. in.,
arriving at Portland at 12.26. 6.00, 8.00 and 11.00
Portland for Mcarborough Beach
p. m
and Pint* Point, at 6.16. 8.46, 10.26, a. m.,
12.60, and 5.30 p. m. [See notel For Old
Orchard Reach, Metro* and Biddeford, at
6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m. 12.50, 1.10. 5.30 and
6.00 p. m. For Kennebunk, at6.15,8.45 a. m.
1.10, 5.30 and 6.00 p. in. For North Berwick,

aOu

after

Falls, Qreat Falls, Dover, Exeter,
Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell, at 6.16.

Malinon

8.45 a. m., 1.10 and 6.00 p. m. For Wells and
New iMarket, at 6.15, 8.45 a, m., and 6 00 p. m.
For Rochester, Farmington, N. H., and
Alton Bay, at 6.16, 8.45 a. m. and 1.10, p.
m.
For Wolf borough anq Centre Harbor
For Manchester
at 8.46 a. m. and 1.10 p. m.
and Concord, N. II., (via Lawrence,) at 8.45
a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 6.16 a. ra. and
1.10 p. in. Morning Train leaves Kennebunk
for Portland at 7.26.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland at 8.46 a.
m., 1.10 and 6.00 p. m. Returning on trains leaving Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30 ana 7.00 p. m.
Parlor Car Meats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Oflice.
gVThe 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects
with Mound Line Steamer# for New York
and all rail lines for the West. The 6.00 p. m.
Bail
Lines for New
connects with
rain
% ark and the Mouth aad West.
Note.- The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland will
ine Point. The
not stop at Scarborough Beach or
6.00 p. iu. train will not stop at these stations exfor
to
take
passengers
Boston; and the 8.30
cept
a. m. traiu from Boston will stop only to leave
west
of
taken
Biddeford.
passengers
aTMiklV

TUAINA

I

.hava

Ro«ion nnd Way Stations at
for Portland at 6.00 p.m.
Trains

on

Pnctlnnd

1.00 p.

m.

fnr

Boston

Boston & Maine road eonneot with

all

runlng between Portland and Bangor,
dooki&nd, Mt. Desert, Manillas, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also eonneot with Grand Trunk
aruamsrs

trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Centra)
and Portland U Ggdensburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten mlnntes for refreshments. First class Dining Booms at
Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THBOUGH TICKETS to all_poluts West and
8oc-n mav be bad of M. h. William., Tioket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Tolea
TiobeS Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FCRBER, Gen. Snpi-.
is H. -ITEVEKS. flan- Asrent, Portland.
JM
eelO

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
SUOMI SB

4HBAKOEIIIENT.
On and after (Honda?, June 47,
1881, Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.3© a. in.,
aud
^^r'-r^gportlaiid
-■>rw
,95 p. qj 9 arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Onion Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.16 a.
oi., arriving at Portland at 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p.
_

m.

For Clinton,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
IVanhua. Lowell, Windham, and Kp*
ping at 7.3© a. m. and tl.45 p. m.
For HanclieHtev, (’oncord and points North, at
8.43 p. m.
For liochcHter, Mpringvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Waco River.7.3© a. m., 1.43
p. tu., and (mixed) at ©.3© p. m.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.05
a. m., and 4.06 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., fl.lOp. m. and 6.10 p. m.
For (ftorham,
Maccaroppa. Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
mills,
a.
at 7.4©
in., tl.45, 6.40 and (mixed)
*©.3© p. nt.
tiain from Portland eonneets at
m.
The 1.43 p.
Ayer June, with Iloottac Tunnel Route for
Union
the West, and at
Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
also
with
IV. V. A IV. E. R.
via Mpringfleld,

Returning

R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelthe
phia, Baltimore, Washington, R.and
R.

for
Mouth and with Boston A Albany
the We*t.
Close connections made at Westbrook •function with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
to all points South and West, at
tickets
Through
Depot, ofiices and r.i Ro’Uns « Adams’, No. 22 ExChange Street
f With Parlor Car attached
*
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WESf:o l r, Supt.
ja24dtl
__

dttm

Jy4

European Ticket Office.
Cabin and Steerage Ticket® by th®
Ciiuard, Allan, Inman, White fetar and
Anchor Linen* of Earspcun Nteamen
sailing weekly from Boston *n»i New York. Far
further particulars call on or addrees

T. P. AftcGOWAA, Bookseller,
dt

«iTKEKT.

4‘»*»

Q

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia A New
England
FROM

BOSTON

ronGeetion with

CQM.OBTY KAII.BOAB,
THE
SOUTH,
BOSTON TO
rime. I.»w
l.iae, Quick
Semi-Weekly
Kales, J requeal Bepartarea.
JTrel&ht received and forwarded daily to i" AX.L
KIVEil, there connecting with the Clyde Slean:er», tailing erery WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia
direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Line? to CharleaH.
ton,
C., Wainingltn, D. Cl., CSrornrtown, D. €., Alexandria, Va., and all Rai
and Water Lines.
Through Rate* named and Bills of Lading ivsr
from any point in New England to Pbiladelphl •
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
190 Washington Street, Boston, Maas.
Wm. P. Clyde Sc Co., General Managers.
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave. Philadelphia,
in

01.0

feb#
._

IHTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eaulport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, f*. S„
L/UUI IUUCIVWM)

■

JU. l,

FALL, AlilUlVGEMEfVTS.
TRIES

TIIREF

PER

ON AND

WEEK

AFTER

17SOIY-

DAY, SEPT. 19!h)Hteaau-

of
thin Muf trill
Lentf Railroad Wharf,
of
State
foot
every
street,
Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday at 6 p. ux.t for East port auc
St. John, with connections for Calais, Hobbinston,
St
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan,
Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
ern

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Shediao,
Bathurst, Dklheosle, CharPiotou,
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Palls, and other
New
Brunswick and Canada, Interon
the
stations
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western CounPrince
Edward
Island Bail Hoads,
ties, and
and Stage Bootes.
to
4 p. ra. and any inreceived
up
£^*Freigb<
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Whdrf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
information apply at
State Booms and further
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HF.R8EY\ President, and Manager.
sep!6dtf

morning.

ISLAND STEAMERS.

rates.

PAYSON TUCKER, Sop’t.

Portland, S.pt. leth, 1881.

TELEPHONE

FOR
STEAMERS.

LEAVES

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Wharfage,
Wharf, Boston. 3 p.

Long
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-hftlf the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Dollars. Hound Trip?* I $
Meals and Room included.
For Freight cr Passage apply to
E. B. SAIHF 1ON, Agent,

[From
m.

boston
Steamers !
FARtt $LCO.
TL«» A&vorite Steamers Forest* City aud Jotm
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted)
Passengsrs by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at nigh
KT* Tickets and Staterooms for sale at I>. H
yOuNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
iiail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates
Freight taken as usual.
J. iff. COYLE, JrM «... «»r Ageats.
dti
ayrb

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
KTEAngHIF I.INB,

JOHN HOPKi S,
WM. LAWRENCE,

€Tn«*

Nteansabif*.

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

Pros* Boston direct every WEDNESDAY
nod SATURDAY at 3 P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and
through rates given. Freight forwarded to Petersburg, Richmond and all Points South and South
C. P Gaither.
west via Va. and Tenn. Air Line.
Maas. To all
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston
and
and
South
Carolina
North
of
beyond via
points
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air Line to
Raleigh, Charlotte, Spartansburg, Greenville. Atlanta, the Carolinas and Georgia Points, Waldo A.
Pearco, Agent, No. 229 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

agents.
PaMtngc to Norfolk ntul Baltimore including
Bortb and Meals, 1st Class,
2d Class, £9.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washington, or otherinformation apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent, -Central Wharf. Boston.
no21t?

Maine Steamship Company.
Semi-Weekly Line to New fork.
Steamers Eleanors and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Po-tland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY st (j
I.M., and leave Pier 37, East Elver,New York,

4 P. M
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
Tliese steamers are fitted up with fine aceomno.lh
this
a
convenient
very
tlone for passengers, making
New
and comfortable route for travelers betweo
the
summer
mouths
these
Maine.
Daring
York and
steamers will tonch at Vineyard Haven on the?: a>
York. Passage iti '’r.d!e:
sage to and from New
State Room, $5, meals extra. Goods destined bevo
York
to destination
New
forwarded
or
Portland
once. For further Information apply to

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 37 E. R. New York
Ticket* and 3tatc Rooms can oe obtained at 3.
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to JTay 1, no ,•••■
decfidif
eergorsi will be taken by this line.

Line.

STEAMER MINNEHAHA

—AJVD—

First

THEJS

LANDS.

Tourists’ Steamboat

Boston

No

453.

dtf

ARRANGEMENT.
and

mail

royal

Sailing® from QUEBEC every SATURDAY
Thi® rout© present* unprecedented advantages to
tourist®, enabling them to view the magnificent
scenery of the Lower St. Lawrence. In addition,
the distance from Quebec to i.iverpool is 500 mile®
shorter, and ot' the reduced dl® ance 1,000 miles
is inland navigation, reducing the actual ocean
voyage to a minimal'' /1 five days.
from
GLASGOW, GALWAY,
Extra ship®
QUEENSTOWN AND LONDONDERRY DIRECT
TO BOSTON.
For passage and information apply to
.agent at.
or LEVS &
AUDEN, Agents,207 B’wav, N. Y.;
201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 5tb St.
Philadelphia. E. A. WALDRON Portland Agent.

Limited Tickets first and secoad class for
Sit. John and Halifax on sale at reduced

seplS

FALL

and

Zealand

New

AuMtraiia.
splendid steamers **hil from New
HUh, 2‘ >U. an*-? '■* >tL of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco
as below.
S. S. Colon
Sep 20. I S S City of Para.,.Sep. 30
s.S. Acapulco, tor Isthmus of Panama oul>, Oct 10
For frelgut or passage rate® and the foileev tutor
mation, apply to tbe General Eastern Agent*
C. L. RARTLBT1 A ( O..
115 Wiate street, cor. Broad Ml.. flIc*»«on.
or to W. D. LdTTLfi & CO.,
31 Exehazure S'. Portland
jeStUitf

~

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

CHINA,

JAPAN,

ff* land*,

8.

STATION INNEWY8BKr«.\“be'«y-g..
In Philadelphia
.Philadelphia <fe Reading: R.. ft.
NINTH AND GREEN STBEETS,

Went.

Rockland Mondays and Thursdays with Sanford S. S. Co. from Bangor and River Landings ior
Portland.
Tickets and State Rooms secured at Union PasE. A.
senger office, 40 Exchange street, Portland,
At

m.j

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; SI.
John, 8.16 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; UouKon, 9.00
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: ttneksport,
а. m.;
б. 00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Bangor, 7.60 a. m., t8.00
m.; Dexter, 7.10 a. m., 4.00 p. m.; Belfast,
.80 a. m., 2.36 p. m.; Mkouhcgnn, 8 30 a. m..
2.30 p. m.; Waterrille, 9.27a.m. 2.00, tlO.Oo
m.; and 5.16 a. m Mondays only Augusta,
.00 a. m 10*10 a. m.f 2.42 p. m., tl0.68 p. m.;
Bardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.28 a. m., 3.02 p. m.,
fll.20 p. m Bath, 6.65 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.00

Bound Brook Route.
New

m.,tll.l5p.

a.

JlyBdtool

No Transfer.,

Sienin, Gas, A Water
DANIEL WINSLOW & SON, 20

P.I.ing.
MAUHINIaTS,

for Boston.
Connects at Rockland with Sanford S. S. Co.
steamers each trip for Belfast, Bangor and River
Landings; also with steamer on Mom lay, Wednesday and Friday trips for Green’s Landing. Bluehill
and Kllswortl/. At Bar Harbor with steamer for
Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick with stage for

STEAMSHIP LINES

Flour and Provision*.

X 0< >U8ENS & TOMLINSON, 217 & 219 Oom
(TUOiERS.
Spice Grinders <fc OoKeo Roaster*
r TWITCH ELL, CHAiUPLIN & 00., 176 Com
OiROOFRS,

!■■■_.anaT-i-salr
or on arFriday eveuiu«», al l 1.15 o'eiMk,
of
rival
Express Train from Boston, for
Nedswicb.
Over
Isle,
Koebland. Ca-rinse,
Ho. lVrM Ilnrbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)
nillbridge, Jonrupoi l, and yVnchiawport.
every jn*n
Keturuing, leavts Machiasport, 4.30
o clock,
day nud Thursday Morning, at
same
touching as above, arriving in Portland the train
Pullman
night
the
with
evening, connecting

street.

On and after Monday. Kepi. 19lh, Pnsseuger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Porllnad
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on E. A- Bf. A. Railway,
12.60, and fll.16 p m.; St. Andrews, 81. Btepheu, Fredericton, Aroostook 4 ountv,
Moosehend Labe, and all stations on B. A
p.
Piscntaqnis R. R.. 111.15 p. m., (or 12.60for
over night);
m., noon, and remain in Bangor
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Skowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 12.60 p. m., til .15 p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m., 12.45 p. m„ 12.60
11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
D. m.
I_'_—
_it
Uhl..
mond.autl Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.60 p.
a. m.
7.00
in. 5.15 p. m„ fll.16 p m.j Bath,
12.60 p. m., 6.15 p. iu. Bochluad, and But
12.60
a.
p.
,V Lincoln R. R., 7.00
m.,
m.j Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
6,05 p. m. Lewiston ria Brunswick 7.00

—

"hz*

daily.

NAME CENTRAL RAILROAD.

YORK,

■a

runs

jne25

—

—

LEAVE

—

train

Pullman Car Tickets for Beats »*» i
Berths said at Depot Ticket Ofllcc.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and > cket Agoot.
D. W. SANBOKN, Master Transjx rtatlon

NORWICH LINE STEAMERS
—

Exchange

40

—

London,

New

in.

Through tickets to all points South and
lowest rates at Depot Tioket Office, Commercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, and
at the Union Ticket Offloe, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
West at

ORAWING ROOM CARS

4 N RAIN and

202 Fore St.
X* TENNEY A LEIGHTON,
Ba&sftCt) lYlfrs. ami Healers,
aiRIJNRiii
*
MIDDLE STREET.
u B. KKi )AD A CO., 162 ExohangeSt
J
C1700LENS A Tailors’ TrimmJe
dmt
tiro URN » KEN CALL. 168,1.
C. L. BAILEY, eodtf
W
^

m.

n.

The 7 p.

—

ter. trill
Portia.,.1

line

uaada, Oetroil, Chicag*, Milt, otlee,
C'incinnnti, Hi, l.onin, Omaha, Saginaw Hi. Paul, Halt Labe City.
Denver, Han Franeiace,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and South we hi
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER .Superintendent.

Ur

tTRAIN,

«

•JTBAfflSUG'S
Allan

I'o <

Ur

Feed, Receiver* & Dealer*
KENSELL, TABOR & CO., 11 Central Wharf
FLOUR AND FEED.
WALDRON & TRUE, 4 & 6 Union Wharf
W
ROl'ERIEM, Flour and Provision*.
4
\JT W.&C. R. Milliken, 107 & 109 Commercial S

EfllKirrS.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

JL'URNII’URF

£

Railroad

TSasstfim

*

Grand Trunk

Steamer LEWISTON,
DKERING.
Muleave Railroad Wharf,
every Turaday an<1

The

ibCHARLES

t

(kEPOT at foot of INIHA ST.

and

DANA «!fe

if
»

p.

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-AND—

—

IBT. DEStBBT, ROI'KLASD, CAkTm,
yilM-UBIIMiE amt RACHIAH.

The
York

PASSENGER OFFICES

£j

«.

jy30

in.—Through train from Swanton. vt.
J. HAMILTON Sup’t.
jm;25dtf
Portland, June 24 1881.

fr.'tif a, ■■■.

uuvvtuu,

in.—From Fabyan’s and White Mountain

points.

5 57

ARRIVAL*.

OKV

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL,

221

Clous.
1.00 p.

Painler. A- Mir*. Nnpplie.
W. F. PHLLUPS & GO.,134 to 133 Middle Si
Chemical* &- Drug’.* Saadrie*.
I. V. PERKINS £ GO.. 74& 76 Commercial Si

Photographic

!Gjj

Direct <y>unectlons with Profile House. Jeuerson,
aud summit of Mt. Washington.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
M.4M a. m.—From Bartlett and intermediate sta-

27th,

—job

a.

Harison and Pleasant Mountain.
6.05 p. m.—For ;11 stations as far as Bartlett.
Daily stage connections with the 12.45 p. tu train
for Standish, Limingtou, S< bago, So. Btidgton,,
Cornish, Porter, Kcsar Falls, Denmark, Bridg
ton Centre, Lovell, Conway Corner, Jackson and
Glen House.

From Gorham, So. .Paris, & Norway, S.35 a. na.
tnd 12.40 p. in.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, S.35 a. m«,
1.00 p- ui., 5.50 p. na.
from Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 12.40 p. na.
From Montreal and the West, 5.30 p. na.

—

Garden Border, Emery
J. W. S t OCKWELL.

trains

I.EAVING PORTLAND
All points in
m.—For all stations.
While Mountain*, Northern New Hampshire
and Vermont, Montreal nod Ogilensburg.
White Mountains.
1X45 p. __Express for
(This train will not stop ut So. Windham, White
Rock, West Baldwin or Hiram.
Steamers at Sebagu Lake for Naplei, Bridgton,

S.XJ

To Montreal and West, 9 a. m., and 1.00 p. m.
To Quebec. 1.00 p. oa.
To Lewiston. 7-10 a. na., 12.40and 5.10 p. ua.
To Gorham (mixed) 3.30 p. an.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 9.00 a. na.,
1.00 and 5.10 p in.

Glass and Plated Ware,
HAYES & DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.

J

further notice passenger
will run as follows:

_Until

W*S5Ssf5§o8

STEAMBOAT CO.

_

Nl'JinER ARRAN4JEMKNT.
oftrrlHoaduy, Jniie‘J7j

On asil

RAILWAY.

and after MONDAY, JUNK
INS I, trains will run as under:

(CROCKERY,

1

Park. Seand

furnace. Apply between 8
IN bago, togasDR.andGERRISH,
075 Congress St.
10
a.

^ HAyr0RJ)
]o27dtf
Portland June 27.1 SHI

dtf

or

and

LET.

connections with Betnis, ltangeley Lakos,
Mexico, Dittfleld, Peru, Livermore, West

Sumner and Turner.

SEW TIME STABLE.

or

u«d Boiler Makers.
East

St.
my 27dtf

eral

m

and

IJCGROW

To be Let.

10

leasMaggigaggand

—

GRAND.TRUNK

Fine Furniture.

mu.

On and after ©et.
now

Iter*.

/CARPETINGS

J

Saw Mill To Let.

C/trvtct/vwr>.

Trains leave Canton for Portland
Lewiston, at 9.50 a. m. and
-LOO p. m.
PU- Leave Portland for Canton 1.00
and 6.10 p. m. Leave Lewiston for Canton, 1.67
and 4.35 p. ni.
Saturday tickets to return Monday at reduced

272 Middle St.

J
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 Mid He St.
CCABINET
and Paper Hanging*.
MARRETT. BAILEY & CO.. 190 & 192 Middle
CARPETINGS

von mean

him.—Brooklyn Uniou-Argus.
was

a

1

WU

«

Free Press,
a watermel-

__

“wt**

RAIIsROAR.

D. H. YOUNG’S,

A Nhoen, Learner A Finding*.
B. K WHITNEY A CO., 222 Middle St.

aud Cooperage nloclt.
E. S. HAMLEN. 140 Com’l St, A 240 Fore St.

When the king of Dahomey was in the English settlement on the coast he saw an officer
having his boots blacked. The king didn’t,
happen to have any shoes on, but ho walked
He could
up and had his bare feet polished.
sling stylo with any of ’em.—Boston Post.

dream-maiden stood
and waved back the intruder, aud when he
felt inclined to quarrel with her arrogant dominion, the dark eyes which met his accusations with conscious power smilingly lured
him back to the past, and the shadowy hand

reply.
“How do you generally measure ten miuutes?” persisted the lawyer.
The old sailor turned slowly in bed and eyed

l>til-TIN<2 ra’fr’«. Brut

X>

always.

a

gentleman.

ImpleUnion

& BRO. 46

ment*.

disease by converting the food into rich blood,
and it gives new life and vigor to the aged and

on.”

Portland, Bangor & Machias

/

It is easily proven that malarial fevers, constipation, torpidity of the liver and kidneys,

festive occasions, and

He often wondered whether, if he had
known her better, she would have reigned supreme in his heart over all other women, or whether in a long companionship the
charm would have vanished. Now and
then he would meet a bright, lovable girl
who seemed not averse to win her way into
his heart, and ho would be half ready to admit her. But at the boundary line of that

the old

aud

Easily Proven.

punch

them,

of

A

gale.”

In Olden Times

the avenue anu out oi me gate; men suruDand hid
and walls came between
her from him. He never saw her after that.

disposition

KENDALL
AGBI€lJLTI'RAIi
Oniry
GEO. BLANCHARD
AGRICTLTUHAr

“Waiter,” said he, examining his reed bird
“I should judge from the bill that
He finished,
this was an English sparrow.”
aud was handed his check. After a glance, he
I
was
remarked, “Waiter,
wrong.
Judging
from the bill, that was a Pompeiian nightiu-

on

a disgrace to
your
ofFeers to issue such orders. Mamma, why
don’t you interfere?”
“Flo.e ce dear, vou are forgetting yourWe can only wish him farew. 11, and
self.
pray that he may reach home safely some
day. We will not forget you my poor fellow,” she said taking his hand once more.
The young girl came toward him with
both hands outstretched and with tears dimming her bright eyes. “I suppose we’ll
never see you again, but as mamma says we
will pray that you reach your friends safe
and well; and I hope you will not forget us,
for we will remember you. Good-by.”
Bex lifted her hand, as he had her mother’s, aud kissed it; then went with trembling limbs toward the ambularce. He was
lifted in, and as they drove away he raised
the curtain and looked out. She was standing with one hand against a pillar of the veranda, looking sadly after him. He wached her until he was whirled swiftly down

hearted

Implement*, Need*
WHITNEY, Market Square

JLf

asked the lady, not
His
rn or;
“our house is pretty full now.
eyes glistened as he replied, “Do you think if
I came, madam, it would be more’n fall?”
She said with some emphasis, “Indeed I do,”
and much to his astonishment closed the door

orders, miss.”
“Orders indeed! It is

[N. Y. Tribune.]
How He Told the Time.

—

augll

critically,

WG

:

The Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here (lud convenand indexed, general
iently classified
merchandise aud supplies of every dewhich
are
offered to the
scription,
Trade by Arms whose facilities, experience anu enterprise have given this City
an honored position among the Wholeale Markets of the country.

Nauta8kat—“Come now, Charlie, be
candid aud tell me what the people here thi nk
of me.” “Well,” says Charlie, “to tell you
the truth—” “Oh, bother the truth, that isn’t
what I’m aftor. Tell me something that will
make me feel good.”—Boston Transcript.

our

woman’s kingdom

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Healers and Manu-

At

Good-Uy,” the lady answered, her eyes
filling with tears as si e watched him go feebly across the room between his friends.
As he reached ti e door, light feet came running along the veranda, and Miss Florence
appeared.
“It is cruel for them to take you away!”
“It will kill you.
she began vehemently.
Mamma, why do you allow it? Why do you
take that poor, sick mail?” turning indig
nantly upon the soldiers. “Our friends
would not touch him. They are too brave
to attack the helpbss.”
The soldiers smiled and said, “We have

bery

MUROM TICKETS

OF PORTLAND, !VIE.

remedy without avail, was entirely cured by
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

inarm

Rumford Falls & Buefcfleld

Byron

Years of Suffering:.
Mrs. Barnhart, corner Pratt aud Broadway,
Buffalo, was, for twelve years, a sufferer from
rheumatism, aud, after trying every known

**
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would protect you! but we might not bo able
to, and I could never forgive myself if evil
befell you in my house.”
The soldiers grew visibly impatient, and
“
We will not dare
at last reluctantly said,
fake any more time, Bex.”
“Then good-bj—foieve-, I suppose.”

I

BUYING THEIR-

-BY

“Come here, Sammie, and shake hands with
this gentleman,” urging her youngest to the
front. “There, isn’t he cute?”
Gentleman,
putting on his eyo-glasses aud critically exam'
iuing the child—“Yes, ho 'takes the cake,’ or
at least should take the first cake of soap he
Aud thus was an evening’s
cau get hold of.”
conversation nipped in the bud.—New Haven

--T£
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CAN SAVE

Builders

jour fr euds will leave you, I promise to use
my influence in your behalf.”
He’ooked appealingly at his comrades;
but one answered: “It would not do to
expose you to the trouble of having a Union
soldier in your house, and I’m afraid, madam, you could hardly save him from arrest.
We all appreciate your offer though.”
“I do more than 1 can tell you, my ki nd,
kind friend,” Bex answered, bending and
respectfully kissing her hand. “Will you
please give my thanks to your daughter and
say good by for me? I’ll never forget either
of vou so long as I live.”
■‘Sly daughter!” she exclaimed. “Why,
she must come to see you off. Go quickly,
Jorry, and tell Miss Florence not to lose a
moment. “Ah! this is one of the sad

on

cheery-lookifag
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Wit and Wisdom.

"o aid almost have wished that our army hau held back for a few days longe-, until you we-e bettjr able to be moved; but I

She settled herself in her chair again, and
gazed at him in the most unembarrassed
Then leaning forward, she placed
manner.

tt<1

ones; ii is as peculiarly their own as “catty
cais” and “this little pig went to market” and
all those other wonderful things belonging to
child life. To the threat world ‘ta-ta” is nothing but a ludicrous expression; but to many of
us there is something half touching, half comical in the quaint old words that bring back so
vividly the days when we planted raisin
seeds, rode stick horses, believed in giants,
knew that the fairies were biding in the ferns
aud that pots of gold were awaiting us at the
end of the rainbow.

“I

^

nnriT

early childhood.

good-by.

years.”

is unknown.
tomea to looking upon lUm simply as a
these night marches his old
“case,” and she held her head upon one
soldiering days would come back to him side,
and then said, rather reprovingly,
with great vividness, aud with them his ro“Your talk has made you feverish. Now
mance.
At such times Rex junior would be
you must go to sleep.”
treated to a long walk, so long, indeed, that
“Very well; only don’t go away.”
his mother would sink into such a profound
“I may have to; perhaps mamma will call
slumber that when she was awakened to
me.
However, you shall not be neglected.
have him returned to her, she always rousMamma will be glad to know you have
ed up to the fi'-m conviction that Rex senior
come to yourself again.”
was a burglar intent upon stealing her pre“And are you glad?” he asked idly.
cious boy. As if any burgiar in his right
“Oh, you think, because I’m a rebel, I
mind would steal a three-months-old baby,
would have been glad to have you die. Now
when there were spoons or a ythiug else in
I think that is very unkind of you;” and the
the house to be takeu. His romance he had
dark eyes were filled with indignant pronever told in words, but somehow his mothtest.
er and sister knew there bad been one, anu
“No, I couldn’t think that. How did I
He
they arranged it to suit themselves
come to be thrown upon your kinduess?”
was treated with additional tenderness be
“You were brought here and left, and
cause it had failed, aud so, doubtless were
mamma and I hated the sight of
they. Often one or tne other said, “Poor although
looked so sick that we
uniform,
your
wonder
”’ho
sbe
was?—what
a
pity!” were willing toyou
Rex, 1
take care of you.”
in
heart
she
did
not
t
her
deceitful
think
B
“How good you were!” And he lay sii a pity, for this dream of his did not di»
lently staring at her a long time withou
,urh tneir hold on him, and a realizaiion ot
speaking. She was dainty and s veet enough
it might have done so. Altogether it was
to charm any man, but to Kex, who had for
much nicer for things '.o be just ai they
years looked only upon men’s weatherbeat
The tender mystery which shrouded
were.
Her dress
en faces, she seemed an
angel.
au excuse
a certain time of his life offered
was coarse, for fine fabrics were hard to get
for the tide of motherly and sisterly love to
in the heart of the confederacy at that time,
ebb aud flow in constant waves, the raison
but it photographed itself upon his memory.
d'etre for the ebb being only to gather fresli
At length he put out his haud and took a
strength for the flow.
fold of the sleeve between his fingers. It
I've no doubt that they invested the roover
was a calico of a dull dark ground,
mance with more magnitude than it deserv
which were sprinkled dots of a brilliant red.
ed. They even at limes detected a sad
He felt it thoughtfully, and said, “That is a
shade lingering around their hero's admirabeautiful dress you have on.”
ble mouth, or giving a far-off look to his
She glanced over it inquisitively and then
sank
into
the
as
he
which
easy-chair
eyes,
burst into a merry laugh. “I don’t think
his adoring small relatives tugged forward
you know much about dress if you call this
for him. Later, when thes- small relatives,
beautiful;” and taking a fold between her
who had battened upou gory giant stories
thumb and finger, she held it off and refrom their uncle’s lips until they were apit is
an
peased, and afraid of their own shadows, garded it scornfully. “Why, we simply
are poor
old cotton dress; but—well,
were being put to bed, the daughter would
now,” she added, in explanation, with a degay, suggestively, to her mother, “Poor dear
fiant toss of her head.
Rex looks tiled to-night;” then, severely,
“And not proud.”
to her children: “You children have no
He looked at her with a laugh in his eyes,
mercy upon your uncle. You are always
a
merry shake of
riding him when he is in the house. I do which she answered by
her pretty head.
wish you would not forever worry him for
v*rr luimVilo
TllOlt
offflt* Q
stories. X could tell you just as nice ones.”
“But if you are well
she said,
pause,
This would riise a derisive laugh; and
enough to try to tease me, you are well
backed up by lbe tact (bat there was not on
to eat,” and she flitted from the
enough
but
a
mother
a
burning
lamp
brightly,
ly
Almost immediately an elderly lady
room.
and a grandmother in the room, the audaentered, whom Bex easily recognized as her
cious small ones would suggest to each other
mother. She came directly to his bedside,
topics for “mothe-’s stories,” which, after
and took his hand, telling him, in a pleasant
the substantial fare in that line which their
voice, how glad she was to learn from her
uncle had accustomed them to, they regarddaughter that he was so much better.
ed as very weak diet indeed.
To her our hero tried to express in a
“Yes, the dear boy is not in his best spirits
than to the
manner
to-night. 1 dare say he has been thinking. more conventional
daughter his thanks, and his apprehensions
I must burry back to him, so he will not be
that he had given them a great deal 6f
too louely, poor fellow.”
trouble.
It bad come to have a perfectly clear
“We are glad to have been of service to
meaning to those good ladies when either of
you.” the lady answered, gravely. “I’ve a
them accused this interesting man of havown in our army, and lie
ing “been thinking,” and was in no wise an poor boy of my
intimation that, save periodically, he exis,- may be glad to find friends amongst enemies
ed without thought.
They simply meant someday. It is a terrible war;” and her
face grew sad.
that natural regrets were filling his mind
He was trying to find a suitable reply,
and oppressing his heart.
when his first friend returned to. the room
It is true that, as he walked home from
attended by a
negress, bearhis office the very night in question, he had
ing a tray upon which were spread such
“been thinking;” but his thoughts ran someas could be procured.
thing in this fashion: “If 1 could see through dainties
“You might have had some broiled chickthe game Sharp and Swindle are playii’g,
en,” began the young lady, as she drew a
I'd fee] better. That stupid old Fresh, to
light table up to his bedside, “if—”
let h‘mself be trapped so! If clients only
“Florence!” said her mother, reprovknew how much gold there is in silence,
ingiy.
their lawyers wouldn’t find out so often ho*
The negress chuckled herself out of the
much mouey there is in their pockets.”
room
murmuring something about Mars
And his mind had flown back to these legal
Lincom’s solders liking chickens mighty
worries when the niece and nephew, ceasing to act as counter-irritants, had flown to well.
The two ladies ministered most gracefully
bed. But when his mother re-entered the
and kindly to him as he ate; and when the
room, a< d he caught her look of sympathy,
evening settled down with its flood of moonhe threw his cares to the wind once more,
light, they came again and sat beside him.
and dispelled her solicitude by saying, cheerthe war was a subject lo be igfully, ••Well, mother, which of us is to beat Natura'ly
nored between them, and as total stra .gers
at chess to night?”
they had few topics in common without in"The dear
unselfish soul does make
truding into each other’s lives; so after a
6uch an effort to be gay 1” she had consewhile conversation lagged. The sick man
quently remarked to her daughter.
feeling the restlessness of returning health,
If Bex had set about writing out this exfingered the spray of roses which
perience, which was supposed to have alter- nervousiy laid
upon his pillow, then dropped
ed his whole life, being one of the concise had been
lawyers, he would very probably have put it his arms beside him, and sighed.
“We hate talked too much, and tired
all into six lines. But he never had written
it oat; he had only thought about it very
you,” his hostess said, regretfully. “We will
go now, and you h-d better sleep; or would
often. At first the recollection had been full
it give you pleasure if my daughter would
of a tantalizing regret, because it seemed
sing for you?”
to him unnecessary that the episode should
“Oh, I would like to hear her sing,” he
have been left unfinished. When he first
answered, eagerly.
had come to know why he had been so ruth“Biing your guitar then, Florence, dear,
lessly snatched out of Paradise, and to find
and sing.”
The daughter willingly obeyed,
that “some one had blundered,” and made
and a moment later look* d in through the
it Imperative for the Union army to draw
to
window
say, “You know I can not sing,
in its lines, he had raged and called the genmamma, if you look at me, so I will sit here,
eral hard nann-s. Then later he had concan
hear me just as well.”
and
you
soled hunsell by saying that he was at presAfter running her skillful fingers over the
ent but enduring the fortunes of
war; and
being a determined man, he promised thai s rings, calling forth a soft melody, she behythm and sweetness.
gan a song full of
wneu once me war was glided he would fly
Her voice was as fresh as the night air and
back to Paradise.

For a more valuable present
say ‘ta-ta?’
her words would have been, “Tell the lady
much
obleeged,” or “obliged” if she
you’re
happened to be a little careful in her pronunciation, as many house-servauis were; but tor
all tritiiug gifts “ta-ta” was the popular term
Of course, as the
for the very little folks.
children grew laiger this pet way of expressing thanks was laid aside with their baby
clothes; and the “curchy” that mammy had
taught them—a funny substitute for a bow,
consisting only iu a sudden bending of the
knees which caused a comical dip down and
up—wan put i-vay with the jiugliug rhymes of

was not gone long, when he
almost immediately followed by
his mistress, who seemed greatly excited
over the reason for his hurried departure.
Offering her hand she. wished him a friendlv

oDTvion wnere cone

Sometimes

vocabulary, “thanky.” They can never
forget mammy’s coaxingly reproving tones,
correcting some
nor her “curchy,” when, in
childish forgetfulness, the omission of thanks
for some slight favor, the gift of an apple or
perhaps a stalk of sugar-cane, she would say,
“Honey, where’s yo’ manners? Whyu’t yo’

ten

returned,

That is because you were on
the wrong side. But I mustn’t excite you,
are
so we won’t talk politics; besides, we
within the enemy’s lines now.”
“The enemy’s?”
Yes, your lines.”
“Then you are a rebel?”
“Yes; but I’ve taken care of you; that is,
I've given you your medicine. And now if
to eat, I’ll go
you feel like taking anything
and prepare it.”
“No, don’t go,” he said, reaching out and
taking hold of her sleeve. “I don’t want to

“Humph!

by kind old black
that “ta-ta,” in baby dialect, is “thauk you;”
or, to give an exact definition from our unwrita

dies.”
The negro

“Yes?”
“You do not suffer now, do you?”
“No.”
“And it doesn’t make your head ache
when I talk?”
“No, indeed. I’m glad to hear you. You
are the first whim isoman who has spoken

petted, lovedaud spoiled
“mammy” can ever forget

No one who was ever

How beautiful she
to him once more.
was, a d how strong the wish was to see her
again! He would not have long to waii, for
already the darkness which orecedes dawn
clock s.ruck, and
had come. Aga’n the
soon warm shafts of fight shot p f.om the
horizon, and all nature awoke.
Presently a negro came silently into the
room to see if he could do anything for b'in.
But he wauted nothing but to think of the
bewitching girl until the time when she
How would ste meet him,
would come.
now that he was no longer a helpless iuva
Would she flit in and ont as she had
lid?
done yesterday, perhaps reproach him for
failing a-leep while she WeS singing? He
planned out the day, and thought of what
he would say, and of her replies. As he be
gau to grow impatient at the slowness of
time, he became conscious lhat the stillness
of morning was being broken by t e s .und
of hoises and wheels coming swiftly toward
the house, and halting before the door.
Timre were hurried innniries and resnonsns.
and footsteps crossed the veranda, and tire
negro led the way into the room, followed
by two soldiers.
“Hello, Eex, I'm glad to see you so much
better, old man,” and his hand was cauge„
in be strong palm of a former comr-de.
“It’s Ircky you’re wel enough 'o be moved,
for our lines are having to fall back, and we
sic : fellows into
are hurry’ng to get you
safe quarters. We’ve orders to have you
We
all in the hospital at-before night.
haven’t a moment to lose, either. The ambulance is at the door, and we’ll have you
iuto it in a twinkling.”
He was aghast, “I can’t be moved: it
wonld kill me.” he began, almost believing
liimself. “I’ll take my chances. There
would not be much left of me if I were to
have a relapse now.”
“There vould be more than if you were
sent to convalesce in Andersouville. We’ll
look out for you. Poor old fellow, this fever has taken the courage out ot yoa.”
Rex groaned. “Are there no other fellows
you could pick up first? An hour or co
might make a great difference with me.”
“Yes, Pin pretty sure an houro'- so would
make a mighty difference." returned his
comrade laughing. “Where are his clothes?”
he asked of the negro. “We must get him
into the air butance at 01 ceb”
The clo.be' we.e produced, and the unwilling m- u he’oed terderly into them by
the cold e.s.
“Do you think,” he asked of the negro
when all was ready, “that I could see your
m:«i.rets a moment? I would like to thank
1 er,” he added, turning to his friends. “She
and her «daughter have been very kind to
me, and I can’t go without seeing them.”
“We'll not dare to wait long; but of
course it will be only civil to thank the la-

more.

c me Lith r, tbou fair child.”
g the W4 er voices wi d.
.i
b i, th-* * delightful t*oy,
«*C *m«
« ud tread our n*ol, translucent floor*,
W ere never sc rolling heats may come,
iutr tempes: roar-;
Nor even
be sharp o ib of euvi ms age
N"
«-* t
witn da*
h\ f'rei tbbo.i gr w sad mi l w ail ml meu;
An
ut in ny death l«6s springtime slay,
Made oue wr th our eteriial joy,
•

days

After that there were

FORJ8EI.

[Detroit Free Press.]
For several years American paragraphers
have been using this old Southern expression,
“ta-ta,” as a term of humorous farewell, thus
giving it a meaning entirely different from
that it started out in lif© with; and how it ever
came to be applied in that way is a little surprising to any one to the Southern “manner
born,” and especially to any one familiar with
the idioms of the South of ante-bellum days.
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“Ta-Ta.”

TheOriginof

real

conscious of nothing but paiu. Then there
was one dav when toward evening be opened bis tired eyes, anti looked about once

.*rufl wers blue and poppies red,
e.i, for >ur lit le Love is -lead.
it

4

L

was

had Ifs^pVnade, how his head ached
tlyjjnerciless sun, aud how he had stumbled
lie reblindly along the glaring road. And
membered vaguely a bait, in which he
was being discussed, but to which discussion he was utterly indifferent, and. allowed
himself to drop a helpless burden upon his
comrades’ hands, glad that the time had
come when he could be irresponsible.

Ah, oornflowers blue and poppies
Weep, for our little Love is dead

«

to
battle

fool I

loojpffl

gladness,

Ah

seven minutes went by the lawyer became
almost wild in his assumed anger at the man
for keeping them so long beyond the time. But
not until the hand of the clock was on the exact notch of ten minutes did the sailor speak.
Theu lie said carelessly,-—“Guess the time
mus’ be ’bout up.”
The judge put up his watch and sank back
in his chair. “Well,” he said, “of all men,
or alive, that I ever saw, you can measdying
ure time the best.”
It is said that the ex-iudge does not even yet
know what made the other lawyers double
themselves over with laughter as they did at
that last remark of his.

and

Ret
she sang with an unfeigned pleasure.
the music,
lay with cloced eyes, listening toFor
had
him
and resting in body and soul.
in life
come or-e of those delightful pauses
in which is no care or thought for the morman or womrow, which so seldom come to
an after once the cares of life are taken up.
lie did not even enjoy the music; in an aesthetic mood he listened to it, and accepted
selfishness. It was
it with an invalid’s
sweet; and he knew how lovely the singer
must look, sitting with the moon shining
down into her dark eyes. He even pictured
her slim, wnite hands flitting about over the
strings. He hoped she would sing a long,
long time; he wondered why the music

promise he kept. But though the
magnolias flooded the place with the rich
perfume which he had always associated
with it, and roses grew rampant, hanging great masses of bloom heavily over the
garden fence, the fence was a ruin, and
the house which the magnolias had shaded
This
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